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Executive Summary

This communication calls upon the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) of the International Criminal Court to launch an investigation regarding crimes against humanity which may have been committed against asylum seekers and refugees in Nauru and Manus Island, Papua New Guinea.

A coalition of legal experts from several jurisdictions, assembled by the International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic of Stanford Law School (“The Stanford Clinic”) and the Global Legal Action Network, has authored the communication. The communication analyses a decade of arbitrary and inhumane offshore detention, established and maintained by Australian governments. The evidence compiled during this time, which the Stanford Clinic corroborated in its fieldwork in Australia, amounts to a reasonable basis for the OTP to find that Australian agents and personnel of their corporate partners have perpetrated crimes against humanity.

Since 2008, successive Australian governments have carried out a policy of preventing asylum seekers and refugees arriving by boat from accessing asylum procedures in Australia. As is documented by UN and other observers, they have implemented an offshore detention and resettlement scheme violating core human rights of one of the world’s most vulnerable populations. These centres’ locations, conditions, and extended periods of detention often lasting years all point to a criminally prohibited policy. This policy is calculated to inflict pain and suffering, both physical and mental, upon asylum seekers and refugees, for the sole purpose of “deterrence.” With Manus nearly 3000kms and Nauru over 1000kms from the Australian mainland, those held against their will are not only denied proper legal support and medical help but also hidden from public scrutiny.

Approximately 1246 asylum seekers and refugees are currently held on Manus Island, and on Nauru. The privatized camps entail indefinite detention in inhumane conditions, often including physical and sexual abuse of both adults and children. The conditions and resulting hopelessness have caused what experts describe as “epidemic levels” of self-harm among those held on these islands. The communication details the overcrowded and unsanitary conditions of detention; extensive physical abuse at the hands of guards and local gangs, in many instances meeting the threshold of torture; incidents of sexual violence, including against children; inadequate access to food, water and medical treatment; and extensive mental suffering of detainees, including children.

The communication finds that there is a reasonable basis to believe that public officials and corporate actors may have committed and may continue to commit the crimes against humanity of unlawful imprisonment, torture, deportation, persecution and other inhumane acts. These crimes are at the heart of Australia’s immigration detention policy and constitute a widespread and systematic attack against a civilian population, within the meaning of Article 7 of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.
Australian governments have attempted to contract-out the detention facilities, and thereby avoid responsibility, by concluding agreements with Nauru and Papua New Guinea and by contracting with private corporations to run the facilities. Nevertheless, that liability for international crimes can be traced not only to direct perpetrators on the ground, but also to public officials and corporate officers and directors. Such individuals are participating and essentially contributing to an overall common plan. That plan includes a critical element of criminality. The structures of government and corporate effective control over the camps further establish the superior responsibility of high-level public officials and corporate officers.

The International Criminal Court is a court of last resort. The absence of domestic criminal investigations or prosecutions means that the Court should exercise its jurisdiction, as required by Article 17 of the Rome Statute. Moreover, the crimes are particularly grave. Quantitatively, the crimes affect a large number of asylum seekers and refugees. Qualitatively, the nature of the crimes and the manner of their commission is grave, as they include instances of severe physical and sexual violence against vulnerable victims, and the systematic involvement of state and corporate superiors.

Crucially, the impact of the crimes extends far beyond those detained: the Australian policy is intended to deter future asylum seekers and refugees. As the refugee crisis spreads, states are looking to the “Australian model.” The danger of the spread and normalisation of the crimes committed in this context heightens their gravity. While the Court has so far predominantly focused on investigations of spectacular violence in Africa, and has been criticized for this, the gravity of the crimes described here supports prioritizing this examination.
Part I: Background and Request

1. Introduction

“*I want death, I need death.*”
- Child on Nauru

“We do have a tough border policy, you could say it’s a harsh policy, but it has worked.”
- Malcolm Turnbull, September 2015

“*[W]*e are the envy of the world when it comes to strong border protection policies.”
- Scott Morrison, Treasurer of Australia

This Communiqué to the Office of the Prosecutor (“OTP” or “Prosecutor”) of the International Criminal Court (“ICC” or “Court”) provides information on crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court, as envisaged in Article 15(1) of the *Rome Statute* of the ICC. It is submitted with a view to the opening by the Prosecutor *proprio motu* of an investigation into crimes against humanity committed by individuals and corporate actors in continuance of Australia’s immigration policies, which mandate the indefinite detention of asylum seekers and refugees who arrive in Australia by boat without a visa. Though this policy began with the introduction of Australia’s immigration measures in 1992, this Communiqué relates to crimes committed within the Court’s temporal jurisdiction, which begins July 1, 2002. It demonstrates a reasonable basis for the Prosecutor to open an investigation *proprio motu*, in accordance with Article 15 of the *Rome Statute*. Successive Australian governments—in coordination with the states of Papua New Guinea and the Republic of Nauru, (the latter also a signatory to the *Rome Statute*)—imprison and severely deprive refugees and asylum seekers of their liberty through detention offshore, torture these individuals, and commit other criminal acts all rising to the level of crimes against humanity. These crimes are grave, and no action has been taken in relation to them under Australia’s criminal justice system.

Australia’s offshore detention centres—one located on Manus Island, which lies at the northern end of the Papua New Guinean archipelago, and a second on the remote island nation of Nauru—have become notorious for their abject conditions. Australian officials, in cooperation...
with private contractors, have subjected thousands of men, women and children—many fleeing oppressive regimes—to frequent abuse, sexual abuse, inhumane facilities, and resulting violent protests and extreme rates of self-harm. This communication lays out the legal and factual bases for investigating such treatment for crimes against humanity.

Australian government officials knowingly and purposefully designed these camps to be punishing. To stem “dangerous” immigration to Australia by sea, successive Australian governments crafted a system of inhumane detention designed to warn would-be refugees and deter further attempts to seek refuge on its shores. A functional hanging in the public square, the indefinite and mandatory detention of asylum seekers is designed to intimidate future asylum seekers and deter them from attempting the journey. However, “[i]t is a fundamental principle of human rights law that one person cannot be punished only for the reason of deterring another.”

The government, in an attempt to keep its own hands clean, has outsourced the management of these camps to private corporations. Many directors and employees of these corporations are nationals of States Parties to the Rome Statute.

Numerous organisations, universities, public officials, think-tanks, UN bodies, and international coalitions have condemned Australia’s treatment of these refugees and asylum seekers. Parliamentary and Senate inquiries in Australia have extensively documented the conditions in the offshore centres. The conditions within the offshore detention centres, and the indefinite detention of migrants and refugees, violate international treaties, customary international law, and the most fundamental principles of human dignity. Yet, officials within the Australian

5 See infra Part II, Section 6 (describing widespread condemnation of Australia’s detention policies).
government have failed to remedy the situation. Troublingly, despite the international backlash, several nations appear poised to model Australia’s approach to refugee and immigration detention.\textsuperscript{7} Indefinite, offshore detention of refugees and asylum seekers may be quickly normalised absent a definite determination of its illegality.

The Stanford International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic, the Global Legal Action Network (GLAN), and the undersigned legal scholars offer this submission by way of information on crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court, within the meaning of Article 15(1) of the Rome Statute of the ICC. This Communiqué should assist the OTP in assessing which Australian officials and their corporate partners may be responsible for crimes against humanity, falling within the jurisdiction of the Court, committed in the territory of Papua New Guinea and Nauru.

The submission shows that these crimes were committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population in furtherance of a state policy designed to deter immigration to Australia. Several of these crimes may be ongoing, requiring urgent consideration by the OTP.

\textbf{2. Legislative Framework and Context}

Australia has a long history of measures aimed at controlling and deterring the entry of foreign nationals and deterring the flow of asylum seekers into Australia.\textsuperscript{8} In late 2013, the Australian government launched Operation Sovereign Borders (OSB) under the aegis of the Joint Agency Task Force (“JATF”), comprising groups in the Australian Federal Police, the Australian Border Force, and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection.\textsuperscript{9} The mandate of OSB is to prevent boats from landing irregularly in Australia through “turnbacks” or “pushbacks” conducted by Australian forces, such as the Navy.\textsuperscript{10} Moreover, the Australian government relies on offshore processing of asylum seekers, detained on Manus Island in Papua New Guinea, and Nauru. These two nations lie to the northeast of Australia. As the Liberal Party stated in its Operation Sovereign Borders Policy brief in July 2013, “[f]or years the Coalition has advocated

\textsuperscript{7} See Section IV, Part B, “Gravity.”
\textsuperscript{8} J\textsc{A}N\textsc{E}T \textsc{P}HILL\textsc{I}PS, A\textsc{U}STL. \textsc{P}ARLIAMENTARY \textsc{L}IBRARY, A \textsc{C}OMPARISON OF \textsc{C}OALITION AND LABOR \textsc{G}OVERNMENT \textsc{A}SYLUM \textsc{P}OLICIES IN \textsc{A}USTRA\textsc{L}I \textsc{U}N\textsc{I}T 2001, at 3 (Feb. 28, 2014), http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/library/prspub/3024333/upload_binary/3024333.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf#search=%22library/prspub/3024333%22.
\textsuperscript{9} Operation \textsc{S}overeign \textsc{B}orders, A\textsc{U}STL. DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION; http://www.osb.border.gov.au/en/Operation-Sovereign-Borders (last visited Jan. 24, 2017).
\textsuperscript{10} Amnesty Int’l, \textsc{B}y \textsc{H}ook or \textsc{B}y \textsc{C}rook: \textsc{A}ustralia’s \textsc{A}buse of \textsc{A}sy\textsc{l}um\textsc{-S}eekers \textsc{a}t \textsc{S}ea, AI Index ASA 12/2576/2015 (Oct. 2015), https://www.amnestyusa.org/sites/default/files/australia-by_hook_or_by_crook.pdf.
a strong and consistent policy stance that focuses single-mindedly on deterrence. These policies are well known and include . . . third country offshore processing on Nauru and Manus Island.”

This framework has long roots in Australian refugee policy. In the early 1990s the Keating government implemented mandatory detention for all non-citizens lacking a valid visa. In September 2001, after the *Tampa* incident, the Howard government began a maritime operation with the intention of physically diverting and pushing back boats filled with asylum seekers hoping to reach Australia (“Operation Relex”). On 26 September 2001, the Howard government passed the *Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Act 2001* (Cth), marking what came to be known as the “Pacific Solution.” Australia signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Papua New Guinea on 11 October 2001 and with Nauru on 11 December 2001 for the accommodation of asylum seekers during the processing of their claims. Thereafter, Australian forces intercepted unauthorised boat arrivals at sea and either returned them to their departure country, or removed them to Nauru or Manus Island, Papua New Guinea. The Rudd government dismantled the Pacific Solution in 2008, announcing that the offshore centres would no longer be used.

However, in the face of rising boat arrivals, the Gillard government, in 2010, began discussions with other countries for a regional processing centre. An Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers convened in 2012, leading to the reintroduction of offshore processing on Nauru and Manus Island. Australia signed updated MOUs with Nauru and Papua New Guinea in August and September of 2010, and began to transfer asylum seekers shortly thereafter. Undergirding the return to offshore processing was the new principle of “no advantage,” whereby “irregular migrants gain no benefit by choosing to circumvent regular migration mechanisms.”

In June 2013, Kevin Rudd became Prime Minister again and announced even tougher changes to Australia’s asylum policies: all asylum seekers travelling by boat without a valid visa would be sent offshore for processing; no refugees would be resettled in Australia; those with unsuccessful claims would be returned to their home country or held in a transit facility indefinitely.

---

12 JANET PHILLIPS, *supra* note 8, at 6.
13 In August 2001, Norwegian sailors rescued 433 asylum seekers from a sinking Indonesian fishing vessel en route to Australia. The container ship—the *MV Tampa*—attempted to deliver these asylum seekers to Australia, but Australian border force agents rebuffed them at sea. A five-day standoff ensued, while the fates of these individuals swung in the balance.
14 JANET PHILLIPS, *supra* note 8, at 4-5.
15 Id. at 5.
17 Press Release, Kevin Rudd, Prime Minister and Att’y Gen. Minister for Immigration, Australia and Papua New Guinea Regional Settlement Arrangement (July 19, 2013),
first OSB media briefing on 23 September 2013, the Minister for Immigration and Border Protection, Scott Morrison, stated that the government would make an effort to transfer all new boat arrivals from Australian detention facilities to Papua New Guinea or Nauru within 48 hours of their arrival.18

More recently, the Australian Parliament passed the *Australian Border Force Act 2015* (Cth), first entering into force in July 2015 and since amended in June 2016, preventing Immigration and Border Protection workers from disclosing or making records of protected information.19 The Act applies to Immigration officials, as well as contractors or consultants performing services for the department, among others.20 The law makes the unauthorised disclosure of records an offence punishable by imprisonment of up to two years.21 The information that may not be disclosed without committing an offence includes all information obtained by an Immigration and Border Protection worker in their capacity as such a worker.22 This Act has suppressed information about the offshore processing centres by threatening these workers with criminal sanctions.

Rising domestic and international criticism of its government officials’ treatment of refugees and asylum seekers has led the Australian government to seek alternative resolutions, short of allowing refugees and asylum seekers to enter Australian territory. During the past decade, Australia has repeatedly entered into negotiations with third countries to resettle the refugees held on Manus Island and in Nauru, with little success. In 2007, Australia and the United States reached a refugee swap deal. Under that deal, up to 200 refugees a year held on Nauru could have been swapped for Cuban and Haitian refugees held at Guantánamo Bay. But no refugee was ever exchanged under that deal.23 In 2011, the Gillard government announced an agreement with Malaysia, under which Malaysia would accept the transfer of up to 800 asylum seekers from Australia. In return, Australia would resettle 4000 refugees from Malaysia. The Australian High Court invalidated the solution, however, citing the fact that Malaysia is not a party to the *Refugee Convention* or its Protocol, and was not legally bound under either international or domestic law to provide the access and the protections that were required by the *Migration Act 1958* (Cth).24 In

http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;query=Id%3A%22media%2Fpressrel%2F2611769%22


20 Id. § 4.

21 Id. § 42.

22 Id. § 4.


2014, Australia’s then-Minister of Immigration and Border Protection Scott Morrison signed a deal with Cambodia. Pursuant to this agreement, Australia pledged to pay the government of Cambodia approximately $55 million. In return, Cambodia would only accept refugees who voluntarily chose to be relocated, and had an exclusive right to choose the number it would take and when. The deal was opposed by many refugees, as well as the United Nations High Commission on Refugees (“UNHCR”). Only four refugees from Nauru volunteered to resettle in Cambodia as part of a trial. They were later joined by another. The original four all left Cambodia for their home countries from which they had once fled.

Most recently, in November 2016, Australia announced that the United States would resettle up to 1,800 refugees held on Nauru and Papua New Guinea, subject to an 18-to-24-month screening process by the Department of Homeland Security. After the inauguration of President Donald Trump, however, the viability of that agreement has been called into question. Australian officials have said that the deal would still be honored, meaning the refugees can still express interest to resettle in the U.S. However, given recent limitations imposed by the United States on refugees from many of the countries represented in Australia’s refugee population, it is unclear how many would be successfully resettled.

**Part II: Factual Allegations**

As authorised by the *Pacific Solution*, Australian government officials and their corporate partners, in association with government officials on Nauru and Papua New Guinea, established many detention centres, including sites on Manus Island, in Papua New Guinea and on Nauru. Australia signed an MOU with Papua New Guinea on 11 October 2001 and with Nauru on 11 December 2001 for the accommodation of asylum seekers during the processing of their

---

Thereafter, Australian border force authorities intercepted unauthorised boat arrivals, and either returned them to their departure country or removed them to Nauru or Manus Island.

1. Australian Officials Developed Offshore Detention to “Deter” Refugees and Asylum Seekers from Coming to Australia

Australian government officials, in coordination with corporate employees and officers working for or contracted by them, have pursued a long-standing policy of deterring refugees and asylum seekers from securing haven on its shores. In pursuance of the “Pacific Solution” (approximately 2001 – 2007 & 2012 – present), and supported by a number of naval operations the most recent of which is “Operation Sovereign Borders (approximately 2013 – present), Australian government officials crafted a complicated legal architecture seeking to legitimate the indefinite detention of refugees and asylum seekers entering the country by sea. Australian representatives had introduced a policy of indefinite administrative detention for refugees and asylum seekers in the early 1990s, ostensibly in response to a “wave of Indochinese boat arrivals.” Their goal was to stem “fears of an increased movement of asylum seekers,” whose presence “symbolise[d] the inability of governments to control their borders, and in Australia’s case, to protect the integrity of its immigration programme.” This programme of mandatory, indefinite detention has been intensified by successive administrations since 2001. In its current form, it seeks to deter refugees from traveling to Australia “irregularly” by a) attempting physically to divert boats away from Australian shores; b) detaining refugees and asylum seekers indefinitely offshore; c) declaring that “unauthorised” refugees and asylum seekers can never settle in Australia; and d) maintaining such torturous and dehumanising conditions that other refugees are deterred from attempting to seek asylum in Australia through such means.

Australian government officials designed and implemented this programme with the express intention of deterring migration. In 2010, Prime Minister Gillard framed offshore processing as


32 Id.

33 AUSTL. PARLIAMENT JOINT STANDING COMM. ON MIGRATION REGULATIONS, FIRST REPORT: ILLEGAL ENTRANTS IN AUSTRALIA – BALANCING CONTROL AND COMPASSION 12-14 (Sept. 1990), http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/House_of_Representatives_committees?url=reports/1990/1990_pp210.pdf. Statutory enactments strengthening these detention policies were catalysed in August 2001, when 433 asylum seekers were rescued from a sinking Indonesian fishing vessel en route to Australia via a Norwegian container ship. The container ship—the MV Tampa—attempted to deliver these immigrants to Australia, but were rebuffed at sea. A five-day standoff ensued, while the fates of these immigrants swung in the balance. The standoff, popularly known as the “Tampa Incident,” received significant media attention and is frequently recognized as the justification for Australia’s harsh offshore detention practices.
critical to “stop the boats not at our shoreline but before they even leave those faraway ports.”\textsuperscript{34} To do this, refugees must be told that they can never settle in Australia if they arrive by boat seeking asylum, regardless of the strength of their asylum claims, thereby ensuring that “people smugglers have nothing to sell.”\textsuperscript{35} In 2012, the architect of offshore detention and head of the Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers, Air Chief Marshall Angus Houston, stated that Australia must “shift the balance of risk and incentive in favour of regular migration pathways and established international protections and against high-risk maritime migration.”\textsuperscript{36} In other words, offshore processing was needed “as a matter of urgency,” to serve as a “necessary circuit-breaker to the current surge in irregular migration to Australia.”\textsuperscript{37} As the Coalition Party stated in its \textit{Operation Sovereign Borders Policy} brief in July 2013, “[f]or years the Coalition has advocated a strong and consistent policy stance that focuses single-mindedly on deterrence. These policies are well known and include . . . third country offshore processing on Nauru and Manus Island.”\textsuperscript{38}

Australian authorities expressly advertise this intent. The official government poster\textsuperscript{39} for “Operation Sovereign Borders” depicts a brutal, choppy sea, stormy conditions, and a single, unstable vessel riding a whitecap. Writ large across the sky, in red lettering, is the phrase: “NO WAY, you will not make Australia home.”\textsuperscript{40} It details that “the rules apply to everyone: families, children, unaccompanied children, educated and skilled. There are no exceptions.”\textsuperscript{41} These intimidating images are designed to deter those who might seek asylum on Australia’s shores.

Accounts from former employees with first-hand knowledge of the conditions provide further evidence that government officials, in coordination with corporate agents, designed conditions offshore to be cruel, so as to further deter arrivals. Greg Lake, a former department official at a processing centre, stated that the government specifically interned children to show how terrible offshore processing could be, thereby deterring individuals who might seek refuge in Australia.

\textsuperscript{34} Julia Gillard, Prime Minister, Moving Australia Forward, Address at the Lowy Institute, Sydney, at 7 (July 6, 2010), available at https://www.lowyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/pubfiles/Moving-Australia-forward_Julia-Gillard-PM_1.pdf.


\textsuperscript{37} Id. at 47.


\textsuperscript{40} Austl. Gov’t Operation Sovereign Borders, No Way. You will not make Australia home, YouTube (Apr. 15, 2014), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT12WH4a92w.

\textsuperscript{41} Id.
He affirms, they “wanted to send a deterrent message” and “it was important to send some children” who, while over seven years old, “looked the youngest” to detention centres.

According to Lake, by making conditions cruel and targeting children, the government believed boat arrivals might cease. Mark Isaacs, a former employee at a processing centre, stated that dehumanising treatment is “exactly the point;” “cruelty and isolation have become Australia’s strategy” in deterring migration. Australia’s government officials and representatives encouraged stories of hardship in detention to filter back to friends and family, thereby deterring future journeys. As the former head of the detention health provider IHMS stated, treatment of asylum seekers on Nauru is “akin to torture.” Liz Thompson, a former migration agent involved in refugee assessment interviews, described these camps as “an experiment in the ultimate logic of deterrence, designed to frustrate the hell out of people and terrify them so that they go home.”

A number of recent human rights reports have strongly criticised the Australian government’s use of a policy of brutalisation to deter other asylum seekers. The UNHCR has condemned this strategy, stating “the Australian government’s clear policy of using detention of asylum seekers for the purpose of deterrence is contrary to international law.” In October 2016, Amnesty International released a report entitled Island of Despair, based on interviews with refugees, asylum seekers, and current or former contract workers who had delivered services on the part of the Australian government in Nauru. It documented multiple allegations of recurrent self-harm, persecution, corporal punishment of children, attempted suicide, intimidation, sexual assault, and isolation, concluding that the evidence presented in the report made clear that ‘the Australian Government’s refugee policies – far from minimizing harm and maximizing protection – have been explicitly designed to inflict incalculable damage on hundreds of women, men and children on Nauru, whose only “crime” was to seek Australia’s protection, and to lack a visa while doing so’, and that ‘[t]he Government of Australia’s “processing” of refugees and asylum-seekers on Nauru is a deliberate and systematic regime of neglect and cruelty, and amounts to torture under

---

43 Stanford Clinic interview with Greg Lake in Sydney, Australia (May 11, 2016).
49 Id. at 54.
international law’. The end of mission statement made by François Crépeau, the UN special rapporteur on the human rights of migrants following his official visit to Australia in November 2016, criticised Australian authorities for adopting ‘a very punitive approach to unauthorised maritime arrivals, with the explicit intention to deter other potential candidates’, noting that ‘this situation is purposely engineered by Australian authorities so as to serve as a deterrent for potential future unauthorised maritime arrivals’.

2. The Statutory and Legal Landscape of Australia, Nauru and Papua New Guinea Results in Indefinite Detention and Renders Domestic Legal Remedy Impossible

A. The Australian Government Passed Multiple Pieces of Legislation—Stretching Back to 1992—Seeking to Legitimate Offshore Detention

Australian representatives and officials created a legal framework that purports to legitimate its illegal offshore detention policy. All asylum seekers arriving by boat are detained pursuant to Section 189 of the Migration Act 1958. The Migration Amendment Act 1992 (Cth) made this detention mandatory—initially as an interim measure to deal with “designated persons” (Indochinese unauthorised arrivals), and eventually with the Migration Reform Act 1992 (Cth), the detention expanded to be applied to all “unlawful” immigrants, requiring migration officers to detain any person suspected of being “unlawful.” Additionally, in 2001, as a response to the “Tampa Incident,” the Australian Parliament passed both the Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Act 2001 and the Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) (Consequential Provisions) Act 2001, giving effect to a policy of offshore detention and transfer colloquially known as the “Pacific Solution.”

The “Pacific Solution” articulates a policy of transfer of asylum seekers to offshore detention centres. Of note, the “Pacific Solution” excised Christmas Island, Ashmore and Cartier Islands.

---

50 Id. at 43.
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and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands from Australia’s “migration zone,” meaning that non-citizens arriving there to seek asylum cannot apply for protection visas, to enter Australia. Instead, those asylum seekers must be transferred to Offshore Processing Centres on Nauru and Manus Island (Papua New Guinea). Though successive Australian Parliaments repeatedly tinkered with the “Pacific Solution,” one theme remains consistent: individuals arriving to Australia by boat will be placed in offshore detention and “will never be resettled in Australia.”

B. Australian Government Officials, in Coordination with Government Officials in Papua New Guinea and Australia, Maintain Secrecy Concerning Conditions at and Practices of Detention Centres

Successive Australian Parliaments attempted to place the detention centres outside the public’s reach and understanding, releasing little information about offshore detention and criminalising whistleblowers. In 2013, Australian government representatives codified a series of policies through its “Operation Sovereign Borders,” designed to implement a “zero tolerance” posture for boat arrivals in Australia. The government adopted a deliberate media strategy to withhold information and stonewall reporters. Through its enabling legislation, the Australian government “commenced a new practice of withholding information about asylum seekers that previous governments had routinely released.” The Australian Border Force Act 2015 (Cth), which makes it a criminal offence for people who work in Australia’s detention system to disclose facts they observe during their work, intensified this secretive policy. The Act makes it “unlawful for a Department of Immigration and Border Protection employee or contractor, such as a doctor or welfare services provider, to disclose or record information obtained by them in that capacity.” This legislation has had a significantly chilling effect on potential whistleblowers and witnesses to the conditions of detention in the offshore facilities. Doctors registered significant concern about their inability to report abuses and what they described as dire medical conditions at the centres. After facing a High Court challenge, the Australian
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government backed down from this harsh stance and carved out an exception for “health professionals.”

Additionally, Section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) threatens government employees with two years in prison for recording or disclosing information about events that they witness. Moreover, the Australian Special Intelligence Operation Act 1979 (Cth) grants “ASIO agents . . . legal immunity for engaging in a range of otherwise criminal conduct” and penalises “disclosure” of information obtained from the detention centres, imprisoning violators for 5-10 years.

The Australian Government has also denied Human Rights monitoring bodies access. On September 26, 2015, UN special rapporteur François Crépeau cancelled his planned trip to Nauru and Manus for fear that detention centre staff would be criminally prosecuted for providing him with information about the camps. Under section 42 of the Australian Border Force Act an ‘entrusted person’ may face up to 2 years imprisonment for disclosing ‘protected information’. He later stated, “[t]his threat of reprisals with persons who would want to cooperate with me on the occasion of this official visit is unacceptable. The Act prevents me from fully and freely carrying out my duties during the visit, as required by the UN guidelines for independent experts carrying out their country visit.” As noted above, Crépeau subsequently made an official visit to Australia in November 2016, on which he visited Nauru and was highly critical of the situation there.

Since January of 2014, the Nauruan government has only granted two visas to journalists who might wish to enter Australian-run detention centres. Access to Nauru remains limited: the non-refundable visa application fee for visiting journalists is AUD $8,000, and as the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child notes, “some international organisations have been subjected to intimidation” when they attempt to access detention centres. The Papua New
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Guinean government only permitted journalists to enter the Manus detention centre after the National Court ordered temporary access.  

C. Australia’s Legal System Has Not Provided Adequate Remedies

Australia’s courts have upheld these legislative enactments, justifying the harsh and unlawful detention of refugees and asylum seekers as lawful under Australian. This has been the case for indefinite detention: in 2004, the High Court of Australia (Australia’s highest court of appeal) held that a non-citizen who does not have a visa, and is refused a protection visa but cannot be removed from Australia (on account of being stateless), could remain in detention for the rest of her life. That same year, the Court also determined that the harsh detention conditions in the Woomera detention centre did not render detention unlawful. In 2016, a plaintiff detained on Nauru brought a case before the High Court arguing that her detention was illegal because the Commonwealth either participated in or controlled the detention and that her detention was unconstitutional. The High Court of Australia upheld the Australian government’s assertion that Nauru – and not Australia – is responsible for treatment in the offshore facilities. The High Court ruled in that case that once an “unauthorised maritime arrival” leaves Australian custody for processing at Nauru, all “restrictions applied to the plaintiff are to be regarded as the independent exercise of sovereign legislative and executive power by Nauru.” Given that there was no “condominium” or legal arrangement for joint exercise of sovereignty by Nauru and Australia over Nauruan territory, and that the facts (as agreed between the parties) accepted that the Commonwealth or its contractors would not have imposed restrictions on the plaintiff without Nauru’s imposing restrictions on the plaintiff, the Court reasoned that, “if Nauru had not detained the plaintiff, the Commonwealth could not itself do so.” This lack of concurrent authority, and the fact that the Commonwealth could not compel Nauru to detain asylum seekers, indicated to the Court that Nauru is an independent actor. The Court stated that, because Australia could not enforce detention on Nauru, they therefore did not exercise control. As elaborated further below, this is not the case. The High Court thus allows the government of Australia to sidestep all legal responsibility for crimes and violations committed in offshore detention facilities—facilities they not only fund, but in which they may also “take, or cause to be taken, any action in relation to the arrangement or the regional processing functions of the country.”

The Australian government has passed and drafted laws designed to remove access to the judiciary for asylum seekers and those transferred by Australian maritime forces. The Migration Act 1958, § 198AHA (1958) (Austl.).
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and Maritime Powers Legislation Amendment (Resolving the Asylum Legacy Caseload) Act 2014 (Cth) amended by the Maritime Powers Act 2013 (Cth), authorising the Minister to, inter alia, a) “make a determination that a vessel or class of vessels may be used to place, restrain, remove or detain a person to take them to the destination; and b) “make a determination authorising the exercise of powers in relation to a foreign vessel outside territorial waters, relating to detaining, or taking a vessel to a destination, or the treatment of persons while doing so.”

It also amended schedule 1 of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (the “ADJR Act”) to ensure the above decisions by the Minister are excluded from this, more accessible, form of judicial review. The stated purpose of this was to deter “the making of unmeritorious claims as a means to delay an applicant’s departure from Australia.” This constraint on review is, according to the government, “limited to circumstances . . . [in which] review by lower courts and on broader grounds would be inappropriate in respect of complex and highly sensitive operational matters.” Consequently, petitioners may only seek review of decisions under the Maritime Powers Act 2013 (Cth) based on constitutional remedies. The government also proposed the enactment of the Migration Amendment (Maintaining the Good Order of Immigration Detention Facilities) Bill 2015 (Cth), which would have limited the government’s liability for uses of force against asylum seekers in detention centres. Though the Bill did not pass the Senate when considered in 2015, the proposed powers would have allowed private contractors, acting on a reasonable belief of necessity, to use reasonable force against any person in order to protect the safety of another person or to maintain the good order, peace or security of an immigration detention facility. The Bill would also have sought to preclude asylum seekers from bringing legal proceedings, including personal injury claims, against the Commonwealth and private contractors acting on behalf of the Commonwealth, where force was used in good faith.
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Finally, and crucially, the Australian criminal justice system has neither prosecuted nor investigated the criminal aspects of the detention practice discussed below and has thus failed to provide adequate remedies to the victims.

D. Nauru’s Legal System Has Not Provided Adequate Remedies

Nauru’s judiciary has neither investigated nor prosecuted crimes committed in detention facilities. Nauru’s courts are underfunded and limited; advocates and judges are routinely conscripted from Australia to provide legal services. Of note, the Nauru government briefly placed Nauru under emergency rule in 2014. The nation’s resident magistrate and Supreme Court registrar were removed from office, and the Nauruan government cancelled the visa of their Australian-based Chief Justice. A broad swath of organizations within the Nauruan and Australian legal communities condemned these actions, arguing that their visa revocation and dismissals were unconstitutional and politically motivated. According to the Judicial Conference of Australia, the Law Council of Australia, and the Australian Bar Association, these actions threatened “the existence of an independent, impartial and competent judiciary.”

Geoffrey Eames, the deported Chief Justice, resigned that year, stating, “[he] could not be assured that the separation of powers and the independence of the judiciary would be respected.” Eames contends that his functional dismissal was because the Nauru government “doesn’t like [my] decisions” and that the government’s actions leave “every judge . . . at risk of having his independence undermined.” The government appointed three new judges that year to replace the post vacated by Eames, changing the structure of the judiciary in an ad hoc fashion. It is also worth noting that, apart from constitutional law matters and a few other exceptions, the High Court of Australia acts as Nauru’s highest court of appeals.
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According to the Kaldor Centre at the Faculty of Law at the University of New South Wales, while there is “at least one legal challenge to the offshore processing regime before the Nauruan courts,” it is “moving slowly due to delays in the Nauruan judicial system and other matters.”\(^99\)

At best, this delay might be attributed to an inability of the government to handle the claims, similar to the Nauruan government’s “concerns that, given its small size and relatively limited resources,” it may not be “capable of supporting refugee resettlement.”\(^100\)

E. Papua New Guinea’s Legal System Has Not Provided Adequate Remedies

Papua New Guinea has not pursued criminal prosecution of crimes and human rights abuses related to detention. A successful civil suit before the Papua New Guinea Supreme Court purported to end its detention practices in late April 2016. However in April 2016, in \textit{Namah v Pato}, the Supreme Court of Papua New Guinea unanimously held that the detention of asylum seekers on Manus Island was illegal and unconstitutional.\(^101\)

Specifically, the Court addressed whether the Papua New Guinea legislature legitimately amended Section 42(1)(g) of their Constitution to explicitly allow for the indefinite detention of refugees and those seeking asylum.\(^102\)

The plain language of the Papua New Guinea constitution, prior to amendment, disallowed detention; Section 42(1)(g) allowed detention in very limited, traditionally criminal circumstances.\(^103\)

However, shortly after agreeing to the MOU with Australia, the Papua New Guinea legislature amended the Constitution to state: “for the purposes of holding a foreign national under arrangements made by Papua New Guinea with another country or with an international organisation that the Minister responsible for immigration matters, in his absolute discretion, approves.”\(^104\)

After discussing what “personal liberty” means in the context of their Constitution\(^105\) and exploring the requirements of international law—including the \textit{European Convention on Human Rights}\(^106\)—the Supreme Court determined this amendment was not “reasonably justifiable in a democratic society having a proper respect for the rights and dignity of mankind.”\(^107\)

Equally, the failure to process their asylum claims and respect “the rights and freedoms of the \textit{Constitution}” indicated that this was an unlawful detention.\(^108\)

\(^99\) \textsc{Madeline Gleeson}, \textit{Offshore Processing: Refugee Status Determination for Asylum Seekers in Nauru} (May 1, 2016), \url{http://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/offshore-processing-refugee-status-determination-asylum-seekers-nauru#reactions} [hereinafter \textsc{Offshore Processing}].
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the court ordered that “[b]oth the Australian and Papua New Guinea governments shall forthwith . . . cease and prevent the continued unconstitutional and illegal detention of the asylum seekers or transferees at the relocation centre on Manus Island and the continued breach of the asylum seekers or transferees Constitutional and human rights.”

While the following day the PNG Prime Minister Peter O’Neill announced that the centre would be closed and Australia would have to make other arrangements for the detainees, to date no such arrangements have been made and the men remain on Manus Island.

3. Australia’s Offshore Detention Centres’ Practices and Operations

As of January 2017, according to the Australian authorities, the Australian government held 1,233 individuals in offshore detention. However, other groups report that there are as many as 2,500 asylum seekers and refugees, including 240 children, in offshore detention. The “type” of refugee varies: 501 are “illegal maritime arrivals,” 351 overstayed Australian visas, 70 arrived by plane, and 10 arrived by chartered vessel.

Since the Australian Government introduced the Migration Reform Act of 1992, the previous time-limit of 273 days for mandatory detention was abandoned. The detention of asylum seekers
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is, accordingly, open-ended and potentially indefinite. The Australian High Court, which found that although asylum seekers should be removed from detention “as soon as reasonably practicable,” this did not mean that detention would be “limited to a maximum period expiring when it is impracticable to remove or deport the person.”115 The Court further held that the indefinite detention of a failed applicant for a protection visa who could not be deported was authorised by the Migration Act. This indefinite aspect of Australia’s detention scheme has been widely condemned, including by the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants.116

Australian authorities have taken advantage of this permissiveness. Indeed, the average time in immigration detention is 454 days, and the majority of people held in detention have been there for more than 730 days.117 The consequences on the detainees’ mental health are particularly dire, as discussed below.118

In September 2016, a confidential source at the Manus RPC told The Guardian Australia about an attitude of hopelessness among those in indefinite detention, severe enough for affirmed (“positive”) refugees to reject their valid protection claims:

“Some guys put their hand up [to be returned]. Their attitude is ‘I don’t care if I get locked up when I go back, at least I’ll know it is for 10 years, I’ll get sentenced for a specific period of time and then it will be over.’ On Manus they don’t know how long the punishment will last. Men who have been found to be refugees, have waited and waited, and then given up and gone home. They have been worn down, unable to endure endless uncertainty.”119

Amnesty International estimates that the total costs of Australia’s deterrence policy between 2003 and 2016 has been approximately $7.3 billion.120 UNICEF estimates the real cost of running this programme (from 2013-2016) has been $9.6 billion.121 UNICEF has described this “system” of detention as one that inflicts “cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment on children” and “violates a number of other core human rights principles.”122
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**A. Nauru**

Nauru is the world’s smallest independent republic, located in the Pacific Ocean, south of the Marshall Islands. The island is 21 square kilometres with no arable land—indeed, phosphate mining operations left the central 90% of Nauru a “wasteland.”

The Australian government first began sending refugees to Nauru in 2001. While the Australian border force and its overseers suspended transfers in 2007, they resumed them on August 29, 2012, when the governments of Australia and Nauru entered into a “Memorandum of Understanding,” codifying their policies “Relating to the Transfer To and Assessment of Persons in Nauru, and Related Issues.” Here, Australia outlined the transfer and detention of those who have attempted to enter Australia “irregularly by sea” or “been intercepted by Australian authorities in the course of trying to reach Australia by irregular maritime means.” They explicitly include those who migrate for the purpose of securing asylum under international law. The Memorandum states, in part, that 1) “Australia will make all efforts to ensure that all Transferees depart the Republic of Nauru within as short a time as is reasonably necessary for the implementation of this MOU;” 2) “Australia will assist [Nauru] to settle in a third country all Transferees who [Nauru] determines are in need of international protection;” and 3) “Nauru undertakes to enable Transferees who it determines are in need of international protection to settle in Nauru.” Of note, Australia and Nauru highlight the purpose of this Memorandum: “combating people Smuggling and Irregular Migration in the Asia-Pacific region.” The two countries underscore this point repeatedly in the Agreement, stating the need for “a disincentive against Irregular Migration” and a policy that delivers “no benefit” to those who “circumvent[] regular migration arrangements.” Additionally, both Australia and Nauru acknowledge their commitments to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol.
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Amnesty International, after interviews with service providers, employees and government officials, described Nauru as “effectively a client state of Australia.” In exchange for hosting and operating the detention centre, the Nauru government charges Australia a monthly fee of USD $2,270 per refugee and USD $756 per asylum seeker. In 2012, the Australian government signed a USD $78 million contract with Canstruct to build a new regional processing centre on Nauru. Indeed, according to Nauruan authorities, “the major source of revenue for the Government now comes from the operation of the Regional Processing Centre in Nauru.” In 2016-17, Australia will provide over AUD $25.5 million in overseas development assistance to Nauru, as compared to Nauru’s GDP of USD $117 million in 2014. As the Global Detention Project summarises, “[e]vidence from the Australian High Court, financial contracts for the RPC, and the Nauruan security forces, as well as contracts for private management of the offshore facility highlight the blurred lines of accountability and responsibility.” Finally, the CIA World Factbook deemed Australia “Nauru’s . . . former occupier and later major source of support . . . [where] the cost to Australia of keeping the [Nauruan] government and economy afloat continues to climb.”

The Australian Government has contracted with a number of entities to operate the detention facilities on Nauru. These include security companies, welfare services, health care services and legal services, among others.
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According to the Australian government, as of December 31, 2016, 380 individuals remain living in the Regional Processing Centre on Nauru, including 45 children. However, these numbers belie actual figures, which are opaque and difficult to determine. Given that the Nauruan authorities deemed a number of asylum seekers refugees, they have “settled” them on Nauru, where they are in “open detention.”\footnote{145} Consequently, a number of organisations maintain that there are currently approximately 1,150 asylum seekers on Nauru total asylum-seekers on Nauru, including approximately 150 children (around 49 in the RPC and up to 100 living in the Nauruan community).\footnote{147} In October 2016, Amnesty International reported 410 asylum seekers residing in the Regional Processing Centre, and 749 living outside the centre.\footnote{148} Refugees and asylum seekers, all told, make up more than 10% of the total population on Nauru.\footnote{149} The majority of individuals held on Nauru are Iranian and Sri Lankan, though a significant number identify as “stateless.”\footnote{150}

The Nauru Files, published by the Guardian in August, 2016, consist of over 2,000 leaked incident reports authored by a combination of security contractors, and teachers and child protection workers on Nauru’s RPC, and provide a look into Nauru’s formal reporting process, reported criminal incidents, and life in detention. These formal incident reports, covering 2013-2015 describe 2,116 accounts of alleged assault, sexual abuse, self-harm attempt, child abuse, and horrific living conditions.\footnote{151} Totalling over 8,000 pages, the Nauru Files paint a frightening picture of conditions on Nauru. Of note, over 51% of formally reported incidents involve children, even though children make up only 18% of individuals held.\footnote{152} Evidence drawn from immigration detention, from Jan. 2009 to Dec. 2014); Austl. Gov’t, Contract Notice View – CN2334062-A2 AUSTENDER, Oct. 30, 2015, https://www.tenders.gov.au/?event=public.cn.Amendment.view&CNUUID=199087CE-FCE4-0B62-8010C76A04EA7A95 (contract between IHMS and DIBP for IHMS to provide health services for refugees, from May 2014 to June 2017).
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these files peppers this Communiqué, as they provide an unvarnished look into Nauruan detention practices, detailing the atrocities these refugees and asylum seekers face.

i. Inadequate, Overcrowded, Unsanitary and Dangerous Detention Centres

Detention facilities are inadequate on Nauru. The Nauru Regional Processing Centre (RPC) is split into several camps: RPCs 1, 2, and 3, and “fly camps” for “resettled” refugees. All centres are “open,” though, materially, they remain places of detention: they are surrounded by metal fencing, cameras, and guard posts. Refugees and asylum seekers held in detention are not permitted to leave without prior authorisation, and are held in tents that cannot withstand tropical downpours or provide adequate shade. Built on the site of a former phosphate mine, these tents have irregular flooring and sharp rocks; dust from phosphate induces asthma attacks and eye and lung irritation in many. As the UNHCR notes, the centre lacks a “durable solution for refugees” and “does not provide safe and humane conditions of treatment in detention.”

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child report “overcrowding and [a] lack of proper regulations to ensure that homes meet required legal standards.” Individuals we interviewed confirmed overcrowded housing—sometimes as many as 50 people to a tent. Many recall being forced to sleep on blankets on the ground or on military-style cots, and some report that tents/personal belongings are repeatedly damaged by flooding. Housing structures do not have locks. Those we spoke with universally described inadequate bathroom facilities: some state there were only six toilets to serve 700 people, and others remember approximately 15 toilets and six showers for every 100 people. Showers are often restricted to two minutes; there is a guard posted outside the shower, ready to turn off the water when one’s time has elapsed. Life inside the tents has been described as “unbearable.” Individuals recall 40°C
heat, with 95% humidity. Fans and air-conditioning were not available for many months and, even after being installed, there is often only one fan for every tent.

**ii. Physical and Sexual Abuse**

Sexual violence, assault, and abuse are common in detention facilities on Nauru. The Moss Report, commissioned by the Australian government in 2014 and released in 2015, investigated allegations of sexual and physical abuse allegations on Nauru; it concluded, based on interviews and its own fact-finding, that a) guards “likely” sexually exploited women, men, and children in exchange for “access to showers and other facilities,” as well as for cigarettes and drugs; b) women were raped; and c) men, women, and children were physically and sexually assaulted. According to the Nauru Files there were 185 formally filed reports of “abusive or aggressive behaviour” against refugees and asylum seekers held in detention, and an additional 48 reports of assault, and 57 reports of assault against minors.

Individuals formerly detained report physical altercations between security staff, local Nauruans, and others held in the detention centres. Many also describe an environment of rape and sexual blackmail, perpetrated by guards, others held in detention, and Nauruan natives. Wilson Security guards have been caught on film calling those refugees and asylum seekers they are tasked with protecting “cunts” and “fuckers.” Due to limited security on the island, some
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held in detention recall being attacked by local Nauruans. Detained individuals we spoke with informed us that guards requested sexual favours from them in exchange for longer showers: asking to see their naked bodies, asking to be masturbated, and performing other sex acts. This pernicious exploitation extended to other goods; guards reportedly exchanged oral sex for cigarettes. In particular, one man we spoke with and who was held in a detention centre recalled, with brutal detail, his rape by guards wearing Wilson Security uniforms. He had been forced to masturbate a guard in a shower while another guard sodomised him. He stated that he had “no choice,” stating, “I came here to save my life . . . and I got another horrible one.”

These allegations are bolstered by the reports from the Nauru Files, which contain similar allegations. In all, the files reveal seven reports of sexual assault on children and 59 reports of assault on children. A September 14, 2014 incident report recounts a classroom assistant requesting a 4-minute shower, as opposed to a 2-minute one, only to have her request “accepted on condition of sexual favours.” According to the report, the security officer “wants to view a boy or a girl having a shower.” Another report describes a child under the age of 10 molested by a group of adults, who inserted their fingers into her vagina. A third describes a young woman reporting genital mutilation at the hands of another individual in detention.

Children are particularly at risk for sexual and physical abuse on Nauru. According to the Physical and Mental Health Subcommittee of the Joint Advisory Committee for Nauru Regional Processing Arrangements, the Nauru detention centre presents a “significant and ongoing risk of
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child abuse, including physical and sexual abuse.183 Indeed, the Moss Report found credible allegations of physical and sexual assault, rape, exploitation, and harassment conducted by contracted service providers.184 The 2015 Senate Select Committee Inquiry into the Nauru detention centre agreed with these claims, stating that children not only experienced a lack of personal safety, but were continuously exposed to acts of violence on Nauru.185 The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child reported that 30% of girls have been victims of sexual abuse before the age of 15.186

The Nauru Files register 168 formal reports of “concern for a minor.”187 These incident reports are illuminating, ranging from accounts of guards allegedly grabbing children and threatening to kill them,188 to guards slapping children across the face.189

Despite the difficulties of reporting and investigating sexual and physical abuse, Broadspectrum (operating as Transfield Services at the time) provided evidence that it received 67 allegations of child abuse as of May 2015, with 30 of these allegations involving staff at the detention centres.190 The Nauru Files revealed seven reports of sexual assault of children, with 59 reports of assault on children over two years.191

Moreover, detention centre staff allege that the Australian government was made aware of these claims, yet chose not to respond adequately and kept children in detention centres despite the risk of future harm.192 The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has expressed alarm at the failure of the Nauruan government to respond effectively to reports of sexual assault throughout Nauru.193 It has noted a) sentences in cases of rape and other sexual assaults are well below maximum sentences allowed by legislation; b) there is little coordination of mechanisms used to address sexual assault; c) insufficient counseling services and accommodation for abused children; and d) “[p]revailing societal attitudes that perceive domestic abuse to be a
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‘private/family’ matter.”

Indeed, “many cases involving child abuse and sexual assault” are withdrawn by victims and witnesses due to “fear of financial hardship as well as risk to family reputation.”

Detention centre workers and UN investigators indicated a “lack of qualified specialists especially child psychiatrists and psychologists” on Nauru from its inception through at least 2015.

iii. Inadequate Medical Care

Medical treatment available to refugees and asylum seekers held in detention on Nauru remains fundamentally inadequate. In one incident, six young boys held on Nauru attempted to kill themselves, were found bleeding, but were initially refused any medical assistance. According to Amnesty International, through at least 2016 individuals held in detention “had to wait for months to see a visiting specialist or undergo a necessary test, even when, according to the doctors, their condition was serious, such as suspected cancer.” Accordingly, “all of the people interviewed by Amnesty International on Nauru expressed concern about inadequate physical and mental care.” In order to receive medical treatment, individuals are required to fill out a written request to be taken to a Nauruan hospital, where there are no medical specialists and where conditions are unsanitary. Many medical requests go ignored for months. Formerly detained refugees report losing significant weight while in detention. Many complain of continuous genital discomfort: bleeding from the penis, vagina, and/or anus, as well as recurrent infections.

Inadequate medical treatment both causes and exacerbates physical problems facing refugees and asylum seekers held in Nauru’s detention facilities. Children have “developed chronic conditions as a result of living in overcrowded and unsanitary conditions, and the main medical provider in
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the Regional Processing Centres ha[s] no paediatrician.”

An individual held in detention described to us a hand condition he suffered that, for 10 months on Nauru from 2014-2015, went untreated; his “muscles began to disappear”, and he was eventually unable to use his hand. He also reported severe dental problems. Amnesty International exhaustively catalogued numerous health-related complaints, including: a) a woman who had been genitaly mutilated in her home country and refused treatment; b) a man who “would have survived” his self-immolation had he been properly treated; and c) untreated broken bones and damaged internal organs. Additionally, some were denied medical necessities: glasses; diabetic-friendly diets; and insulin pens.

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child noted, there were no legal mandates requiring the provision of services to persons with disabilities on Nauru through at least 2016 and since the nascent stages of detention, there have been “limited availability of immediate postnatal care for newborns and mothers.”

Finally, various reports show significant delays in access to medical evacuation for life-threatening injuries, and general dismissals of clients reporting serious health concerns.

Individuals with disabilities are rarely accommodated effectively or adequately. As the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child noted, there were no legal mandates requiring the provision of services to persons with disabilities on Nauru through at least 2016.

iv. Mental Health and Extreme Rates of Self Harm

Depression and self-harm on Manus and Nauru has been characterised by experts as “epidemic.” The Nauru Files show that there were 335 formal reports of threatened self-harm, with an additional 45 reports of “accident” or “injury” in 2013-2015.
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Amnesty International spoke with 58 refugees on Nauru, recording tales of self-harm, mental anguish, and suffering. Many individuals held in detention reported to the authors of Amnesty’s Report attempts at suicide and self-harm. Described as “everyday business,” refugees held in detention reportedly drank shampoo, swallowed razor blades, overdosed, or hung themselves. Several detained individuals recall watching fellow prisoners self-immolate, both in protest and in desperation. Many of these events have received significant media attention. Omid Masoumali, a male refugee in Nauru, killed himself through self-immolation in April 2016. A few days later, Hodan Yasin also set herself alight; she suffered serious burns to over 70% of her body. One individual held in detention described attempting to kill himself on several different occasions, revealing the large scars on his stomach where he had slit himself open. Depression is a constant battle—refugees and asylum seekers routinely describe their experience in the camps as “hell” and that now, they are left with a sensation of “emptiness.” For some, it is as though they are “burning” inside; it is both “terrible to tell this story” and to live it.

Children’s lives are particularly at risk on Nauru. The Nauru Files reveal 30 incidents of self-harm among children and 159 threats of self-harm. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, in particular, expresses “concern[] at the high rate of under-5 mortality for non-Nauruan” children, and were “further concerned at reports that asylum seeking and refugee children face significant physical and developmental risks as a result of living in cramped, humid, and life-
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threatening conditions in the Regional Processing Centres.” Of note, the Committee concluded that “spending prolonged periods in such conditions is detrimental to the mental and physical well-being of these children,” and that “some as young as 11 years attempt[ ] suicide and engag[e] in other forms of self-harm.” Deplorable living conditions, coupled with “pervasive reports of hostility and hate speech” from local Nauruans, leads to “feelings of hopelessness and often suicidal ideation.” Moreover, the Elliot and Gunasekera Report to AHRC (2016) observed, through empirical evaluation of general detention practices and their effects on children, that detention “is harmful to the health and mental health of young children” and that such “harm increases with increasing duration of detention.” The Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC)’s 2014 report, The Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention, indicated that 34% of children in offshore detention suffer from serious mental health disorders, as compared to less than 2% of the Australian population.

Indefinite detention compounds these harms for children and parents. Because parents are unable to protect their children—by “avoiding” abusive individuals or being able “to remove their children from people who they believe to be unsafe”—they experience “severe mental distress . . . as a result.” As the AHRC noted, “children detained indefinitely on Nauru are suffering from extreme levels of physical, emotional, psychological and developmental distress.” Refugees and asylum seekers speak of the effect of detention on children with pain and anger; they recall that children are always crying, without toys or areas to play.

v. Access to Food and Water Barely Meets Needs

Food and water supplies on Nauru are inadequate to meet the needs of the refugees and asylum seekers held there. There are “reported daily restrictions on individual water intake.” Individuals formerly held in detention report that water shortages last anywhere from two days to one week, curtailing showers, inhibiting hygiene, and causing water rationing.
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times, corporate employees running the detention facilities replaced fresh water in showers with salt-water.\textsuperscript{240} Due to extreme temperatures, food spoils quickly and interviewees recalled continuous gastrointestinal discomfort from rotting produce.\textsuperscript{241}

Children are particularly affected by water shortages, which leave them and their families “vulnerable to dehydration and other serious health problems.”\textsuperscript{242}

B. Manus Island, Papua New Guinea

On September 8, 2012—and later updated by two additional Memoranda in 2013\textsuperscript{243}—Australia and Papua New Guinea formally entered into an agreement orchestrating the contemporary transfer and detention of asylum seekers on Manus Island, a small dot of land about 800 km north of Port Moresby, the capital of Papua New Guinea.\textsuperscript{244} Yet Papua New Guinea has been complicit in Australia’s border policies since at least 2001.

Indeed, starting in 2001, Manus Island had housed asylum seekers as a part of Australia’s Pacific Solution, although Papua New Guinea Constitution contains various safeguards against arbitrary detention, including the requirement for detainees to be informed of the reasons for the detention, the right to consult a lawyer of their own choice, and the right to seek a court decision on the lawfulness of their detention.\textsuperscript{245} Detention on Manus ended in February 2008 when the Rudd government announced that all future “unauthorised boat arrivals” would be processed on Christmas Island.\textsuperscript{246} In 2012, the Gillard government reversed course and announced that Manus—and Nauru—would again be used as “offshore processing centres,”\textsuperscript{247} this time coupling their detention policy with “a campaign warning asylum seekers that they would be transferred to Nauru or Manus Island if they arrived in Australia by boat.”\textsuperscript{248} Australian border force agents
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first transferred asylum seekers (a group of seven Sri Lankan and Iranian families) from Christmas Island to Manus on November 21, 2012. However, by 15 June 2013, the Gillard government had decided to make Manus Island a “single adult male (SAM) only facility,” which it remains to the present.

The Manus Island detention regime has two primary facilities: the Manus Regional Processing Centre (RPC) at Lombrum naval base, and the newer East Lorengau Refugee Transit Centre (ELRTC) at Lorengau, the largest city on the island. The RPC was established in 2012 as a “temporary facility” with a “capacity of […] about 500 persons.” However, after the July 2013 Regional Resettlement Agreement, the Manus RPC was transformed “into a centre which was going to have a longer lifespan and a significant increase in its capacity.” At the height of detention in January 2014, the Manus RPC held 1,353 asylum seekers.

Since the second phase of Operation Sovereign Borders, more than 13000 people were sent to Manus Island. As of January 2017, the Australian government report counts that 866 men were held at Manus Island’s RPC, with the remaining men either living in a transit centre near the town of Lorengau on Manus Island, or living in the community elsewhere in Papua New Guinea. As of January 31 2017, out of the 1015 Refugee Status Initial Assessment Notifications, 689 men have been granted refugee status, and 225 have been given a negative final determination.

In order to operate the Manus RPC, Australia contracted with IHMS to provide medical support services and the Salvation Army to provide welfare services. Until 2013, G4S was the
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primary security contractor at Manus. Australian government officials replaced these contractors with Broadspectrum, formerly known as Transfield Services Ltd., whose contract formally began March 24, 2014. Broadspectrum subcontracts their security work to Wilson Security. In 2016, Ferrovial purchased Broadspectrum. Additionally, Australia has also contracted with Playfair Visa Migration Services to provide “advocacy” services and legal counsel to detained refugees and asylum seekers.

In April 2016, the Supreme Court of Papua New Guinea ruled that the forceful detention of asylum seekers at the Manus Island Regional Processing Centre (RPC) was “unconstitutional and illegal.” However, Papua New Guinea’s Foreign Minister, Rimbink Pato, has said that the government would interpret the ruling as only applying to the facilities where initial processing was conducted —the Manus Island RPC— and not to the East Lorengau Refugee Transit Centre. In line with this, in August 2016, Australian Immigration Minister Peter Dutton confirmed that the Manus RPC would be closed “as quickly as possible,” while —as of September 2016— more than 100 affirmed (“positive”) refugees have been transferred to the ELRTC.

In October 2016, Papua New Guinea and the Australian Border Force announced plans to begin transferring men from the Manus Island RPC by the end of the month, once all refugee claims were processed. A Communication Guide given to individuals held in detention explaining the RPC closure process states that they will have three options: (1) settlement in Papua New Guinea for those determined to qualify for refugee status, (2) voluntary departure from Papua New
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Guinea, or (3) involuntary removal of non-refugees. Papua New Guinea has stated that those with rejected asylum claims (i.e., “negative” assessments) will be deemed “illegal overstayers” and will be “obliged to return home.” In October 2016, Papua New Guinea and the Australian Citizenship Advisory Service announced that a transfer centre would be constructed near Port Moresby to temporarily house men with rejected asylum claims. Australia’s Department of Immigration and Border Protection estimated that Australia would pay $20 million AUS for the centre’s construction, with Papua New Guinea agreeing to pay for operational costs.

The October 2016 Communication Guide also confirms that those with valid refugee claims will “not be permitted to settle in Australia,” and that Papua New Guinea has no “settlement agreements for refugees from this centre” with any other third country. However, Papua New Guinea immigration officials have stated that the Manus governor agreed to host the Manus Island RPC on the condition that “asylum seekers would be detained and processed on the island but integrated elsewhere.” Amnesty International questioned the suitability of Papua New Guinea for refugee resettlement in 2013, given that Papua New Guinea is an “impoverished country with high rates of unemployment, serious problems with violence . . . and a general intolerance for outsiders,” as well as a “poor track record of protecting the limited numbers of refugees it has received to date.”

Logham Sawari, an Iranian man who was mistakenly sent to Manus as a minor in 2013, was a part of the first group of six refugees to be resettled in Papua New Guinea. Within months of his resettlement, Sawari was found living on the streets of Lae following a pay dispute with the employer that was arranged for him by Papua New Guinea immigration. After both visits to the Manus Island RPC—in November 2013 and March 2014—Amnesty International highlighted the concern that asylum seekers feel “about security for themselves and their families.
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if they were to be resettled in Papua New Guinea, particularly given incidents with local police and the military in and outside the centre.’

Homosexual individuals in particular “expressed considerable fear” over the prospect of resettlement in Papua New Guinea, “where same-sex sexual conduct is criminalised and police abuse against gay and transgender people is common.” Some refugees described being “apprehensive about disclosing their sexual orientation during their Refugee Status Determination interviews,” even when it was the basis for their refugee claim, because they had been warned by Manus Island RPC staff that “any consensual sexual conduct between detainees will be reported to [Papua New Guinea] police for prosecution.”

### i. Inadequate, Overcrowded, Unsanitary, and Dangerous Detention Centres

François Crépeau, UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, asserts that asylum seekers detained at Manus Island RPC are held in conditions that constitute “cruel, inhumane, and degrading” treatment or punishment. Nicole Judge, a former Salvation Army employee— which had been contracted to provide “welfare services at the Manus Island RPC”— described the conditions at the facility in testimony to the Australian Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs.

> “When I arrived on Manus Island during September 2013, I had previously worked on Nauru for one year. I thought I had seen it all: suicide attempts, people jumping off buildings, people stabbing themselves, people screaming for freedom whilst beating their heads on concrete. Unfortunately I was wrong; I had not seen it all. Manus Island shocked me to my core. I saw sick and defeated men crammed behind fences and being denied their basic human rights, padlocked inside small areas in rooms often with no windows and being mistreated by those who were employed to care for their safety.”

Conditions at Manus Island RPC have been routinely described as extremely poor. In testimony to the Australian Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, the Manus RPC was described as “harsh, inadequate and inhumane,” with former RPC staff expressing “shock, about the poor living conditions including cramped and over-heated sleeping
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Refugees and asylum seekers are detained behind razor wire, and staff crowd 50 people to a tent, with the majority of men sleeping in bunk-beds. The top bunks press against the ceiling of the tent; one individual recalls it being so hot that people “could not sleep there” and instead slept on the floor.

Martin Appleby, a former G4S employee, describes the facility’s accommodations as “inhumane” and “primitive . . . particularly by Australian standards,” which “got worse later on as the number of transferees rose significantly.” Steven Kilburn, another former G4S officer and firefighter, told a Senate inquiry that “one particular area in Foxtrot compound . . . breached every fire safety . . . regulation. It was a death trap and a hazard to everyone who lived there. It was concrete; there was no air. It was just an appalling place to put people.” He also noted that refugees “were not allowed to even put a sheet around their bed to get any privacy, so they never got any privacy at all. The whole time they are there, they are sleeping next to strangers.” G4S representatives described the security infrastructure at Manus Island RPC as important for protecting those detained from “external threats” as well as for crowd control, preventing “the congregation of large groups of transferees into unmanageable numbers.”

Individuals held in RPC are routinely “exposed to the elements” in a tropical environment which averages between 27 and 30 degrees Celsius. A former G4S employee stated that “there was virtually no shade in any of the compounds and despite the intense heat the guys weren’t given any hats and very limited sunscreen.” During a 2013 visit, Amnesty International noted similar conditions, finding that “there is almost no shade to protect people from the sun, heat or rain.”

Former RPC employees describe “poor sanitation and sewage blockages.” A former Salvation Army employee stated that “the toilets and showers were highly unhygienic and in poor condition” with “moss and fungi growing on the walls and floors.” In 2014, a spokesman for the Refugee Action Coalition noted that in the Manus camps, “[s]kin and fungal infections are endemic. The toilets are often blocked and have to be hosed out, so sewage gets on the floor. If the tide is high, the raw sewage also comes back up” “the floors in all the facilities were
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constantly wet and there was a strong smell of sewage around the centre at all times.”302 One individual recalled the constant flooding at Manus, where water—which rose past one’s shins—mixed with the effluvia of toilets and showers.303

Bathroom facilities at Manus are insufficiently equipped to deal with the number of people held there; it is reported that a) facilities are rarely cleaned and mould grows on most surfaces,304 b) soap is not provided to individuals held in detention,305 and c) they are given, at most, six squares of toilet paper upon request.306 A former G4S employee echoed these shortages, stating that “we were only allowed to dole out very limited amounts of shampoo and soap to them, and even the toilet paper was given to them in individual sheets . . . so the detainees had to come and ask for toilet paper whenever they wanted it, which I found really demeaning and embarrassing . . . they were treated as less than children.”307 A former Salvation Army employee states that “many times soap ran out in the centre.”308

Individuals detained on Manus describe the food as inedible, and former RPC employees report observing “unhygienic meals and poorly managed service of meals.”309 One man held in detention felt he could only safely eat breakfast food — non-perishable items like cereal, that do not rot as quickly.310 Another stated that there were only “five or six types of food,” and that it was perpetually dotted with mosquitos and other insects.311 Nicole Judge, a former Salvation Army employee, stated that she had “personally found small worms and flies baked into bread and also in meat being offered to staff and transferees.”312 The delivery of food was also troubled, as “often the line was 200 meters long and people had to queue for hours to get each meal. . . every day there were tensions and arguments about the queue and whether someone had taken someone else’s place.”313

Access to safe drinking water has also been problematic; “[t]he 500 men in the ‘Oscar’ compound each receive only 500mls of water per day, though the recommended quantity is five
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litres each.”

According to the Secretariat of the Pacific Community, just over ten percent of Manus Province residents have access to safe water and adequate sanitation.

Additionally, the detention centre on Manus reportedly limits refugees’ access to information, including blocking websites that offer attorney services. Salvation Army employees have stated that the rapid increase in population and shift away from family housing has “put an incredible strain on existing infrastructure,” resulting in insufficient telephone, computer, and internet access for asylum seekers. Amnesty International noted that “access to the website of the UNHCR was blocked until detainees complained during UNHCR’s last visit to the centre” and that “phone calls to the UNHCR office were still blocked” when Amnesty International visited in November 2013. Additionally, “after the [mid-February 2014 violence], access to the internet was turned off . . . preventing the asylum seekers from contacting the outside world” possibly until 3 March 2014.

Of additional concern to Manus Island’s practices of restricting communication and information access, the detention centre tries to block refugees and asylum seekers’ access to counsel. Those who are fortunate enough to successfully contact an attorney reportedly face discrimination and bullying as a result. An individual held in detention recalls his friend being harassed after finding a lawyer through social media.

Moreover, a Salvation Army employee recalled “there were insufficient dedicated interview rooms for case management . . . and in some cases, no interpreters at all for certain cultural groups.” Amnesty International noted similar issues during its November 2013 visit to the Manus Island RPC, when it found that of the 1,100 men at the facility “only 55 asylum seekers have had an initial assessment interview” and only “160 asylum seekers have been able to submit asylum applications” after a full year of operation.
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ii. Endemic Violence and Tensions on Manus Island, Culminating in Large-Scale Riot in 2014

On 17 February 17, 2014, “police, guards and local people” raided the Manus compound, injuring scores of detained individuals and resulting in the death of 23 year-old Iranian asylum seeker Reza Barati. Guards and native Papuan New Guineans attacked refugees for more than 48 hours -- an event presaged in the past year by a climate of “animosity,” a 2013 non-fatal shooting, and an attempted raid on the Manus Island RPC by a machete-wielding mob. A former Salvation Army employee recalled that “the attacks on asylum seekers [in February 2014] were not unpredictable and unforeseen,” but rather, “were due to the entire system.” Corporate and government officials were directly responsible for the lack of care for refugees’ safety and well-being: staff at Papua New Guinea’s detention facilities accepted that Manus is “just a dangerous place and that there was nothing we could do to change that.”

Prior to the facilities being raided, refugees and asylum seekers held in detention had been “on strike asking for freedom” and questioning the delays in their asylum claims processing. Border force agents and government immigration officials did not update asylum seekers about refugee status determination (RSD) processes and procedures and refugees were not given “approximate timeframe in relation to the process, causing distress and a deep sense of helplessness.” An official G4S incident report disclosed to The Guardian Australia stated that
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the violence may have been triggered by the presence of a Papua New Guinea “police dog squad” which had been invited into the Manus RPC by a “senior G4S guard” during these protests.335

“[U]p to 15 men” murdered Reza Barati, a 23 year-old Iranian asylum seeker, by attacking him “with a nail-studded plank of wood, kick[ing] him, and drop[p]ing a rock on his head.”336 Another man “was shot by police and another had his throat slit by an unknown assailant with a machete”, both survived.337 One detained individual recalled, in shocking detail, his treatment during and after the riot; G4S guards kicked him repeatedly, fracturing disks in his spine.338 After the riots, he and his fellow detained refugees were transported to Australian navy ships; while being moved, G4S guards continued to beat them up, allegedly stating “if you don’t go back to your country, I promise you I kill you.”339 Another remembers being beaten by a guard with a shield, injuring his arm and “breaking [his] bicep muscle.”340 Two doctors we interviewed described the story of a man with a broken cheekbone: he was refused medical treatment for days, resulting in the loss of his eye, something that could have been easily prevented.341 A Somali refugee — who would later become the victim of an October 2016 assault — recalled how his “room was like a scene of slaughter” after he had been beaten during the riots.342

iii. Physical and Sexual Abuse

Detained refugees are subject to severe abuse. Detainee Emergency Response teams in the RPC stand formally accused, before Australian Parliamentary Inquiry, of waterboarding, “zipping,” and using cable ties on refugees in Bravo Compound of the Manus detention centre.343 The UN special rapporteur on torture found Australian border officials to be in breach of the Convention Against Torture for tying refugees to chairs and threatening “physical violence, rape, and
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prosecution for ‘becoming aggressive’” if they refused to retract statements made about riots on Manus.345

Reports and our own interviews confirm that abuse and sexual violence are common on Manus. Guards punch and hit refugees and asylum seekers held in detention, without repercussions.346 Logham Sawari, an Iranian man who was mistakenly sent to Manus as a minor, described a guard punching him after requesting more washing powder: “he came up to me and said, ‘if you don’t think it’s enough, go back to your country. If you don’t like it here, go back.’ […] then he punched me. He punched me hard. I cry, and I fall down.”347 In July 2014, two individuals were taken to the Chauka compound, a series of shipping containers for storing “‘misbehaving’ asylum seekers.” There they were “cable-tied to chairs and beaten . . . [and] threatened with rape and murder if they did not retract their statements to police” relating to the death of Reza Barati.348

After the Papua New Guinea Supreme Court, in April 2016, ruled the Manus RPC to be unconstitutional, the facility underwent a superficial restructuring and began to permit refugees held there to take scheduled buses into the town of Lorengau.349 However, tensions between them and Manus locals have led to altercations and violence on a “daily basis.”350 In early October, a Somali refugee named Masoud Ali Shiekhi had been volunteering to help persons with disabilities in town351 and was “set upon by a group of locals with rocks in an unprovoked attack near the transit centre at East Lorengau.”352 In October 2016, Daniel Webb, director of legal advocacy at the Human Rights Law Centre in Melbourne, witnessed two Afghan Hazara
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refugees be “beaten with an iron bar and robbed” by “a group of seven locals.”

Behrouz Boochani, a Kurdish-Iranian journalist who is detained on Manus, states that the tensions between detained refugees and Manus locals are economic and cultural:

“They are scared from us that we take their jobs. There is not any jobs there but they scared from us because we are 900 men and this island has a small community and the people are scared of cultural problems because their community is based on tribal system. I'm sure that if they settle us by force in [Papua New Guinea] it will be a big tragedy for us and local people. I think that the local people are victims.”

On 23 July 2013, SBS Dateline aired allegations by a former G4S employee of unaddressed sexual assaults between individuals held in detention centres, accusing Australian immigration officials and Manus Island RPC staff of ignoring abuses. In response to the negative media attention, the Department of Immigration and Border Protection requested an inquiry into the allegations, finding the “major allegation . . . involved the sexual assault of a young man known as Mr. A . . . on two occasions.” “Mr A’s allegations of assault were reported to the [Papua New Guinea] local police [but] Mr A refused to speak to the police.” However, given that “same-sex sexual conduct is criminalised and police abuse against gay and transgender people is common” in Papua New Guinea, fear of cooperating with a highly-publicised police investigation into a same-sex sexual assault is understandable.

While no individual held in detention on Manus Island has been criminally charged based on their sexual identity, several men have reported that they feel at risk or unable to report instances of sexual abuse either at the RPC or at the ELTPC. Several homosexual individuals held in detention at Manus Island RPC allege that sexual assaults took place on Manus, but they remain reluctant to formally report these events due to the stigma and criminality of homosexual acts in
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Papua New Guinea. As a result, they “often take a ‘buddy’ with them” to the showers to protect against “assaults by other asylum seekers or staff members.” Chillingly and in sum, detained individuals and Salvation Army workers describe a certain shower as a “rape dungeon.”

iv. Mental Health and Extreme Rates of Self-Harm

Mental health problems are widespread and refugees and asylum seekers held in detention “often self harm and attempt suicide.” In October 2016, an asylum seeker “tried to self-immolate, dousing himself in flammable liquid and attempting to set himself alight with a lighter,” but “other detainees intervened to save him.” IHMS mental health screenings conducted between April to June 2014 found that 27% of the detained refugee population at the Manus Island RPC reported high or very high levels of psychological distress. Amnesty International notes that many in detention “related horrific accounts of torture and other ill-treatment suffered prior to undertaking their long journey to Australia” and that many had fled “conflict or other situations of general unrest in fear of their lives.” Humanitarian Research Partners found that “about 60 per cent of asylum seekers have a history of trauma before they arrive in Australia.”

The Senate inquiry into the incident at the Manus Island Detention Centre from 16 February to 18 February 2014 found that the violence had ‘retraumatised’ a significant portion of the detained refugee population. This “is a huge problem at Manus Island,” with individuals in detention feeling “a profound sense that nothing they can do can make them safe.” Masoud Ali Shiekh, a Somali refugee attacked by a group of men on the street in Lorengau, described his mental state at Manus Island RPC: “I cannot differentiate between a nightmare, a dream and awkeness. I have difficulty talking about yesterday, today and tomorrow. It feels like one day from when I arrived till now.”

Fearing assaults outside of the detention centres —like that which Mr. Shiekh experienced— some of those refugees and asylum seekers refrain from leaving the compound, despite the April 2016 restructuring of detention practices. An individual held in detention, named Imran, stated
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that “even though it’s now an open centre, I have only left the detention centre twice: once to meet my lawyer and once to do this interview [with The Guardian Australia] . . . I have suffered before but I’ve never felt so alone. I was looking for safety but have been locked up somewhere and almost beaten to death.”372 One detained individual recalls the “stress” of Manus inducing a heart attack.373 A former Salvation Army employee recalled how G4S workers had used “the threat posed by the [Papua New Guinea] nationals” as a “source of intimidation . . . against asylum seekers. Stories of cannibalism . . . high levels of criminal activity especially towards foreigners, as well as the high level of HIV in the [Papua New Guinea] population were told to asylum seekers constantly.”374

With such anxieties about leaving the facility, and with memories of the 2014 violence still fresh in the minds of many men,375 “most stay up most of the night, talking and smoking, and sleep during the day. Many say they feel safer staying up at night.”376 In comments to the Senate, Ben Pynt from Humanitarian Research Partners noted that “people are still keeping guard at night. There is somebody in each of the hard-shell tents and somebody in each of the rooms who stays awake at all times, because they are petrified of being attacked again.”377 Many refugees, already with a “history of trauma and torture”, cannot sleep without the aid of “strong sedatives” or marijuana, for which there is a “steady black market trade . . . inside the centre.”378

Asylum seekers who are deemed “misbehaving” for non-compliance are placed on the Behavioural Management Program and often transferred to the “Chauka compound”, a “series of converted shipping containers” that are “each containing a single bed and no windows.”379 Former director of mental health services for IHMS, Peter Young, noted that “many of those placed in solitary confinement [in Chauka] were expected to already be suffering mental health problems . . . [a]nd they are put in a situation that is making their conditions worse.”380 Additionally, detained refugees and asylum seekers who are deemed mentally ill are held in “Delta 9,” a cramped housing unit with “no recreational facilities, poor lighting” and “no windows” in rooms.381 Moreover, the gate outside of Delta 9 “is boarded up so transferees cannot see outside this area.”382 A former Salvation Army employee recalled how they had “heard transferees screaming inside this area, and shaking the fence as [they] walked past.”383
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In November 2013, Amnesty International recorded seven mental health staff at the Manus Island RPC. After the violence in 2014, IHMS deployed nine additional mental health practitioners to Manus Island RPC to address “an increase in the number of people suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder”; however, a case worker who worked at the Manus Island RPC in the weeks following the violence reports that “there was only one psychologist or mental health nurse available to the 1300 detainees and one STTARS (torture and trauma) counsellor.”

v. Inadequate Medical Care

Detention on Manus has had disastrous consequences for many refugees and asylum seekers; they report depression, physical degradation, weight-loss, and constant pain. Moreover, access to medical care is limited on Manus, with “waiting times for IHMS appointments” taking “a minimum of three days at one point.” IHMS is contracted to provide primary healthcare appointments “within 72 hours for all people,” but this does not happen in practice; additionally, there are no specialist practitioners on the island as the government only contracts for the provision of primary healthcare.

After the riots of 2014, a detained individual reported severe spinal injuries that impacted the use of his hands, forever limiting his mobility and career prospects. Another recalled contracting malaria, receiving belated treatment, as opposed to prophylactic care. Many refugees in detention report only receiving “panadol and water” in response to even extreme pain. Former Salvation Army employee Nicole Judge echoed this common response from medical staff, stating that “often medical provisions is panadol and water. Transferees may have to wait several days to receive Panadol for an ailment” but non-medical staff—with quicker access to detained individuals—“are threatened that they will lose their job for offering transferees Panadol or hydralyte medication for dehydration.” The waiting time for dental care at Manus Island RPC
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has been excruciatingly long; “it took two years for a dentist and optometrist to come to Manus. By this time, many had lost their teeth.”394

Masoud Ali Shiekh, a Somali refugee who was assaulted by a group of Manus locals in Lorengau in October 2016 was unable to receive proper medical imaging after being struck by a rock in the head, because the only X-ray machine on Manus was broken.395 Mr. Ali Shiekh states that “there is no anything. The injury is deep in the head and I can’t open my eyes . . . when I stand up I feel like I would fall . . . I wish I could find treatment. There is no treatment here.”396 Mr. Ali Shiekh also shared his fears about sanitary conditions at the hospital, worrying that his open head wound will become infected.

This is a well-founded fear, given the death of fellow detained individual, 24 year-old Hamid Kehazaei, who died of septicemia from a minor shin blister.398 The medical facilities on Manus had ran out of the antibiotics needed to treat Kehazaei’s infection, and significant bureaucratic delays in arranging a medical visa—in the face of IHMS recommendations for “urgent transfer”—led to his death when removed from life support in a Brisbane hospital on 5 September 2014.399 Following Kehazaei’s death, Australian immigration minister Scott Morrison issued a statement assuring that the level of medical care provided to asylum seekers on Manus is “outstanding.”400

Conditions at the facilities—particularly in regard to hygiene, food safety and exposure—contribute to refugees’ and asylum seekers’ medical issues. Amnesty International noted in 2013 that “IHMS staff reported the lack of shade [for those in detention] has led to numerous health issues, including people collapsing from heat stroke.”401 Many “had skin conditions caused by the constant wetness, humidity and . . . unhygienic cleaning facilities,”402 leading detained refugees and staff to “suffer regularly from foot infections.”403 A former G4S employee states that the quality of the food caused many illnesses, and that “cases of diarrhoea and food
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poisoning were rampant . . . we had an isolation bay both for staff and for the detainees and both were constantly in use.”

Outbreaks of gastroenteritis are common due to poor sanitation and poor quality of food. A former RPC worker recalled witnessing “cases of scabies, typhoid, regular gastroenteritis, rashes and skin infections” over the course of five months.

Tropical diseases are common. Malaria is present at a rate of 94% in the area near the Manus Island RPC, and other diseases, such as Barmah Forest virus, Murray River virus and dengue fever are endemic. Cases of malaria are frequent among asylum seekers. However, a former Salvation Army employee noted that anti-malarial drugs were exhausted “numerous times” over a 5-month period.

4. Evidence of Australian Government Officials’ Knowledge of and Effective Control over Conditions on Nauru and Manus Island

The Australian, Nauruan, and Papua New Guinean government officials are aware of the harsh conditions and treatment refugees and asylum seekers face in the offshore detention centres, and effectively control those conditions. Australia’s refugee processing system has been intentionally and explicitly designed to be punitive and harsh, its policies developed with a consistently directed plan of deterrence. Since its inception the Australian government has been on notice that abuses within the centres are widespread. Rather than investigating incidents and reforming practices to comply with international law and UN recommendations, the Australian government has continued to surround its detention program with increasingly secretive and severe policies to insulate it from scrutiny.

As noted above, domestic institutions organised by the Australian government properly and publicly notified Australian government officials and their agents of both the factual circumstances surrounding the detention of refugees and their legal implications.

Multitudes of parliamentary inquiries also indicate the severity of this
arbitrary detention to Australian government officials and their agents. Domestic and international organisations, commissions, institutions, academic bodies, individuals, citizen-led grassroots organisations, and documentarians notified Australian officials and their agents of the legal and factual circumstances surrounding detention. The government of Australia—including its attorney general and various parliamentary leaders—were also notified of this arbitrary detention through court proceedings. Indeed, concerns of rights violations in the offshore detention centres have been “regularly and persistently brought [ ] to the attention of the government of Nauru and Australia” by the OHCHR.

Not only are officials aware of the harsh treatment of refugees and asylum seekers held in detention, but the deterrence framework and their own public statements suggest that they have approved these intolerable conditions to promote hopelessness and deter additional migration. In May 2014, Malcolm Turnbull, acting in his capacity as Communications Minister, stated “[w]e have harsh measures [and] some would say cruel measures . . . [but] the fact is if you want to stop the people-smuggling business you have to be very, very tough.” In September 2015, Turnbull, now serving as Prime Minister, underscored the intentional nature of this cruel detention.
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treatment, remarking “we do have a tough border policy, you could say it’s a harsh policy, but it
has worked.”

Government officials’ knowledge and awareness is further evidenced by what they communicate
to the refugees and asylum seekers on Manus Island and Nauru. In September 2014, Australian
Minister for Immigration Minister Scott Morrison personally told asylum seekers that they will
never go to Australia. This mirrored a video that was screened to refugees as part of their
orientation, which delivered the same message, which left those we spoke with feeling
disappointed, depressed, and afraid. In September 2016, the Government of Papua New
Guinea distributed a four page document informing refugees of the common position of Papua
New Guinea and Australia that they will never be settled in Australia, and that no third countries
will accept their resettlement. Several of the individuals we spoke with noted that they
believed their abuse was intentional. One individual formerly held on Nauru summarised his
experience: the “processing centre is using the human like a political weapon; we don’t want to
be political weapons.”

As concern over and attention to Australia’s detention regime increased, the government,
exercising effective control over the daily running of the camps, the government tightened its
control over information going both in and out of the detention centres. These heightened
secrecy policies further signal official knowledge of the conditions in the detention facilities.
The Australian Border Force Act, for example, criminalises the recording and disclosure of facts
and information observed by any government employee or subcontractor working in the centres,
and imposes harsh sanctions on offenders. Moreover, ASIO agents are afforded legal
immunity for a range of otherwise illegal conduct. Evidence shows that they are in control of
the system of eligibility interviews and Refugee Status Determination processing.

The daily logs revealed in the Nauru Files indicate that Australian government officials, border
patrol agents, and private security contractors knew of, and actively covered up, many of the
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abuses occurring on Nauru.\textsuperscript{434} Information contained in the Nauru Files is consistent with testimony from detention centre staff members and OHCHR’s own findings.\textsuperscript{435} Twenty-four current and former employees from the Nauru detention facility insist that “the government and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) has been aware of the sexual and physical assault of women and children on Nauru” for a year and half prior to formal reports of sexual abuse allegations,\textsuperscript{436} yet “failed to act to protect these children from harm.”\textsuperscript{437}

Department of Immigration and Border Protection officials have reporting mechanisms in place showing effective control over contracted operators, service providers, and local authorities. The DIBP requires all service providers to “report and record all alleged incidents” of abuse, sexual violence, and self harm, and receive all such reports.\textsuperscript{438} Individuals seeking transfer for medical reasons still need permission from DIBP officers – a fact that has resulted in the tragic death of Mr. Hamid Kehazaei in 2014.\textsuperscript{439} Managers at the DIBP also participate in daily and weekly meetings on Nauru,\textsuperscript{440} and Australian government officials make all major decisions pertaining to the detention of refugees.\textsuperscript{441} While local law enforcement authorities in Papua New Guinea and Nauru have access to the detention centres, operational decision-making and control remain with Australian officials - the Australian government deployed Australian Federal Police officers to Nauru to assist Nauruan police with investigating crimes in detention;\textsuperscript{442} Corey Caleb, Nauru’s Police Commissioner, stated that their local forces have “Australian Federal Police advisors who have day-to-day input into investigations and they know the facts.”\textsuperscript{443} Finally, evidence shows that they are in control of the system of eligibility interviews and Refugee Status Determination processing.\textsuperscript{444}
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5. Evidence of Corporate Officers’ Knowledge of and Effective Control over Conditions on Nauru and Manus Island

Corporate officers, like their governmental counterparts, are aware of the same multitude of reports and publicly available documents regarding the conditions, yet allow them to persist. Organisations and individuals also notified private contractors associated with running the detention centres of the arbitrary detention and its legal implications, including Ferrovial. Corporate officers have failed to respond to concerns that have been brought to them, such as overcrowding, inadequate maintenance, and supply shortages; others have directly contributed to creating the harsh conditions, participating in abuses and their obfuscation. The major corporations involved in Australia’s detention regime, namely Ferrovial, Wilson Security, and IHMS, have well-established hierarchal control structures in place.

The Australian government is transparent in its intention for its offshore detention centres to serve a deterrent function. Companies contracted to operate these centres, namely Ferrovial, Wilson Security, and IHMS, are aware that their conditions are punitive and harsh - they are this way by design. As discussed above, former departmental officials at a processing centre state that cruelty, including specifically targeting young children, and dehumanising treatment is “exactly the point” of Australia’s deterrence-focused immigration and border protection strategy. The former head of IHMS, the company responsible for providing health care services to the detention centres, characterises the treatment of refugees and asylum seekers held on Nauru as being “akin to torture.” These corporations knowingly contribute a vital component to the implementation of Australia’s deterrence policy, in operating detention facilities that impose treatment and conditions of life so inhumane that future refugees will not attempt the journey.

The Nauru Files demonstrate corporate officers’ knowledge of the situation on offshore detention centres. The reports show that various officials and personnel were aware of conditions and problems on Nauru, but they ignored formal reports, dealt with them perfunctorily, or even downgraded them. In 2015 alone Wilson Security officers “downgraded” 128 formal reports of
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assault, self-harm, rape, and abuse without justification, 453 48 of which had been determined to be “major” or “critical” risks. 454 On January 18, 2015, Wilson Security officers actively downgraded an attack on a child that required medical attention, even after it had been reported. 455 Some reports document security officers efforts to silence victims of rape and sexual assault, for instance, informing them that “rape in Australia is very common and people don’t get punished,” “as common as going to the bathroom or eating food,” and asking “if this happened to you why didn't you scream at the time?” 456 This coordination further reflects the effective structures of vertical control linking the corporations’ directors to the employees on the ground.

Not only do the Nauru Files reveal corporate knowledge of detention conditions, they contain many examples of corporate officers on the ground committing acts of abuse and sexual violence. For example, in January 15, 2015, Wilson Security received a report of sexual assault of a four year old boy perpetrated by its own security officers, and knowingly downgraded the matter, even after this incident had been reported to immigration officers and Child Protection and Support workers. 457 On April 26, 2015, a guard attacked a child, which resulted in a formal report; Wilson Security, again, downgraded the incident. 458 This pattern of downgrading reports containing allegations of such serious criminal conduct indicates Wilson Security is (a) effectively controlling the information and the actions of its employees on the ground, (b) not taking adequate steps to investigate and punish individuals responsible, and (c) actively attempting to minimise the perceived severity of abuses.

Corporate officers were also aware of food and water shortages, actively restricting water intake, curtailing and strictly monitoring showers, and replacing fresh water in showers with salt-water. 459

In a chilling example of the degrading and hostile environment created by security personnel in a centre on Nauru, one report details guards laughing at a young girl who had “sewn her lips together.” 460 The girl’s father later sought out a guard for an apology but was informed the
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officer was at the airport, which reportedly induced the father to “significantly self-harm[].”\textsuperscript{461} Amnesty International has documented three cases of individuals reporting mental and physical anguish to medical professionals, only to be ignored.\textsuperscript{462}

All operators contracted to run the offshore detention centres have publicly withdrawn their support, since their exposure to widespread criticism and condemnation for their involvement in Australia’s detention regime from rights groups, the United Nations, and other governments.\textsuperscript{463} Wilson Security announced it will not provide further detention services once the government contract ends.\textsuperscript{464} Ferrovial has also committed itself to ending its involvement.\textsuperscript{465} However, to date, both corporations remain involved and possible withdrawal does not expunge liability for current and past involvement. Corporations’ plans to withdraw do, however, reflect increasing awareness of the reputational and potential legal consequences of their officers’ and directors’ actions.

6. Widespread Condemnation and Thorough Documentation of Crimes on Nauru and Manus Island

Australia’s policy of transfer and detention of migrants has drawn widespread scrutiny and condemnation from Australian and international organisations. There is no shortage of documentation. The UNHCR has repeatedly delivered reports condemning Australia’s treatment of asylum seekers held on Nauru and Manus.\textsuperscript{466} Amnesty International has issued several reports equally critical of Australia’s policies,\textsuperscript{467} The Australian Human Rights Commission presented two major reports, one in 2004\textsuperscript{468} and one in 2014,\textsuperscript{469} on Australia’s imprisonment of asylum seekers, specifically focusing on children in detention. They concluded that Australia was in
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breach of several articles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees claimed, in a formal submission to the Australian government, that Australia’s transfer policy “raises serious concerns about Australia’s fulfilment of its obligations under international refugee law, human rights law and the terms of the MOU.”

The Association for the Prevention of Torture believes that “Australia’s offshore detention of asylum seekers is likely to constitute a prima facie regime of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, and may even constitute torture.”

Part III: Alleged Offences

1. Australian Government Officials and Their Agents Knowingly Committed Prohibited Acts as Part of a Widespread or Systematic Attack Against Refugees and Asylum Seekers

In accordance with Article 7(1) of the Rome Statute, individuals commit a crime against humanity if they knowingly commit a specified act "as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack." In the present section we will set out these contextual elements before identifying the prohibited acts entailing individual criminal liability.

A. The Acts Are Part of an Attack That Is Directed at Civilian Populations

Australia's immigration detention policies constitute an attack within the meaning of Article 7 of the Rome Statute. An attack is a “course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts referred to in paragraph 1.” In other words, it involves the multiple commission of imprisonment, torture, etc.” As clarified in the Elements of Crimes and confirmed in Prosecutor v. Bemba, an attack “does not necessarily equate with ‘military attack’” but, instead, “refers to a campaign or operation carried out against the civilian population.”

---

473 Rome Statute, art. 7(2).
474 ICC Elements of Crimes, Introduction to article 7; Prosecutor v Bemba (ICC) PTC-II Case No. ICC-01/05-01/08, 15 June 2009, ¶ 85. See also, on what the course of conduct may entail, Prosecutor v. Gbagbo (Decision on the Confirmation of Charges against Laurent Gbagbo) (ICC) PTC Case No. ICC-02/11-01/11, 12 June 2014, ¶¶ 208–221.
International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in *Prosecutor v. Kunarac*, “[i]t is sufficient to show that the act took place in the context of an accumulation of acts of violence which, individually, may vary greatly in nature and gravity.” 475 This course of conduct can even be “nonviolent in nature.” 476 Indeed, certain prohibited acts constituting an attack, such as apartheid or persecution, are often committed through legislative or executive acts. 477 For instance, the Nuremberg Laws were acknowledged as part of the policy of the persecution of Jews in the Nuremberg International Military Tribunal, the source of the concept of crimes against humanity. 478 While legislative acts and executive decrees may constitute prohibited acts, they may also facilitate prohibited acts. Professor deGuzman has argued that the Rome Statute leaves “open the possibility of an attack comprised entirely of non-violent acts.” 479 Ultimately, what is required is ‘the multiple commission of acts referred to in Article 7, paragraph 1,’ 480 which will be discussed further below, 481 as part of the overall attack.

In the present case, the course of conduct constituting the attack contains acts of both legislative, administrative and physical violence. Through legislative, judicial, and executive schema, 482 individuals associated with the Australian government developed and implemented a policy against refugees and asylum seekers. This policy is further implemented through a series of actions that vary in their violence: Australian patrols and military vessels deprive them of freedom, 483 detention security staff rape and abuse them, 484 doctors fail to give them needed medical treatment, 485 and inhumane detention conditions drive them to suicide, self-harm, and clinical depression. 486 As an accumulation of bureaucratic and administrative procedures, implemented with sanctioned cruelty, the Australian government and its agents attacked a

475 *Prosecutor v Kunarac* (ICTY) TC, Case No. IT-96-23-T, 22 February 2001, ¶ 419 (‘Kunarac TC’).

476 *Prosecutor v Jean-Paul Akayesu* TC, Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, Judgement, 2 September 1998, ¶ 581. (‘Akayesu TC’).

477 Id. (“An attack may also be non-violent in nature, like imposing a system of apartheid, which is declared a crime against humanity in article 1 of the Apartheid Convention of 1973, or exerting pressure on the population to act in a particular manner, may come under the purview of an attack, if orchestrated on a massive scale or in a systematic manner.”). See also *Kunarac* TC, ¶ 416.


480 Report of the Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court: Addendum 2, UN Doc PCNICC/2000/1/Add.2 (2 November 2000) 9 (‘ICC Elements of Crimes’). See also ¶ 3 of the Introduction and note 6 which clarifies that “[s]uch a policy may, in exceptional circumstances, be implemented by a deliberate failure to take action . . . .”

481 See *Bemba* ¶ 75 (“[T]he commission of the acts referred to in Article 7(1) of the *Rome Statute* constitute the “attack” itself and, beside the commission of the acts, no additional requirement for the existence of an “attack” should be proven.”).

482 On the role that these play in constituting an attack see further WILLIAM A SCHABAS, THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: A COMMENTARY ON THE *Rome Statute* (Oxford University Press, 2010), 153.

483 See supra Part II: Factual Allegations.

484 See supra Part II: Factual Allegations.

485 See supra Part II: Factual Allegations.

486 See supra Part II: Factual Allegations.
civilian population within the meaning of the Rome Statute. Finally, these acts all have a sufficient link to and are part of the overall attack. Geographically and administratively they form part of the policy of deportation, detention and mistreatment of refugees and asylum seekers instituted and enforced by Australian officials and their agents. It is this overall policy that is being served through prohibited acts and, as Professor Triffterer writes “of particular significance [for recognising such a link], will be the manner in which the accused’s acts are associated with, or further the policy underlying the attack.”

This policy targets a vulnerable “civilian population.” The drafters of the Statute purposefully left this category open-ended, affording protection to “any civilian population” regardless of their ethnicity, religion, or national origin. According to the ICTY, “[i]t is sufficient to show that enough individuals were targeted in the course of the attack, or that they were targeted in such a way . . . that the attack was in fact directed against a civilian “population”, rather than against a limited and randomly selected number of individuals.” Australian officials’ policy of targeting all refugees and asylum seekers who reach its shores by sea is neither limited nor random. It is directed against anyone arriving by boat to seek asylum. Moreover, those attacked form a specifically identified population of refugees and asylum seekers. Characterised by their very vulnerability, they are distinct from the officials and agents attacking them; as a group, they sought refuge on Australia’s shores and are, en masse, interned offshore. Equally, they incontrovertibly satisfy the category of ‘civilian’ under the Statute. These refugees are neither members of armed forces nor other combatants, which remain excluded from this


490 Refugees and asylum seekers were told “you will never come to Australia.” Stanford Clinic interview with Shahana*in Wickham Point, Australia (May 14, 2016).

They are, instead, a deliberately selected group of individuals, defined by their lack of power or political authority, exploited by the Australian government to pursue a policy of immigration deterrence.

B. The Attack Is Widespread or Systematic

Australian government officials and their agents’ policy of knowingly and indefinitely detaining refugees and asylum seekers offshore constitutes a widespread and systematic attack directed against a civilian population. Importantly, not each prohibited act discussed below, for example torture or persecution, needs to be widespread or systematic, although in many cases they will be. It is the overall attack of which these acts form part which needs to be widespread or systematic. Although the Statute requires the conduct to be either widespread or systematic, a disjunctive test, the policy we are examining satisfies both requirements.

The attack against the civilian population of refugees and asylum seekers is widespread. The term ‘widespread’, refers to the ‘multiplicity of victims’, and ‘the large-scale nature of the attack and the number of victims’. Indeed, the attack against refugees and asylum seekers is longstanding and on a massive scale. Australia patrols roughly one third of its 25,760 kilometres of coastline for refugees and asylum seekers arriving by boat, where it captures them and either deposits them in another country or imprisons them indefinitely in a detention centre. These interceptions and consequent internments are frequent. The numbers fluctuate, but are high: in 2013 and 2014, the Australian Border Forces detained 17,204 to 20,587 individuals who arrived by boat, respectively. This number excludes those returned from where they came from, or “pushed back.” The number of refugees and asylum seekers held in detention ranges in the thousands. The policies that constitute and facilitate the commission of prohibited acts are enshrined in legislation and therefore have an open-ended applicability, potentially affecting many more thousands of victims. Detention policies have already cost the Australian government over $7.3 billion. Finally, they remain at the heart of major party platforms.

493 See Kunarac et al., AC, ¶¶ 93, 97. Kayishema & Ruzindana TC, ¶ 123.
494 Kunarac et al., AC, ¶ 94; See also Situation in Kenya (Authorisation Decision), ¶ 95.
497 Id.
498 See supra Part II: Factual Allegations.
499 Id.
The attack directed against refugees and asylum seekers is also systematic. Case law has interpreted this condition to require “a pattern or methodical plan.”\textsuperscript{502} The term “systematic” refers to “the organised nature of the acts of violence and the improbability of their random occurrence.”\textsuperscript{503} The Court’s Pre-Trial Chamber has held that the existence of a pattern goes towards a finding of a systematic attack.\textsuperscript{504} In the present case, the policy entailing the prohibited acts discussed below is “thoroughly organised and follow[s] a regular pattern on the basis of a common policy involving substantial public and private resources.”\textsuperscript{505} Orchestrated at the highest levels of government and requiring the devotion of considerable funding,\textsuperscript{506} the attack discussed is part of the state’s official, sanctioned, and planned policy. Moreover, the prohibited acts discussed below are not isolated or random; they are part of the state’s immigration policy. This policy serves a particular policy purpose: the deterrence of further migration flows. To quote the Australian Liberal Party, now in government, Australia suffers from a “border protection crisis” at the level of a “national emergency,” requiring “the discipline and focus of a targeted military operation, placed under a single operational and ministerial command” that “draw[s] together all the necessary resources and deployments of government agencies.”\textsuperscript{507} The Operation is led by a major general involved in Afghan military operations.\textsuperscript{508}

The systematic nature of the attack reflects, illustrates and entails the existence of an underlying “State or organizational policy”, as required by article 7(2)(a). Jurisprudence has clarified that “[a] systematic attack means an attack carried out pursuant to a preconceived policy or plan.”\textsuperscript{509} In this case, the plan is official state policy, which is established, detailed, and thoroughly enforced in order to produce its desired deterrent effect.

2. Australian Officials and Their Agents Knowingly Imprisoned a Civilian Population in Contravention of the Fundamental Rules of International Law, within the meaning of Article 7(1)(e) of the Rome Statute

\textsuperscript{501} Even the Labor party has insisted on maintaining the offshore processing regime. Australian Labor Party, \textit{A Humane and Compassionate Approach to Asylum Seekers}, \url{http://www.alp.org.au/asylumseekers} ("Labor will stand firm on maintaining a policy of offshore processing.") (last visited Feb. 10, 2017).

\textsuperscript{502} Tadić TC, ¶ 648.

\textsuperscript{503} Kordic’ AC, ¶ 94; Blaškić AC, ¶ 101; Situation in Kenya (Authorisation Decision), ¶ 96; Gbagbo (Confirmation Decision), ¶ 223.

\textsuperscript{504} Ntaganda (Confirmation Decision), ¶ 24.

\textsuperscript{505} Akayesu, TC, September 2, 1998, ¶ 580.

\textsuperscript{506} See supra Part II: Factual Allegations.

\textsuperscript{507} Liberal Party of Australia, \textit{THE COALITION’S OPERATION SOVEREIGN BORDERS POLICY}, at 2 (July 2013), \url{http://sievx.com/articles/OSB/201307xxTheCoalitionsOSBPolicy.pdf}.


\textsuperscript{509} Kayishema & Ruzindana, TC, May 21, 1999, ¶ 123.
Australian government officials, in association with corporate officers, as well as government officials and agents in Nauru and Papua New Guinea, committed the act referred to in Article 7(1)(e), namely “imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law,” which, in the context set out above, constitutes a crime against humanity. The Rome Statute Elements of Crimes isolate five elements of this crime:

1. “The perpetrator imprisoned one or more persons or otherwise severely deprived one or more persons of physical liberty;”
2. “The gravity of the conduct was such that it was in violation of fundamental rules of international law;”
3. “The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the conduct;”
4. “The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systemic attack directed against a civilian population;” and
5. “The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systemic attack directed against a civilian population.”

A. Element One: Imprisonment or Other Severe Deprivation of Liberty

Australian government officials and their agents imprison or deprive asylum seekers and refugees of their physical liberty. The first element of Article 7(1)(e) has two alternative limbs: the perpetrator has a) imprisoned one or more persons, or b) otherwise severely deprived one or more persons of physical liberty. Together, these limbs cover a host of detentions. While the Court has yet to develop extensive jurisprudence on this prohibited act, the ad hoc Tribunals done so. While the reference in the ICTY and ICTR Statutes is solely to ‘imprisonment’, jurisprudence on imprisonment has included ‘other severe deprivations of liberty’ “such as detention in ghettos or concentration camps.”\(^{510}\) The ICTY held that “any form of arbitrary physical deprivation of liberty of an individual may constitute imprisonment under Article 5(e) of the Statute [of the ICTY] as long as the other requirements of the crime are fulfilled.”\(^{511}\) The ICTY determined that a deprivation of liberty is “arbitrary” when it occurs “without due process of law,”\(^{512}\) and when prisoners are deprived “access to the procedural safeguards regulating their confinement.”\(^{513}\) Detention is considered arbitrary also when the conditions of detention amount to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.\(^{514}\) Likewise, in construing “deprivation of liberty,” the ICTY employed the term “otherwise,” indicating that it should arise to the level of “imprisonment.” In determining whether an imprisonment or deprivation of liberty is “severe,”

\(^{510}\) Triffterer (Christopher K. Hall/Carsten Stahn), marginal note 48.

\(^{511}\) Prosecutor v Milorad Krnojelac, (ICTY) TC, Case No. IT-97-25-T, Judgement, 15 March 2002 ¶ 112. Though arising under a different authorising statute, the ICTY’s interpretation also relied on the term “imprisonment;” its jurisprudence on imprisonment has been widely followed, including by the ICC.

\(^{512}\) Kordić & Cerkez, (ICTY) TC, Case No. IT-95-14-2-T, 26 February 2001.

\(^{513}\) Id., ¶ 279.

\(^{514}\) Triffterer (Christopher K. Hall/Carsten Stahn), marginal note 49; N. Rodley with M. Pollard, The Treatment of Prisoners under International Law (OUP, 2009) 465-468.
the ICC implies that it would consider evidence concerning the length of detention, the conditions of detention, evidence that victims were cut off from the outside world, and evidence that detention was part of a series of repeated detentions.\textsuperscript{515}

Detention need not occur in a detention facility or include mistreatment: the ICTY found “a block of offices” and a cinema constituted unlawful imprisonment facilities, despite the fact that the “rules of detention were liberal;” there was “evidence that medical care was provided”; and “[o]nly one witness stated he was physically attacked by an VO soldier while interned in the Cinema complex and this was an isolated incident not reflecting a pattern of treatment.”\textsuperscript{516}

Imprisonment, therefore, enjoys a broad definition in international criminal law.

\textit{i. Imprisonment}

Australian government officials, acting through their private and public agents, imprison refugees and asylum seekers under element 1 of Article 7(e)(1). International Criminal Tribunals have made it clear that detention, even in open spaces, amounts to imprisonment if those held cannot leave. For example, in \textit{Prosecutor v. Dario Kordić and Mario Čerkez}, the ICTY Trial Chamber found that the whole village of Rotilj within the Kiseljak municipality was turned into “a detention camp for Muslims from the other villages in the municipality, together with the surviving Muslims from Rotilj itself.”\textsuperscript{517} The trial Chamber noted that the Muslims detained in Rotilj “were surrounded and could not leave, being controlled by HVO soldiers and snipers stationed on the surrounding hillsides.”\textsuperscript{518} In addition, a wide range of conditions and types of detention can constitute imprisonment. The trial chamber in \textit{Prosecutor v. Dario Kordić and Mario Čerkez.} determined that internees were detained at the Kaonik camp, a prison-like camp with “poor conditions,” including “small and over-crowded” cells and “inadequate accommodations,” which evidenced “mistreatment of prisoners.”\textsuperscript{519}

Accordingly, what is crucial is that the “detention facilities are of a strictly speaking carceral nature, rendering the deprivation of liberty as comprehensive as that experienced in prison facilities.”\textsuperscript{520} Agents of Wilson Security, Transfield, Broadspectrum, and others, at the direction of Australian government officials as well as their Papua New Guinean and Nauruan

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[516]{\textit{Kordić & Čerkez, (ICTY) TC, Case No. IT-95-14/2-T, 26 February 2001, ¶¶ 781-82, 800-01, aff’d \textit{Prosecutor v Dario Kordić & Mario Čerkez, (ICTY) AC, Case No. IT-95-14/2-A 17 December 2004, ¶¶ 610, 623.}}}
\footnotetext[517]{\textit{Kordić & Čerkez, (ICTY) TC, ¶ 790-92, 800-01, aff’d \textit{Prosecutor v. Dario Kordić and Mario Čerkez, AC Case No. IT-95-14/2-A, 17 December 2004, ¶¶ 634, 637, 640 (“The Appeals Chamber concludes that a reasonable trier of fact could have found that cordoning off Rotilj, preventing civilians from leaving the village, when the civilians were not detained in the village for their own safety, constitute imprisonment and unlawful confinement of civilians.”).}}}
\footnotetext[518]{\textit{Kordić & Čerkez, (ICTY) TC, ¶ 792.}}
\footnotetext[519]{\textit{Id. ¶¶ 774-76, 800-01, aff’d \textit{Kordić & Mario Čerkez, ¶ 625.}}}
\footnotetext[520]{Kalpouzos & Mann, \textit{infra} note 683.}
\end{footnotes}
counterparts, imprison asylum seekers and refugees in tents, barrack-style buildings, and small, hastily constructed dwellings. These camps include high and un-scalable walls and fences, as well as guards. An Australian Department of Immigration and Border Protection spokesman stated in September 2016 that “no one is detained on Manus — the RPC has been an open centre since April 2016.”

However, all of the men who remain at the Manus RPC “are not free to leave of their own volition,” are security screened, and are required to live behind “three-meter metal fencing” which is patrolled by armed guards. After visiting the facilities in December 2013, Amnesty International described the centre as “resembling a combination of a prison and a military camp.”

The deprivation of liberty is reinforced by surveillance. Refugees and asylum seekers are under constant monitoring and surveillance. Some reported being watched when they showered, or used the bathroom. Isolated in the jungles of Papua New Guinea or in the rock quarries of Nauru, these tents crowd dozens of refugees together. While the Australian government and Papua New Guinean/Nauruan governments claim they are now in “open detention,” asylum seekers and refugees cannot leave the islands, or even the detention centres. The conditions of this “open detention,” combined with remoteness of the islands and the reasons that first motivated asylum seekers to embark on their journey, guarantee a complete deprivation of liberty. Those held on Manus Island and Nauru “are in a cul-de-sac from which, as they have no safe country to go to, there is no escape.” One service provider on Nauru noted “the island is a prison—and nowhere is safe for them.” This complete carceral effect is further established by the fact that Australian government officials limit legal aid assistance and threatened to

---

522 Id.
523 THIS IS BREAKING PEOPLE, supra note 278, at 36.
525 Stanford Clinic interview with Molly* in Ballarat, Australia (May 13, 2016).
527 As put in the Belmarsh case by Lord Irvine. See A (FC) and others (FC) (Appellants) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department (Respondent) [2004] UKHL 56, 16 December 2004, ¶ 123.
528 ISLAND OF DESPAIR, supra note 48 Error! Bookmark not defined., at 47.
remove appeal rights within the Refugee Review Tribunal, cutting off access to appeal of administrative asylum decisions.\textsuperscript{530}

\textit{ii. Or Other Severe Deprivation of Physical Liberty}

Australia and its agents also severely deprive refugees and asylum seekers of their physical liberty under element 1 of Article 7(1)(e). The deprivation of liberty of asylum seekers and refugees is severe, both in terms of the duration and the conditions of detention. The combination of indefinite detention, inhumane conditions and the inability of the detainees to leave, render the deprivation of liberty severe.

Inhumane conditions accentuate the severity of the deprivation of liberty. For example, in considering crimes related to the deprivation of freedom of Muslim detainees, the court in \textit{Prosecutor v. Tihomir Blaškić} stated that prisoners “lacked medicines and there was insufficient water and food,” as well “murders and acts of physical violence, including rape,[… ] occurred in the village.”\textsuperscript{531} Likewise, the ICTY weighed similar factors when considering the deprivation of liberty in Simić, stating: “[t]he Trial Chamber is satisfied that during detention in the detention centres in Crkvena and Bijeljina, the prisoners did not have sufficient space and sufficient food and water supply.”\textsuperscript{532} Moreover, the prisoners were “kept in unhygienic conditions and did not have access to sufficient medical care.”\textsuperscript{533} Finally, that court underscored the “mistreatment of prisoners,” noting that “cells were small and over-crowded, hygiene was very poor and the food was inadequate.”\textsuperscript{534} The Blaškić court also noted “cramped or overcrowded facilities” as a significant indicator of severity.\textsuperscript{535}

As of August 2016, Australian government officials and their agents imprison between 1,233\textsuperscript{536} - 2,500\textsuperscript{537} refugees and asylum seekers on Nauru and Manus; they spend, on average, 454 days in detention.\textsuperscript{538} Australian, Nauruan, and Papua New Guinean government agents, in cooperation


\textsuperscript{531} \textit{Prosecutor v Tihomir Blaškić (ICTY) TC}, Case No. IT-95-14-T, 3 March 2000 ¶¶ 679, 692.

\textsuperscript{532} \textit{The Prosecutor v Blagoje Simić (ICTY) TC}, Case No. IT-95-9-T, 17 October 2003, ¶ 775 (Simić TC).

\textsuperscript{533} Id.

\textsuperscript{534} Kordić & Ćerkez, ¶¶ 774, 777, 790, 795.

\textsuperscript{535} \textit{Prosecutor v Tihomir Blaškić}, TC, Case No. IT-95-14-T, 3 March 2000, ¶¶ 681, 693.


\textsuperscript{537} \textit{AT WHAT COST supra} note 116.

with companies they have contracted to run these camps, crowd dozens of refugees and asylum seekers into tents. They sleep on cots, forty to a room, or in bunk beds, their noses brushing the canvas ceilings.\(^{539}\) Mould allegedly grows on tent walls and pools of fetid water accumulate after storms. Bathroom facilities are woefully inadequate and water shortages dictate that showers last mere minutes. Medical services are more than limited, they are entirely insufficient; asylum seekers and refugees rarely receive needed treatment and are often subject to mediocre palliative care. Water shortages and poor food supplies leave refugees hungry, their illnesses and injuries exacerbated by inadequate diets. Moreover, and as articulated above, Wilson Security guards, other detained individuals, and natives of Nauru and Papua New Guinea rape and physically abuse refugees and asylum seekers. Reports and incidents of sexual assault outpace average statistics in Australia by worrying margins—particularly of children.

Overall, the combination of the length of detention, the carceral aspects and the inhumane conditions, contribute to the extreme severity of the deprivation of liberty, as required by the Statute.

**B. Element Two: In Violation of the Fundamental Rules of International Law**

Australian government officials and their agents’ arbitrary imprisonment/severe deprivation of refugees’ liberty violates fundamental rules of international law.\(^{540}\) “Fundamental” rules are well established legal norms, including norms contained in treaties or custom. They constitute the basic, elementary and essential rules governing the deprivation of liberty. As a threshold matter, unlawful imprisonment “should be understood as arbitrary imprisonment,”\(^{541}\) in contravention to fundamental rules of fairness and procedure. In addition, the “rules of international law” referred to should be understood to extend to the fundamental rules concerning the rights of detainees.\(^{542}\) Indeed, Australian officials’ and their agents’ actions violate a number of treaty and customary law rules that qualify as fundamental in the treatment of detainees. These include both rules in relation to the fairness of the procedure and rules relating to the conditions of imprisonment.\(^{543}\)

---


\(^{540}\) Noting over 150 violations of international law. See Ockenden, *supra* note 530; Hawley, *supra* note 530.


\(^{543}\) ‘Another category which may constitute arbitrary detention is when the conditions of detention themselves amount to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment’. See Christopher K Hall, ‘Article 7 Crimes against Humanity’ in Otto Triffterer (ed), *Commentary on the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court: Observers’ Notes, Article by Article* (C H Beck, 2nd ed, 2008) 159, 201 [38]. The text of the *Rome Statute* can be seen as
Here, the imprisonment and detention of asylum seekers and refugees violates the fundamental right to be free from arbitrary detention. Leading commentators conclude that the right to be free from arbitrary detention is certainly a fundamental rule of international law, and Australia itself recognises that the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ("ICCPR") Article 9 constitutes a fundamental rule of international law for the purposes of the crime of imprisonment and severe deprivation of physical liberty. The Appeals Chamber of the ICTY recognised that the crime against humanity of imprisonment under the ICTY Statute "should be understood as arbitrary imprisonment."

Under Article 9 of the ICCPR, detention of asylum seekers beyond “a brief initial period in order to document their entry, record their claims, and determine their identity if it is in doubt” is arbitrary unless the state provides specific and individualised grounds for the asylum seeker’s detention, “such as an individualized likelihood of absconding, danger of crimes against others, or risk of acts against national security.” Further, “in order to avoid a characterization of arbitrariness, detention should not continue beyond the period for which the State party can provide appropriate justification.” The detention must also be “reasonable, necessary and proportionate in the light of the circumstances and [must be] reassessed as it extends in time.”

The state must also demonstrate that “there were no less invasive means of achieving” the objective furthered by detention “in the light of each [asylum seeker’s] particular circumstances,” and “take into account the mental health condition of those detained.”

The policy of detention has consistently entailed the mandatory and indefinite detention of all asylum-seekers “without an individualized assessment as to the necessity, reasonableness and proportionality of the purpose of such detention.” Moreover, claimants do not have prompt “access to a judicial or other independent authority” to review the assessment.

supporting this approach. This would also reflect the concept of ‘arbitrariness’ in human rights law. See Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 35: Article 9 (Liberty and Security of Person), 112th sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/GC/35 (16 December 2014) ¶ 14 (‘General Comment No. 35’). [D]etention may be arbitrary if the manner in which the detainees are treated does not relate to the purpose for which they are ostensibly being detained’. Nevertheless, the narrower focus of ICL jurisprudence on procedural arbitrariness is followed here, and the inhumanity of conditions is considered further below. See further Kalpouzos & Mann, supra note 683.

Christopher K. Hall & Carsten Stahn, Imprisonment or Other Severe Deprivation of Physical Liberty in KAI AMBOS & OTTO TRIFFTERER, THE ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 203 (2016) (“It will be up to the Court to determine what are 'fundamental' rules, but surely they would include, at a minimum, all the guarantees of the right to be free from arbitrary detention . . . .”); International Committee of the Red Cross, Customary International Humanitarian Law, Chap. 32, Rule 99, Deprivation of Liberty, https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_cha_chapter32_rule99 (published in 2005).

ICTPR, art. 9.


Shams, at ¶ 7.2; F.J., at ¶ 10.3.  


VISIT TO THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU, supra note 433, at 12.
experts, courts, and organisations, as well as domestic Australian organisations and investigators, repeatedly find that the detention of refugees on Papua New Guinea and Nauru violates the core precept that asylum determination cannot manifest itself as arbitrary detention of large groups. For example, the UNHCR concluded that the detention of asylum seekers on Nauru and Manus Island “constitute[s] arbitrary and mandatory detention under international law” after inspections of both RPCs in 2013. The UNHCR noted that Australia and Nauru’s “policy and practice of detaining all asylum-seekers” at the Nauru RPC was arbitrary and in contravention to human rights law. The absence of “lawful, individualized justification” also led the Human Rights Committee (“HRC”) to repeatedly find detention of asylum seekers and refugees in Australia, Nauru, and Manus as constituting arbitrary detention. Australia’s wide determination of ‘security’ as “an additional, unilateral ground”, has also been found to fall outside the Refugee Convention. Of note, the HRC found in 2013 that Australian detention of asylum seekers, after a brief determination that they may qualify for asylum, violates ICCPR Article 9(1). The UNHCR also found that the Australian government’s treatment of refugees is cruel, inhuman, and degrading. The HRC noted the arbitrary and indefinite nature of detention, the difficult physical and mental conditions, and the Australian government’s failure to provide information and procedural rights as inflicting “serious psychological harm”—violating fundamental

554 VISIT TO THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU, supra note 433, at 2.
557 Communication No. 2233/2013, 116th sess, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/116/D/2233/2013 (18 April 2016) (‘F.J. v Australia’). In F.J., HRC addressed the prolonged detention of asylum seekers who arrived to Australia via boat in 2009 and 2010 and were detained first because of Australia’s policy of mandatory detention of offshore arrivals and then after they were determined to be refugees because of “adverse security assessments made by the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation.” The HRC found that both the mandatory detention upon arrival and detention resulting from adverse security assessments constituted arbitrary detention in violation of ICCPR Article 9(1). HRC further found that the arbitrary and indefinite detention, combined with Australia’s “refusal to provide information and procedural rights to the [refugees] and the difficult conditions of detention” constituted a violation of ICCPR art. 7, which grants freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
558 Ockenden, supra note 530; Hawley, supra note 530.
international human rights law. Additionally, the Papua New Guinea Supreme Court indicated that arbitrary detention of refugees violates international law and fundamental human rights protections.

Indeed, the detention of asylum seekers on Nauru and Manus Island goes far beyond the brief period envisioned by the ICCPR for documenting entry, recording claims, and determining identity. First, detention is not designed to address individualised concerns; offshore detention is mandatory for all asylum seekers who arrive by boat, without regard to individualised assessments of whether detention is “reasonable, necessary and proportionate” to the justification for detention. Indeed, as noted previously, refugees spend, on average, more than a year in detention; this is hardly the justified period needed to determine whether a refugee represents a national security risk or is likely to harm others. Equally, refugees themselves are poorly informed of their due process rights; Border Force agents reportedly tell refugees it will take “decades” before they are processed. Moreover, Australian government officials and their agents justify detention of refugees on a group basis, not as individuals. They explicitly wish to deter future asylum seekers from migrating irregularly to Australia. This hardly constitutes a justification for prolonged detention, which international law allows when the state has “a serious and legitimate reason to think that they are members of a subversive organization” or represent a risk of harm to other citizens. Indeed, the mere fact that “a person is a national of the enemy cannot be considered as threatening the security of the country.” Yet, multiple Australian official policies use the logic of national threats and deterring disaster to justify this indefinite and disproportionate detention. Consequently, Australian border agents,

561 See Migration Amendment (Unauthorised Maritime Arrivals and Other Measures) Bill 2012, Explanatory Memorandum, PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA, http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;query=Id%3A%22legislation%2Fems%2Fr4920_ems_c72513c1-a5d5-4731-8f57-2f1bd6c444d1%22. (“The Bill therefore provides that all arrivals in Australia by irregular maritime means will have the same legal status regardless of where they arrive, unless they are an excluded class or otherwise exempted. This means, all arrivals in Australia by irregular maritime means cannot make a valid application for a visa unless the Minister personally thinks it is in the public interest to do so. Those people are also subject to mandatory immigration detention, are to be taken to a designated regional processing country and cannot institute or continue certain legal proceedings.”). See, e.g., M.M.M. v Australia, CCPR/C/108/D/2136/2012 ¶10.3 (2012).
562 Cohen, supra note 560.
563 See supra Part II, Section 1.
564 Kordić & Čerkez, (ICTY) TC, ¶ 284.
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government officials, and their associates violate fundamental rules of international law by arbitrarily and indefinitely detaining these asylum seekers.

The Human Rights Committee’s inference is worth quoting in full: “In the absence of any substantiation of the need to individually detain each author, it may be inferred that such detention pursues other objectives: a generalized risk of absconding which is not personal to each author; a broader aim of punishing or deterring unlawful arrivals; or the mere bureaucratic convenience of having such persons permanently available. None of these objectives provides a legitimate justification for detention.”

i. Australian Government Officials and Their Agents’ Imprisonment of Children Violates Fundamental Rules of International Law

Australian government officials and their agents violate fundamental international law by imprisoning children. As ratified by Australia in 1990, the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that “[n]o child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily.” Moreover, the “arrest, detention, or imprisonment of a child shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used only as a measure of last resort for the shortest appropriate period of time.” Imprisoned children must be “treated with humanity and respect,” and should have the right to enjoy, to the maximum extent possible, development and recovery from past trauma.

Australian government officials and their agents detain children on Nauru identically to their adult counterparts. The detention of children under such conditions does not constitute a last resort. Nor could their time spent in detention be thought to last for the shortest appropriate time. There are currently 50 children in closed detention on Nauru and 278 children in community detention; they spend, on average, 10,584 hours in detention. Families spend nearly 500 days, on average, in detention. Though the Australian government spent the summer of 2016 claiming children were no longer being detained, official reports indicate they are back. Moreover, children were present on Nauru throughout the period alleged in this Communiqué.

Children share tents with 18-20 people. Parents cannot properly care for their children: 60% of parents report feeling too depressed; many report they cannot feed their children on workable
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schedules, as meals are restricted to specific hours in mess halls and cooking facilities are limited;\(^{576}\) and many children refuse to eat the food.\(^{577}\) Children are sexually assaulted and physically abused on Nauru.\(^{578}\) From August 2013 to October 2015, the leaked Nauru files indicate that 70\(^{579}\) or so detained children reported 59 incidents of assault, 7 reports of sexual assault, 30 incidents of self-harm, and 159 incidents of threatened self-harm.\(^{580}\) In the first half of 2014, doctors determined that 34% of children in detention, after assessment, suffered from mental health disorders at levels of seriousness comparable to children receiving outpatient mental health services in Australia. Yet, less than 2% received those services in 2014.\(^{581}\) One child’s own account provides the chilling consequence: “I want death, I need death.”\(^{582}\)

We conclude that the severe deprivation of liberty of children is unlawful and arbitrary and in violation of fundamental rules of international law with respect to the treatment of children. This includes violations related to the arbitrary and indefinite process of detention and the inhumane conditions and mistreatment of children during detention.

C. Element Three: Perpetrators have Requisite Knowledge

As discussed previously, Australian officials and agents are aware of the factual circumstances surrounding the arbitrary detention, imprisonment, and severe deprivation of these refugees’ liberty.

D. Elements Four and Five: Part of a Systematic and Widespread Attack

The arbitrary detention, imprisonment, and severe deprivation of refugee and asylum seekers’ liberty is part of the overall attack directed against refugees and asylum seekers. The attack constitutes an essential part of the state’s immigration policy and the arbitrary detention is at the very centre of this policy.

---
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3. **Australia and Its Agents Tortured Refugees and Asylum Seekers within the meaning of Article 7(1)(f) of the Rome Statute**

From 2012\(^{583}\) until the present, officials within successive governments of the Commonwealth of Australia, its Department of Immigration and Border Protection, the Australian Border Force, and its agents\(^{584}\) have committed the crime against humanity outlined in Article 7(1)(f) of the Rome Statute by torturing refugees and asylum seekers as well as inflicting severe physical and mental pain and suffering through detention, deprivation, abuse, and other acts, upon women, men, and children at the Manus Island RPC and Nauru RPC in violation of Article 7(1)(f) of the Statute.

**A. Material Elements (actus reus)**

Article 7(1)(f) of the *Rome Statute* identifies torture as an act which, if part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, will constitute a crime against humanity.\(^{585}\) Article 7(2)(e) defines torture as “the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, upon a person in the custody or under the control of the accused,” with the caveat that “torture shall not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions.”\(^{586}\)

According to the Elements of Crimes, the crime against humanity of torture has five general elements:\(^{587}\)

(a) “the perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more persons;

(b) such person or persons were in the custody or under the control of the perpetrator;

(c) such pain or suffering did not arise only from, and was not inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions;

(d) the conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population; and

(e) the perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.”

**i. The Perpetrator Inflicted Severe Physical Suffering upon One or More Persons**

In *The Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo*, the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber determined that the crime against humanity of torture “has no definition of the severity threshold,” but requires “an important degree of pain and suffering . . . in order for a criminal act to amount to an act of torture.”\(^{588}\) The ICTY Trial Chamber in *Prosecutor v. Milan Simić* echoed this sentiment, stating that “the objective or absolute degree of pain required for an act to constitute torture . . . has not
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been determined in the Tribunal’s case-law and must be assessed on a case by case basis, taking account of all the specific circumstances of the case.\textsuperscript{589} Australian government officials and their agents’ program of indefinitely detaining asylum seekers in adverse conditions at the Nauru and Manus Island detention centres, inflicted physical and mental suffering upon thousands of refugees and asylum seekers between 2012 and the present, severe enough in scope and scale to amount to torture under Article 7(1)(f) of the Statute.

International courts have considered each of the following acts—all of which refugees and asylum seekers on Manus and Nauru experience— as evidence of inflicting severe physical pain or suffering through act or omission: physical violence,\textsuperscript{590} such as beating, hitting, or kicking; evidence of throwing or soaking the victim in cold or dirty water;\textsuperscript{591} evidence of physical pain or suffering caused by deprivation, such as from food,\textsuperscript{592} sleep,\textsuperscript{593} denial of medical assistance,\textsuperscript{594} denial of sufficient hygiene,\textsuperscript{595} and evidence of physical injuries.\textsuperscript{596} While “permanent injury is not a requirement for torture”, evidence of a lasting or permanent injury sustained from these acts could also help determining the severity for the purposes of Article 7(1)(f).\textsuperscript{597}

Refugees and asylum seekers experience torturous acts and conditions while in detention. Beyond the abuses articulated previously—including, but not limited to, disproportionate sexual and physical assault, inadequate medical supplies, insufficient food and water, crowded conditions, and declining mental and physical health\textsuperscript{598}—a number of allegations exist concerning more traditional torture tactics. Detainee Emergency Response teams in the RPC stand formally accused, before Australian Parliamentary Inquiry, of waterboarding, “zipping,”\textsuperscript{599} and using cable ties on refugees in Bravo Compound of the Manus detention center.\textsuperscript{600} The United Nations special rapporteur on torture found Australian border officials to be in breach of conventions against torture for tying refugees to chairs and threatening “physical violence, rape,
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Deprivation of foodstuffs contributes to a finding of torture. The ICTY’s Dragan Nikolic case noted the victim’s weight loss due the “foul and indigestible” food.\footnote{Nikolić, TC, Case No. IT-94-2-T, 18 December 2003 ¶ 197.} Many asylum seekers on Manus and Nauru suffered from inadequate food and water. IHMS service providers and welfare agents report that asylum seekers and refugees become skinnier every day, their bodies shutting down as a result of the extreme conditions. There have been reports of the food having insects.\footnote{Stanford Clinic interview with Kareem* in Brisbane, Australia (May 17, 2016).}

In both centres, refugees were subject to severe water restrictions: On Nauru water was available for only 2-4 hours per day,\footnote{ChilOut, Submission to the Senate, 6, 31 Mar. 2015.} and on Manus, those detained were only given 500ml of drinking water per day.\footnote{THIS IS BREAKING PEOPLE, supra note 278, at 6.}

Medical care is often of poor quality and difficult to access.\footnote{ChilOut, Submission to the Senate, 31 Mar. 2015.} Where refugees receive serious injuries in the centre, “the infliction of injuries and failure to provide treatment for the injuries caused, is in reality the same behaviour. The deprivation of medical care in such cases is subsumed in the acts of mistreatment themselves.”\footnote{Mrkšić et al., TC, 07 ¶ 528.} For example, on Manus Island, Hamid Kehazaei eventually died from septicemia after a cut on his foot developed an infection.\footnote{Oliver Laughland, Asylum seeker declared ‘brain dead’ after leaving Manus Island, THE GUARDIAN, Sept. 2 2014, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/sep/03/asylum-seeker-declared-brain-dead-medical-evacuation-manus-island.}

Hygienic concerns fall within the ambit of torture: “[a]cts of torture include . . . prohibiting them from washing.”\footnote{Amnesty Int’l et al. v Sudan, Communication Nos. 48/90, 50/91, 52/91, 89/93, Decision (African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 1999, ¶ 5.}

Solitary confinement or being held incommunicado can also be evidence of physical pain or suffering through deprivation and can constitute torture.\footnote{See the Special Rapporteur’s report to the Third Committee of the UN General Assembly, 18 October 2011, at https://www.un.org/press/en/2011/gashc4014.doc.htm.} On Manus, Wilson security officers and government agents use solitary confinement as a regular punishment. Guards put people into
solitary confinement at a rate of nearly three per week, leaving many without means of communication for approximately four days at a time.\footnote{Ben Doherty & Nick Evershed, \emph{Manus Island asylum seekers put in solitary confinement at a rate of three per week}, \textit{The Guardian}, Dec. 11, 2014, \url{http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2014/dec/12/three-asylum-seekers-a-week-are-locked-in-solitary-confinement-on-manus-island}.}

In \emph{Krnajelac}, the ICTY found the accused guilty of torturing detainee FWS-73, who was beaten and kicked, leading to long-term pain, then locked in solitary confinement for twelve days. The Chamber also accounted for the denial of medical care and insufficient food in its findings.\footnote{\emph{Krnajelac} TC, at ¶ 233–34.} This combination of deprivation and physical pain was sufficient to constitute a finding of torture. Specific bouts of violence against asylum seekers in Manus Island and Nauru led to jailing as a punishment.\footnote{For example, the incidents on 16–18 February 2014 led to many serious injuries and one casualty as the guards meted out punishments with firearms, clubs, bricks, and iron rods. Robert Cornall, Independent Review on Manus Island February 2014, 44, \url{http://www.border.gov.au/ReportsandPublications/Documents/reviews-and-inquiries/review-robert-cornall.pdf} As punishment for starting hunger strikes and protests, guards.} Combined with the systematic deprivation of medical care and sufficient food and water, these conditions cause extreme physical suffering. Torture is ultimately judged by the results.

\subsection*{ii. The Perpetrator Inflicted Severe Mental Pain}

Like physical pain, the ICC considers evidence of intimidation or threats, such as verbal intimidation or coercion;\footnote{Prosecutor \emph{v} Enver Hadzihasanović \& Amir Kubura, TC, Case No. IT-01-47-T, 15 March 2006, ¶ 1185; Prosecutor \emph{v} Mladen Naletelić \& Vinko Martinović, AC, Case No. IT-98-34-A, ¶ 300; Prosecutor \emph{v} Lukić \emph{et al.}, TC, Case No. IT-98-32-l-T, 20 July 2009, ¶ 964.} evidence of humiliation, such as verbal humiliation,\footnote{Nikolić, TC, ¶¶ 187–188.} as well as lasting mental injuries upon the victims\footnote{See \emph{Kvočka \emph{et al.}}, TC, Case No. ¶ 148, 149.} as possible indicia of severe mental pain or harm.

Prolonged uncertainty can cause the requisite severity of mental suffering. The European Court of Human Rights found that uncertainty and apprehension produced by not knowing the whereabouts of a disappeared relative for a prolonged period was constituted treatment in violation of the \emph{European Conventions} Article 3, which prohibits torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.\footnote{See, \emph{e.g.}, \emph{Orhan \emph{v} Turkey}, Application No. 25656, Judgement, Euro. Ct. H.R., ¶ 369-70, Jun. 18 2002 (finding mental suffering caused by relatives disappeared eight years prior to constitute a violation of art. 3).} In \emph{Kurt \emph{v} Turkey}, the Court decided the “uncertainty, doubt, and apprehension caus[ed] severe mental distress” for the mother whose son had been disappeared for five years.\footnote{\emph{Kurt \emph{v} Turkey}, Application No. 24276/94, Euro. Ct. H.R., ¶ 130-132, May 25, 1988.} This line of cases establishes the right of the applicant for freedom from prolonged mental suffering from profound uncertainty about a situation.

On Manus Island and Nauru, protracted uncertainty remains commonplace. Asylum seekers receive little information surrounding their visa applications or length of detention. Moreover,
Border Force Authorities divide families by the transferring of individual members to various centres with little notice. The mental distress among asylum seekers is manifest. IHMS noted a 150% increase in the prescription of anti-depressants, anti-anxiety, and antipsychotic medicines from just 2014 – 2015. Among children, depression remains the most common mental illness present at Nauru detention centre. As the ICTY noted, long-term mental effects are an aggravating factor and the extent of the long-term psychological and emotional suffering of the victims is relevant in assessing the gravity of the offence.

As the processing time stretches, asylum seekers remain for increasingly long periods in the anxiety-inducing conditions of the facilities. Humiliation within the detention centres also evinces proof of mental suffering. The ICTY Trial Chamber found detained individuals had been tortured where the perpetrators had committed acts of beating, interrogations, and acts of humiliation and psychological abuses.

In Manus Island and Nauru detention facilities, those held face a variety of humiliation situations created by Australian officials. The staff often refers to asylum seekers by their six-digit boat ID number instead of by name. On one occasion, a female held in detention was forced to expose herself to gain access to the showers. More routine mistreatment came during shower times when guards would sometimes turn off the water while asylum seekers were mid-bath.

These acts of physical and mental abuse rise to the level of torturous severity.

iii. Australian Government Official’s Treatment of Refugees is Especially Severe Given That They Are a Vulnerable Population

Equally, the severity of torture is not merely defined by the perpetrators’ objective acts, but by the context of the victims; that is to say, that torturous acts inflicted upon refugees and children...
should have a lower threshold to qualify as severe. In the ICTY Trial Chambers argued that, while there is no “precise threshold for determining” the degree of suffering sufficient to amount to torture, “factors such as the victim’s age, sex, or state of health will also be relevant in assessing the gravity of the harm.”

This is widely recognised with respect to the particular vulnerability of children. As stated by the UN Special Rapporteur on torture: “In children, ill-treatment may cause even greater or irreversible damage than for adults...including higher rates of suicide, suicide attempts and self-harm, mental disorder and developmental problems, including severe attachment disorder. Moreover, research conducted by Humanitarian Research Partners found that “about 60 per cent of asylum seekers have a history of trauma before they arrive in Australia.” As such, the policy of detaining all asylum seeking boat arrivals in adverse conditions is a policy directed towards a group of peoples that have already been traumatised. Moreover, this very population remains defined by their vulnerability both in respect to the state they have fled and the state they find themselves in. They do not have the protection from their home state – indeed, it is likely that they persecuted by it. In the new state they find themselves, their pre-existing vulnerability is compounded by the fact that, as documented above, they are instrumentally mistreated in order to deter further asylum seekers. The appreciation of the severity of the physical and mental pain and suffering inflicted by Australian officials and agents must take into account the vulnerability of the victims.

iv. Such Persons Were in Custody or Under the Control of the Perpetrator

From 2012 until the present, the asylum seekers held on Nauru and Manus Island remain in the custody and control of the Australian state, which exercises de facto control over the offshore processing centres and private contractors operating these facilities. In particular, the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP), as well as the Australian Border Force (ABF) maintain a “significant presence on the island.” According to interviews with Amnesty International, service providers—including psychologists and welfare managers—on Nauru and Manus indicate that the ABF exercises authority over them, while also stating that major decisions are decided in “Canberra”—Australia’s capital.

---
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While the Australian Government’s Memorandums of Understanding entered into with Papua New Guinea and Nauru try to indemnify Australia from liability by giving these “host states” full responsibility for processing asylum claims and the conditions of detention, the Australian Senate’s Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee’s inquiry into the Incident at the Manus Island Detention Centre found that “the degree of involvement by the Australian Government in the establishment, use, operation, and provision of total funding for the centre clearly satisfies the test of effective control in international law.”638 Similarly, the UNHCR noted that “the transfer of asylum seekers . . . does not extinguish the legal responsibility of the transferring State for the protection of the asylum seekers affected by the arrangements.”639 Moreover, in August 2015, the Papua New Guinea Immigration and Citizenship Authority issued a document to asylum seekers residing at Manus Island who had their claims for refugee status refused, which stated that “you will remain in custody until you are able to obtain a visa to lawfully enter and reside in [Papua New Guinea] or another country.”640

v. Such Pain or Suffering Did Not Arise Only From, and Was Not Inherent or Incidental To, Lawful Sanctions

As described above, these torturous acts and conditions violate international law, including treaties to which Australia is a party, as well as a customary international prohibition of the status of jus cogens. This illegality cannot be defended by reference to domestic law. According to Article 27 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Australia “cannot invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty” or its customary law obligations.641

A number of the instances of inhumane treatment described above, including waterboarding, beatings and threat of sexual violence, cannot qualify as lawful sanctions under either international or domestic law. Beyond this, the exception of lawful sanctions is relating to the sanctions imposed by domestic criminal law, considering, for example, mental suffering as a consequence of lawful imprisonment as not torture. In this case, however, the seeking of asylum is not an illegal activity to be punished through criminal law. The de facto punitive function of detention cannot justify its torturous effects. Refugees and asylum seekers attempting to seek haven on Australia’s shores do not violate any international or domestic laws which would justify their torture or arbitrary detention. As a party to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (together, the Refugee Convention), Australian government officials must permit entrance of, as well as assist and assess the claims of refugees and those seeking asylum.642 Yet, Australian government officials
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treat these refugees seeking asylum as though they violate the laws of the nation, seeking sanctuary from a country that has effectively closed its borders. Government officials, consequently, lock them up and use them as an example, convincing other refugees to seek different means of achieving asylum. This behaviour hardly arises from lawful sanctions and, in fact, directly contravenes Australia’s obligations under the Refugee Convention.

Finally, even in a narrow reading of the detention system as sanctions authorised by domestic law, these remain, as discussed above and below, unlawful under international law, qualifying as inhumane, arbitrary and torturous. As such, whether the detention and severe pain and suffering inflicted upon asylum seekers was authorised under Australia’s domestic legislative regime is irrelevant to the Office of the Prosecutor and the Court’s definition of “lawful sanctions” under Article 7(1)(f). Similarly, the 1988 Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture echoed this assessment, asserting that “[i]t is international law and not domestic law which ultimately determines whether a certain practice may be regarded as ‘lawful.’” The unlawful deprivation of liberty and severe physical and mental abuse suffered by those held in detention is surely not “inherent or incidental to” the lawful treatment of asylum seekers under international law.

vi. Part of a Widespread and Systematic Attack

The torture described above and the physical and mental suffering occurred within the detention facilities and has a clear link to the overall attack against the civilian population of refugees and asylum seekers.

B. Mental Elements (mens rea)

i. The Perpetrator Knew that the Conduct was Part of or Intended the Conduct to be Part of a Widespread or Systematic Attack Directed Against a Civilian Population

According to the Pre-Trial Chamber in The Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo “[t]o prove the mental element of torture, it is therefore sufficient that the perpetrator intended the conduct and that the victim endured severe pain or suffering.” There is no special requirement of knowledge, under article 30(3) and therefore “it is not necessary to demonstrate that the

643 Migration and Maritime Powers Legislation Amendment (Resolving the Asylum Legacy Caseload) Act 2014 (Cth); Migration and Maritime Powers Legislation Amendment (Resolving the Asylum Legacy Caseload) Act 2014 (Cth) inserted a new Section 197C into the Migration Act 1958 (Cth); Section 75A of the Maritime Powers Act 2013 (Cth).


645 Bemba, PTC II ¶ 194. See also ¶ 4 of the General Introduction to the Elements of Crimes provides: “With respect to mental elements associated with elements involving value judgment, such as those using the terms . . . ‘severe’, it is not necessary that the perpetrator personally completed a particular value judgment unless otherwise indicated.”
perpetrator knew that the harm was severe.” 646 Moreover, with respect to torture as a crime against humanity, as opposed to torture as a war crime, no ‘specific purpose’ is required. 647 With respect to the overall attack, the perpetrator needs to be aware of the existence of the overall attack against the civilian population. Finally, as per the fifth element of the crime, it is necessary that the perpetrator “knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.” 648

Both physical acts of torture perpetrated in the camps and the legislative and administrative measures which produced severe pain or suffering were intentional. Knowledge of the produced harm, as mentioned above, is not necessary, even though in this case it is evident. Moreover, both the physical acts and the legislative and executive acts were part of the inhumane detention policy, which qualified above as an overall attack against the civilian population. The perpetrators were aware of this.

The leaked Nauru Files indicate that Australian government officials, border patrol agents, and private security contractors—including Wilson Security and Ferrovial —know of the abuses occurring on Nauru; moreover, evidence indicates these officials attempted to cover up or downgrade such abuses, hoping they could continue. 649 All reports of abuse, sexual violence, and self-harm wend their way to the Australian Department of Immigration and Border Protection, which requires all service providers to “report and record all alleged incidents.” 650 Managers at the Australian Department of Immigration and Border Protection also participate in daily and weekly meetings on Nauru. 651 Moreover, the Australian government deployed Australian Federal Police officers to Nauru to assist Nauruan police with investigating crimes in detention. 652 As the Nauru Police Commissioner Corey Caleb noted, “Australian Federal Police advisors who have day-to-day input into investigations and they know the facts.” 653 Finally, multiple outlets informed Australian government officials and their agents that their actions might be construed as torturous, were they not to reform the system. Of note, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment concluded that Australia’s offshore processing regimes violated the right of asylum seekers to be free from torture. 654 The Association for the Prevention of Torture feels similarly, concluding
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that Australian officials implemented a detention system that “is likely to constitute a prima facie regime of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, and may even constitute torture.”

Finally, there is indication that torturous acts and the resulted suffering were intended (as per the second option of the fifth element) to be part of the attack. High-level language suggests this: In May 2014, Malcolm Turnbull, acting in his capacity as Communications Minister prior to becoming Prime Minister of Australia, stated “We have harsh measures [and] some would say cruel measures . . . [but] the fact is if you want to stop the people-smuggling business you have to be very, very tough.” Moreover, in September 2015, Turnbull, now serving as Prime Minister, underscored the intentional nature of this cruel treatment, remarking “I know that’s tough, we do have a tough border policy, you could say it’s a harsh policy, but it has worked.”

4. **Australian Government Officials and Their Agents Knowingly Committed Other Inhumane Acts, within the meaning of Article 7(1)(k) of the Rome Statute**

Article 7(1)(k) speaks of “[o]ther inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.” As the Court has said, the category is not a “catch all provision.” It therefore must be interpreted narrowly and with circumspection. In the present condition, an environment in which inhuman and degrading conditions in detention are systematised, necessarily constitutes the commission of “other inhumane acts.”

A. **Material Elements (actus reus)**

i. “…of a similar character…”

Establishing an environment in which widespread and systematic cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment reigns, constitutes “other inhumane acts.” This kind of environment conveys an inhumane character analogous and of the same gravity to the inhumane results proscribed by other sub-categories of Article 7 of the Statute.

The prohibition of inhuman and degrading treatment is established in a number of human rights and international humanitarian law instruments, for example under Article 5 of the Universal
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Declaration of Human Rights, Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment”), Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights, Article 5 of the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights, Article 5 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions, Article 4 of Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions as well as, particularly, in the Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. The prohibition has also been set out in other instruments, such as General Assembly Resolutions and has been recognised as part of general international law. In all of these instruments, such treatment is coupled with the prohibition on torture, signalling their similarly enshrined stature in the international legal system.

Cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment too has been recognised as a peremptory norm of international law, i.e., a jus cogens prohibition. Indeed cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment is prohibited alongside torture and not often clearly distinguished from it. It is clearly a fundamental human right from which no derogation is permitted. Even if its status of jus cogens remains open, the prohibition from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment is clearly recognised in customary law.

The prohibition of “other inhumane acts” establishes that widespread cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment is internationally criminalised, as long as it is of a similar severity and gravity with other prohibited acts in article 7. The conditions in the asylum seeker processing facilities on Nauru and Manus Islands constitute systematised violations of the prohibition on
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cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment. Some aspects of this violation are covered under other categories of crimes against humanity, specifically under *imprisonment* or *torture*. But there may also be residue of acts which may not be appropriately covered there, but qualifying as ‘other inhumane acts’ within the meaning of Article 7(1)(k).

While torture requires ‘severe physical or mental pain or suffering’, other inhumane acts require ‘great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.’ The jurisprudence of international criminal courts and tribunals has provided a series of examples which support the finding that the conditions of detention in Manus Island and Nauru as well as the routine inhumane treatment of detainees may qualify as ‘other inhumane acts.’ The particular circumstances are crucial. These include the age of the victims, the special vulnerability of children, their health, and the consequences of inhuman and degrading treatment on their physical and mental well-being. 673 ‘Serious’ and ‘systematic’ inhuman and degrading treatment have expressly been recognised as ‘other inhumane acts.’ 674 The overcrowding of cells, the absence of bedding and basic hygiene, leading to diseases, have also influenced such findings. The deprivation of ‘adequate food, shelter, medical assistance, and minimum sanitary conditions’, has also been found to contribute to a finding of ‘other inhumane acts.’ 675 Sexual violence, even when not qualifying as rape, has been categorised as ‘other inhumane acts’ in the *ad hoc* Tribunals. 676 Finally, beatings, ‘physical and psychological abuse and intimidation, inhuman treatment, and deprivation of adequate food and water’ have been recognised as constituting other inhumane acts. 677

Holding asylum seekers in squalid facilities with substandard hygiene conditions, while at the same time repeatedly delaying medical treatment, or providing inadequate treatment, violates the prohibition of other inhumane acts. A context in which individuals held in these facilities are constantly exposed to sexual abuse, or are provided with slight improvements in their conditions in return for sexual favours 678 further highlights the need to investigate the commission of other inhumane acts.

“Other inhumane acts” has been recognised as a “residual category,” which may address inhuman treatment of similar gravity to other crimes discussed above but which doesn’t fall in the above definitions. The extensive depictions of these elements in this communication provide support to the allegation of the commission of ‘other inhumane acts’, and require further

673 *Prosecutor v Galić*, (ITCY) TC I, Case No. IT-98-29-T, 153 (Dec. 5, 2003).
674 *Kupreškić*, (ICTY) TC, Case No. IT-95-16-T, 14 Jan. 2000, ¶ 566. It should be noted that a discriminatory element is identified in this case as adding to the seriousness of the inhuman and degrading treatment.
675 *Krnojelac*, TC
676 *Prosecutor v Kajelijeli*, TC, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-T, Judgment and Sentence, ¶ 916 (Dec. 1, 2003) (“[O]ther acts of sexual violence which may fall outside of this specific definition [of rape] may of course be prosecuted … as other inhumane acts.”).  
677 *Blaškić*, (ITCY) AC, Case No. ICTR-95-14-A, 154 (July 29, 2004). *Blaškić AC* discusses such treatment in the context of persecution.
678 See *The Nauru Files*, supra note 151.
investigation by the OTP. The appropriate categorisation of the inhumane treatment presented and discussed here may depend on the outcome of this investigation.

ii. “…causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.”

The material element of other inhumane acts requires not only that individuals be exposed to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment, but also an outcome: great suffering or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health. It is certainly true that detention in the Nauru and Manus facilities has resulted in great suffering as well as serious injuries to physical and, especially, mental health. Paul Stevenson, a trauma expert who had previously worked for Wilson Security guards on Manus and Nauru, has provided extensive reports on the extent of trauma on the islands.679 Noting the dramatic mental health consequences on detained individuals, former IHMS physician Peter Young noted that the Australian Immigration department often encouraged doctors not to report mental health problems.680 Young also described a reluctance to send people to Australia for treatment because it would undermine the offshore detention policy and migrants could more readily access lawyers. The severe physical and mental consequences on refugees and asylum seekers held in detention have been extensively documented and reflect the systematic nature of the beatings, sexual violence, inhuman and degrading treatment and inhumane detention conditions refugees to which refugees have been exposed.

B. Mental Elements (mens rea)

The analysis of the mental elements attached to “other inhumane acts” is essentially identical to that of other crimes against humanity, as described above, in terms of the intention or awareness that the acts be part of the overall attack on the civilian population. The requirement that the acts “intentionally caus[e]” suffering should not be interpreted as imposing a higher threshold than the general one of Article 30(2) of the Statute. Awareness of the consequences of the action suffices.681 While awareness that the consequence “will occur in the ordinary course of events” as per Article 30(2)(b) has been interpreted by the Court to refer to “virtual certainty,”682 this is satisfied in this instance. The egregiousness of the conditions combined with the widespread reports of the physical and mental suffering clearly suggest the consequences of the inhumanity of the detention.


681 See also for the application of the law in Gbagbo PTC where the reference to awareness of consequences, as a general threshold, seems to suffice as mens rea for ‘other inhumane acts’: Gbagbo, PTC, Case No. ICC-02/11-01/11, 235-36 (June 12, 2014).

682 Prosecutor v Lubanga, AC, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06 A 5, 1 December 2014, ¶ 447.
Even if, however, awareness were to be considered insufficient and *dolus directus* required, the function of the inhumanity of the detention system as a punitive deterrent on present and aspiring asylum seekers is crucial. The purpose of the overall attack is to deter, through setting an example and sending a message, future migration, by suggesting that the suffering in detention will be potentially greater than the suffering individuals flee. While this is not the space for divining each perpetrator’s intentionality, there is a strong suggestion that this mind-set is present both on the ground and in the centres of crucial authority, one worthy of investigation.

5. **Australian Officials and Their Agents Committed the Crime of Deportation, within the meaning of Article 7(1)(d) of the Rome Statute**

Article 7(1)(d) of the Statute grants the Court jurisdiction over deportation as a crime against humanity, when committed “as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population, with knowledge of the attack.” Article 7(2)(d) of the statute defines deportation: “‘Deportation or forcible transfer of population’ means forced displacement of the persons concerned by expulsion or other coercive acts from the area in which they are lawfully present, without grounds permitted under international law.” The Elements of Crimes set out the following five elements:

1. “The perpetrator deported or forcibly transferred without grounds permitted under international law, one or more persons to another State or location, by expulsion or other coercive acts.
2. Such person or persons were lawfully present in the area from which they were so deported or transferred.
3. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the lawfulness of such presence.
4. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.
5. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.”

For analytical purposes, these can be discussed as three cumulative elements: (i) the forcible character of the displacement; (ii) the lawful presence of the deportee; (iii) the absence of a permitted ground under international law.

As described above, Operation Sovereign Borders (OSB) began in late 2013. The mandate of OSB is to prevent boats from landing irregularly in Australia through “pushbacks” conducted by
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683 A similar argument has been made with respect to Greece in Kalpouzos & Mann, *Banal Crimes against Humanity: The Case of Asylum Seekers in Greece*, 16 MELBOURNE J. INT’L L. 1, 20-21 (2015). The case for Australia is arguably stronger.

Australian forces. By institutionalising pushbacks, Australian officials and agents may have committed a crime against humanity, in violation of Article 7(1)(d) of the Statute. Moreover, by transferring asylum seekers intercepted at sea to the facilities in Nauru and Manus Islands, while knowing that they will be exposed to torture, and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, Australian agents have once again committed the crime against humanity of deportation.

A. Material Elements (actus reus)

i. Forcible Character of Displacement

OSB is a maritime policing operation, charged with intercepting asylum seekers seeking to reach Australia on boats and diverting their movement so that they do not arrive in Australia. This movement is involuntary. It is “forcible,” in the sense the Statute requires. While the Elements of Crimes confirm that “forcible” “is not restricted to physical force”, 686 in this case the displacement is “forcible” in this narrow sense of the terms, as well as being more widely coerced and involuntary. As explained by the ICTY, “the displacement of persons is only illegal where it is forced, i.e., not voluntary.” 687 By contrast, voluntary return or departure does not amount to an act of deportation. As the ICTY further provides, “an apparent consent induced by force or threat of force should not be considered real consent.” 688 In the context of the practice of pushback and removals to Nauru or Manus Islands, there can be no argument that these transfers are consensual and not forcible.

ii. Lawful Presence

OSB deportations, whether they are pushbacks intended to divert asylum seekers who aim to reach Australia, or transfers to Nauru or Manus Islands, are deportations of people who are lawfully present in their initial locations. First, note that the ICTY has explained that there is no requirement that “presence” should extend to any duration. 689 Consequently the presence of travellers moving through maritime space mustn’t be regarded as different in nature to any other kind of presence.

The transfers at issue have been either transfers from Australian sovereign territory, or transfers from locations on the high seas. Through several legislative acts, Australia has excised large portions of its maritime space from its sovereign territory – “for migration purposes.” 690 Whether these excisions are lawful or not, the presence of the intercepted asylum seekers is lawful under international law as set out below. The question whether one recognises these excisions does

686 Elements of Crimes, art. 7(1)(d), fn. 12.
687 Prosecutor v Simić, Tadić, & Zarić, TC II, Case No. IT-95-9-T, ¶ 125 (Oct. 17, 2003); Chetail, supra note 684, at 924.
688 Prosecutor v Simić, ¶ 125. See also Krnojelac, TC, ¶ 475, fn. 1435.
689 Popovic ¶¶ 899–900.
690 It is an open question whether, from the perspective of international law, such excisions are permissible.
however make a difference in terms of determining whether asylum seekers were interdicted on the high seas or in Australian territory. For our own purposes, the most plausible assumption is that both kinds of interdiction have occurred.

In cases where asylum seeker boats were displaced forcefully from locations on the high seas, lawful presence stems from the principle of the freedom of navigation, enshrined both in treaty law and in customary international law. The United Nations Convention of the Law of the Seas (UNCLOS), for example, ensures this freedom in its Article 87 1.(a). Freedom of navigation is “the starting principle under international law and domestic law does not extend a sufficient legal basis” to interfere with it.691 The high seas are beyond the sovereign territory of any state, and Australian has no authority to regulate the movement of asylum seekers on the high seas. The right of coastal states to take appropriate policing measures692 do not affect this. It is beyond doubt that their presence there is lawful.

In cases where asylum seeker boats were displaced from Australian waters, one might question whether the displaced population was lawfully present in Australia. From the perspective of Australian domestic law the answer may be negative. However, the Prosecutor’s inquiry cannot stop here. The lawfulness of their presence will be determined by international law.693 Indeed, “[a]ny other reading would make the definition of deportation meaningless as it would permit a government to declare that the people to be deported were not ‘lawfully present’ in the territory of a State or in occupied territory on grounds which were contrary to international law and escape international criminal responsibility.”694 As international refugee law provides, refugee status is declaratory rather than constitutive. What this means is that those who are bona-fide refugees are protected from removal even prior to their submission of an application for asylum. International law thus grants them lawful presence. Furthermore, this is true even about those who may have not suffered from a well-founded fear of persecution as defined in Article 1 of the Refugee Convention.695 Such people are still protected by the principle of non-refoulement and they have a right to stay in Australia’s territory, if deportation may expose them to torture or cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment.
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694 Christopher K Hall in Triffterer, marginal note 125. See also Chetail, supra note 684, at 925.

695 Refugee Convention, art. 31(1).
Asylum seekers and refugees benefit from the principle of *non-refoulement* irrespective of their irregular entry or stay. Such lawful presence is reinforced by Article 31(1) of the *Refugee Convention*, which prohibits penalties on account of entry contrary to domestic law. As Professor Chetail has explained, “This provision is precisely aimed at exempting asylum-seekers from the entry requirements generally imposed on immigrants. It accordingly presumes that asylum seekers are lawfully present under international law.”

### iii. Absence of Permitted Ground

International law permits the deportation of non-citizens in some circumstances, but where refugees and asylum seekers are concerned there are strict limitations on such legal permission. As the Human Rights Committee has explained, collective expulsions of non-citizens are impermissible under Article 13 of the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*. Article 13 provides that: “An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to the present Covenant may be expelled therefrom only in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with law and shall, except where compelling reasons of national security otherwise require, be allowed to submit the reasons against his expulsion and to have his case reviewed . . . .” The requirement of personal decision precludes any measure of collective or mass expulsion.

In addition, even if the expulsion is not deemed to be collective, deportation on an individual basis needs to follow procedural rules set out in article 13 and allowing the individual to “submit the reasons against his expulsion and to have his case reviewed by, and be represented for the purpose before, the competent authority.” This can only be departed from in case of “compelling reasons of national security.” It has been argued that the formulation requires truly exceptional circumstances “when there is no other means for protecting the institutions or the population of a state.”

On both these grounds, the expulsion practiced during OSB does not meet the criteria of lawfulness. Expulsions are effectively collective in nature as all intercepted individuals are summarily deported to the detention centres. In addition, individuals are not permitted to have their case reviewed before a competent authority but are summarily deported. Nor are collective and arbitrary deportations based on exceptional national security grounds. The use of
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general language depicting asylum seekers as a general threat to society should not be understood to support a strong argument of national security. Deportations perpetrated during OSB can therefore not be said to meet the criteria for lawful grounds.

Moreover, the principle of non-refoulement prohibits deportation toward a state where there is a real risk of serious violations of human rights. Set out in article 33 of the Refugee Convention, it is a widely accepted and endorsed principle of international law. The principle pertains to refugees within the meaning of Article 1(A)(2) of the Refugee Convention. Article 32 specifies the prohibition of expulsion to a territory where a refugee’s “life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.” Refugees deported to detention facilities may be understood as a social group. In Prosecutor v. Katanga and Ngudjolo Chui, the ICC has acknowledged “the customary rule of non-refoulement.” The principle of non-refoulement cannot be derogated from when there is a real risk of torture, inhuman or degrading treatment. In the present context, as has been shown, there is a direct risk for asylum seekers, who may be exposed to torture and inhuman and degrading treatment in Nauru and in Manus Islands.

Finally, there are additional general human rights protections prohibiting the expulsion of any individual, irrespective of refugee status. The Human Rights Committee has established the prohibition of expulsion to a territory where the individual will face torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.

The facts that, as shown above, the Australian authorities are the architects of the abusive environments on these islands, cannot give them authorisation to deport asylum seekers to such environments.

B. Mental Elements (mens rea)

Under the third element of the crime it is necessary that “the perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the lawfulness of such presence.” The circumstances surrounding the interception and deportation of asylum seekers arriving by boat are quite clear and their character as asylum seekers, which establishes the lawfulness of their presence, well known and undisputed even by the officials executing the deportation order. The deportations under OSB
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stem from a well-designed governmental policy, which is the subject of copious public debate and which constitutes an integral part of the state’s immigration detention and deterrence policy. Deportations are, accordingly, part of what has been described as the overall attack against the civilian population. Finally, the individuals perpetrating the prohibited act cannot but be aware of the close link between deportations and the overall policy and attack. To the extent that they share the attack’s deterrent purpose, one may infer a particular intention in contributing to the overall attack through the prohibited act of deportation.

6. Australian Officials and Their Agents Committed the Crime of Persecution within the meaning of Article 7(1)(h) of the Rome Statute

The widespread and systematic attack directed against asylum seekers and refugees contains the severe deprivation of a number of fundamental rights, with clear discriminatory intent. It therefore constitutes the crime of persecution, as per Article 7(1)(h) of the Rome Statute. Persecution, one of the oldest and most important concepts in articulating such mass and systematic policies of inhumane treatment, is understood to reflect the multiple infringement of fundamental rights, especially of individuals perceived as ‘foreign bodies.’ It is also a particularly apposite characterisation of Australia’s immigration policy as it reflects, and highlights, that the inhumane and arbitrary treatment of refugees and asylum seekers is the consequence of active discrimination, intended as a deterrent of migration flows, rather than an inadequate reaction to such flows.

The following elements must be satisfied: a) there needs to be a severe deprivation, contrary to international law, of fundamental rights; in which b) asylum seekers are targeted by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity or the group or collectivity is targeted as such; c) the targeting of the group is on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender, or other grounds that are universally recognised as impermissible under international law; d) the conduct is committed in connection with other prohibited acts; e) finally, perpetrators knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

A. Material Elements (actus reus)

i. Severe Deprivation of Fundamental Rights, Contrary to International Law

The specific acts constituting persecution may vary. The category is open, aiming to capture the multiplicity of discriminatory and inhumane acts against groups, but the acts must be of a similar gravity to other prohibited acts under the category of crimes against humanity.

704 Prosecutor v Tadić, Case No. IT-94-1-T, 7 May 1997, ¶ 697.
705 For this argument in the context of the situation in Greece, see Kalpouzos & Mann, supra note 683, at 16.
It is clear that persecutory acts may include administrative acts that create a system of inhumane and discriminatory treatment.\footnote{See generally International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Dec. 16, 1966, S. Treaty Doc. No. 95-20, 6 I.L.M. 368 (1967), 999 U.N.T.S. 171.} It is also settled that physical and mental harm, as well as unlawful detention may constitute severe deprivation of fundamental rights. Torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment constitute deprivation of fundamental human rights according to Convention against Torture and Article 7 of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\footnote{Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16 December 1966 entry into force 23 March 1976.} Individual liberty is protected under Article 9(1) of the ICCPR and Article 37(b) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.\footnote{Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 44/25 of 20 November 1989 entry into force 2 September 1990.} Australia has ratified the above Conventions and has accepted these obligations, which also reflect customary law.

This Communication has detailed mistreatment, sexual violence and mental anguish suffered by asylum seekers, including children, as well as indefinite detention, in contravention to both substantive and procedural protections in human rights law. Indeed torture,\footnote{International Military Tribunal (Nuremberg Judgment), Judgment and Sentences (Nuremberg Judgment), 1 October 1946, (1947) 41 AJIL 172, 244 (Oct. 1, 1946) (citing ‘the arrest of prominent Jewish business men’); Prosecutor v Simic, AC, Case No. IT-95-9-A, ¶ 106 (Nov. 28, 2006) (for persecution based on unlawful arrests and detention); Prosecutor v Blaskic, TC, ¶ 234 (Mar. 3, 2000) (“The unlawful detention of civilians, as a form of the crime of persecution, means unlawfully depriving a group of discriminated civilians of their freedom . . . unlawfully depriving a group of discriminated civilians of their freedom’ is unlawful detention amounting to persecution.”); Prosecutor v Kupreskic’, TC, Case No. IT-95-16-T, ¶ 629 (January 14, 2000) (‘organised detention’); Prosecutor v Naletilic’, TC, Case No. IT-98-34-T, ¶ 642 (Mar. 31, 2003) (‘organised detention of civilians’); Prosecutor v Babic’, TC, Case No. IT-03-72-S, ¶ 50 (June 29, 2004).} unlawful imprisonment,\footnote{International Military Tribunal (Nuremberg Judgment), Judgment and Sentences (Nuremberg Judgment), 41 AJIL 172, 244 (Oct. 1, 1946) (convicting Von Schirach for deportation of Jews from Vienna as a crime against humanity); Attorney General v Eichmann, Supreme Court of Israel, 36 ILR 277 (May 29, 1962); Prosecutor v Stakic, AC, Case No. IT-97-24-A, ¶ 105 (Mar. 22, 2006) (as a crime against humanity).} deportation,\footnote{Prosecutor v Simic, AC, Case No. IT-95-9-A, (Nov. 28 2006); Blaskic’ AC, ¶ 155 (July 29, 2004) (inhumane treatment and deprivation of adequate food and water); Nikolic’ TC, ¶ 119 (Dec. 18, 2003) (conviction of persecution for subjecting victims to inhumane conditions); Prosecutor v Blagojevic’, TC, Case No. IT-02-60-T, ¶ 620 (Jan. 17, 2005) (finding that cruel and inhumane treatment constitutes persecution).} and inhumane treatment\footnote{Prosecutor v Blaskic, TC, Case No. IT-95-14-A, ¶ 226 (Mar. 3, 2000); Prosecutor v Korpica’, TC, Case No. IT-95-16-T, ¶¶ 600–05 (Jan. 14, 2000); Prosecutor v Naletilic’, TC, Case No. IT-98-34-T, ¶ 682. (Mar. 31, 2003); Prosecutor v Nikolic’, TC, Case No. IT-94-2-S, ¶ 119 (Dec. 18, 2003) (conviction of persecution for torture).} have all been found to constitute persecution. In addition, non-fundamental and derogable rights, such as the discriminatory
limitations of the freedom of movement,\textsuperscript{713} may be found to constitute persecution. The following additional conditions need to be met.

\textit{ii. Asylum Seekers Were Targeted by Reason of the Identity of the Group or Collectivity; or the Group or Collectivity was targeted as such}

This criterion reflects the discriminatory intent that is required for the crime of persecution. While persecutory acts may be committed against individuals, this is by virtue of their belonging to a group or collectivity. Either the individuals affected are treated in a discriminatory fashion \textit{because} of their belonging to this group\textsuperscript{714} or, as is the case here, the group as such is targeted through discriminatory acts. In this case, there is no doubt that asylum seekers and refugees are objectively ‘identifiable’ as a separate group. They constitute the distinct target of the immigration and detention policy of the state, through its public and corporate agents. This identification may be based either on objective criteria or on the subjective notions of the perpetrators.\textsuperscript{715} 

‘But for’ their status as refugees or asylum seekers, the group of the individuals detained, mistreated or deported, would not have been the subject of the attack.\textsuperscript{716} While they may hold different nationalities, ethnicities and geographical provenance – they share an aspiration to be granted asylum and are perceived as a foreign body – to be detained, deported and deterred – by the practices at issue in this Communication.

\textit{iii. Targeting was on Political, Racial, National, Ethnic, Cultural, Religious, Gender, or Other Grounds that are Universally Recognised as Impermissible under International Law}

The law on persecution is also “cautiously open-ended”\textsuperscript{717} with respect to the particular grounds on which the discrimination, and therefore the severe deprivation of fundamental rights, is based. International Criminal Law jurisprudence has accepted that such grounds can be negative, at least specifically in the context of nationality.\textsuperscript{718}

Article 31 of the Refugee Convention prohibits the imposition of ‘penalties’ on refugees. The mistreatment described above, ranging from deportation to arbitrary imprisonment and torture can qualify as a penalty.\textsuperscript{719} Moreover, although international law provides a distinct legal regime for the identification, processing and treatment of asylum seekers, which is different to the legal regime that applies to citizens or other aliens, this distinction should not entail discrimination. The status of refugee or asylum seeker entails certain protections and does not constitute an

\textsuperscript{713} \textit{Stakic} TC, ¶ 773 (“Persecution can consist of the deprivation of a wide variety of rights, whether fundamental or not, derogable or not.”).

\textsuperscript{714} \textit{See Blaskic} TC, ¶ 235 (“[T]he perpetrator of the acts of persecution does not initially target the individual but rather membership in a specific . . . group.”).
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\textsuperscript{719} \textit{See} Claire Henderson, ‘Australia’s Treatment of Asylum Seekers: From Human Rights Violations to Crimes Against Humanity’ 12 J. INT’L CRIM. JUST. 1180 (2014) (who, however, focuses on the ‘mode of arrival.’).
acceptable ground for discrimination. The clear customary nature of fundamental rules of the protection of refugees and asylum seekers, such as the rule of non-refoulement discussed above, reflect the universality of the impermissibility of such grounds of discrimination. International criminal law has not yet addressed this category of persecution, as courts and tribunals have not exercised their jurisdiction on such crimes. The present situation, however, reflects one such situation in which fundamental human rights are intentionally and severely deprived of individuals because of their status as refugees or asylum seekers.

Moreover, and in the alternative, an argument could be made that asylum seekers are perceived as different, and discriminated accordingly, based on racial or ethnic criteria. Indeed, racial grounds of discrimination, it has been argued, must be interpreted broadly, in accordance with the *International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination*, as containing ‘any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin.’

**iv. The Conduct was Committed in Connection with Other Prohibited Acts**

The other allegations in this Communiqué provide ample detail and bases for other prohibited acts. The discriminatory nature of these acts, a crucial element of persecution, co-exists with the inhumane nature of acts constituting torture or other inhumane acts, the arbitrary nature of the deprivation of liberty and the unlawfulness of deportations. Accordingly, the acts of physical and mental harm qualifying as the crime of persecution under article 7(1)(h) are committed in connection with the other prohibited acts alleged in this communication.

**B. Mental Elements (mens rea)**

**i. The Perpetrators Knew that the Conduct was Part of or Intended the Conduct to be Part of a Widespread or Systematic Attack Directed Against a Civilian Population**

Persecution requires a dual mental element. On the one what is required is the *mens rea* for the underlying acts that constitute fundamental violations of human rights. Here, the general rule of article 30(1) of intent and knowledge applies and this would cover intentional acts ranging from administrative measures to physical violence in violation of fundamental human rights. Secondly, and to the extent that the various persecutory acts are in the context of the detention and deportation practices of Australia’s immigration policy, it is quite clear to all the actors involved that they are part of the overall attack directed against the civilian population. Some actors might share the animus of imposing inhumane and arbitrary measures, in a discriminatory fashion, in order to deter present and future asylum seekers. However, even individuals not directly intending the deterrent consequences of the attack are fully aware of the overall characteristics of Australia’s immigration policy, which have been qualified here as constituting an attack. The Elements of Crimes, in footnote 22, clarify that It is understood that no additional mental

---

element is necessary for this element other than that inherent in” the knowledge or intent that the act is part of the overall attack. This means that no additional discriminatory mens rea needs to be shown.

7. Criminal Responsibility

The attack against a civilian population, described above, implicates Australian, Nauruan, and Papua New Guinean government officials and representatives, and their corporate partners. These individuals participated in creating and maintaining the detention camps, and therefore in the attack against a civilian population. As this communication has detailed, their actions have been intentional and with knowledge of their consequences and have, at varying degrees, served the overall purpose of the attack: to impose on the detained refugees and asylum seekers conditions of life so inhumane that their example will serve as a deterrent to refugee flows.

Below, the main categories of individuals in positions of authority and responsibility who participated in the criminal acts are provisionally identified. Some have engaged in direct or indirect perpetration, others in direct or indirect co-perpetration, and yet others have superior responsibility or accessory liability. This analysis is provided to assist the Prosecutor both in identifying the relevant aspects of the overall attack against the civilian population and in identifying those most responsible.

A. Article 25 Liability for Public Officials and Corporate Actors

Under Article 25(3)(a), any “natural person” who commits a crime within the jurisdiction of the court shall be held “criminally responsible and liable” if she (a) “[c]ommits such a crime, whether as an individual, jointly with another or through another person, regardless of whether that other person is criminally responsible.” Consequently, the Rome Statute broadly recognises at least three types of liability: direct (individual) perpetration, co-perpetration, and perpetration by means.

The ICC has jurisdiction over public officials ranging from those who orchestrated and developed Australia’s immigration policies, to the individual border force officers and immigration officials who unlawfully detained, tortured, persecuted, or treated inhumanely refugees and asylum seekers. Such individuals may be held liable as direct or indirect perpetrators. In considering who to investigate, the Prosecutor has stated that she will conduct

\[\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{721} See supra Part III.} \]
\[\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{722} Id.} \]
investigations to ensure prosecution against those “most responsible” for the crimes. In this instance, it is important for the Prosecutor to investigate the structures of abuse. Their complexity is designed to avoid responsibility. But the modes of liability of international criminal law allow the tracing of such responsibility.

1. Direct (individual) perpetration

This is the “first and foremost” form of perpetration, in which the individual “physically carries out all elements of the offence,” that is, she satisfies by herself “the definitional material of the offence.” In the context of the facts and prohibited acts discussed above, an example would include the perpetration of an act of torture, the forcible removal (deportation) of an individual, a persecutory violation of a fundamental human right, and so on. This will most obviously apply to individuals in situ, especially guards. These may be public officials or, in fact, employees of corporations such as Ferrovial, if they are found to satisfy the elements of the crimes.

2. Co-perpetration

Article 25(3)(a) describes perpetration “jointly with another”, a concept known as co-perpetration. The ICC Pre-Trial Chamber in Lubanga clarified that co-perpetration “is originally rooted in the idea that when the sum of the coordinated individual contributions of a plurality of person results in the realisation of all the objective elements of a crime, any person making a contribution can be held vicariously responsible for the contributions of all the others, and as result, can be considered as principal to the whole crime.” In the same trial, the Chamber set out the elements of co-perpetration:

“(i) there was an agreement or common plan between the accused and at least one other co-perpetrator that, once implemented, will result in the commission of the relevant crime in the ordinary course of events; (ii) the accused provided an essential contribution to the common plan that resulted in the commission of the relevant crime; (iii) the accused meant to …[commit the relevant crime] or he was aware that by implementing the common plan these consequences ‘will occur in the ordinary course of events’; (iv) the accused was aware that he provided an essential contribution to the implementation of the common plan.”

725 Prosecutor v Tadic (ICTY) AC, Case No. IT-94-1-A, 15 July 1999, ¶ 188 (Tadic AC) (“[F]irst and foremost the physical perpetration . . . by the offender himself.”).
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728 Prosecutor v Lubanga, PTC, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06, Judgment, ¶ 326 (Jan. 29, 2007) [Lubanga PTC].
729 Lubanga TC, ¶ 1018 (Mar. 14, 2012) [Lubanga TC].
Two important points merit clarification. First, the plan need not be expressly spelled out, but may “be inferred from the subsequent concerted action of the co-perpetrators.”\(^\text{730}\) Second, the co-perpetrators may initially plan “to achieve a non-criminal goal” but “are aware (a) of the risk that implementing the common plan (which is specifically directed at the achievement of a non-criminal goal) will result in the commission of the crime and (b) accept such an outcome.”\(^\text{731}\) The Trial Chamber has referred to this risk as a ‘critical element of criminality’ within the overall plan.\(^\text{732}\) While the Appeals Chamber did not use the term ‘risk’, it understood it as reflecting the article 30(2) standard that the consequences will occur in the ordinary course of events, especially in situations where the plan is “implemented over a long period of time.”\(^\text{733}\)

All of the facts presented in this communiqué indicate the risk, indeed the ‘virtual certainty’,\(^\text{734}\) that crimes will be committed as part of the common plan of offshore detention. The crimes analysed in this submission all refer to the deportation of refugees and asylum seekers to the Manus Island and Nauru detention facilities and their subsequent inhumane treatment. The practice of offshore detention, as a way of managing and deterring migration flows, is central to the state’s migration policy and may be understood as an overall plan. Moreover, the inhumane, and criminal, elements of the detention policy are inherent, essential and critical aspects of the overall plan of deterring others. As a result, the commission of the crimes discussed are at the very heart of the common plan, if not a desirable outcome.

**A common plan** The development, organisation and maintenance of an immigration detention policy, including the provision of legislative, executive and logistical support constitutes a complex and ongoing common plan. The operation of detention facilities requires systematic cooperation. Public officials, especially those with high positions, as well as corporate officers who are acting as partners in the day to day running of the facilities are participating in the plan. They can qualify as co-perpetrators to the extent that they are making an ‘essential contribution’ to the overall plan.

**Essential Contribution.** An essential contribution means that the tasks “assigned to and performed by [government officials and corporate directors] in furtherance of the common plan [were] essential to the commission of the crime.”\(^\text{735}\) This has been understood by ICC judges to require that the contribution had a causal link to the crime\(^\text{736}\) or that it had ‘an immediate impact on the way in which the material elements of the crime were realised.’\(^\text{737}\)

\(^{730}\) *Lubanga* PTC, ¶ 345.

\(^{731}\) *Lubanga* PTC, ¶ 344.

\(^{732}\) *Lubanga* TC, ¶ 984.

\(^{733}\) *Lubanga* AC, ¶ 450.

\(^{734}\) *Id.*, ¶ 447.

\(^{735}\) O’KEEFE, at 179.

\(^{736}\) *Lubanga* TC, ¶ 16.

\(^{737}\) *Prosecutor v Ngudjolo Chui*, Case No. ICC-01/04-02/12, ¶ 44-6 (Dec. 18, 2012), [https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2012_10250.PDF](https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2012_10250.PDF).
The administratively complex organisation of a deterrent detainment system required essential contributions at different levels of government as well as through the involvement of the private sector. Without legislation authorising indefinite detention, prohibiting remedies and enabling the inhumane conditions described above, these crimes could not have been committed. The formulation of the collective expulsion practice, which qualifies as the prohibited act of deportation, has functioned as a starting point for the detention practices. The conclusion of the agreements with Nauru and Papua New Guinea—was essential in the establishment of the detention facilities. Despite the Australian High Court’s 2016 decision deferring responsibility to the Nauruan authorities, the Australian government retains the ability to “take or cause to be taken, any action in relation to the arrangement or the regional processing functions of the country.” Moreover, the day to day running of the facilities and, therefore, the realisation of the common plan has been entrusted to private corporations such as Ferrovial. Evidence supports the conclusion that the Directors of these private corporate actors may have been making and continue to make decisions with “immediate impact on the way in which the material elements of the crime [are] realised.”

To the extent that private actors make essential contributions to the common plan, without which the crimes would not be possible, they may be held liable as co-perpetrators. Indeed, Australia’s reliance on the outsourcing and privatisation of the facilities and practices described above is a crucial element of its offshore detention, and has been implemented to avoid legal scrutiny. In this way, Australian officials have not only privatised the contribution to the crime, but they have also privatised criminal responsibility.

*Intent and awareness of consequences, and of essential contribution.* The subjective element of co-perpetration is “subsumed within the requirement that the co-perpetrator ‘meant’ to commit the crime or was aware that it would occur in the ordinary course of events.” This was discussed above but can be reiterated: Australian government officials either intended the criminal consequences of the common plan or, given the increasing coverage of the suffering of detained refugees, they were fully aware of them. The concerted efforts to ensure these consequences and limit recourse against them—criminalising whistleblowers, limiting prosecution through domestic courts, denying refugees access to Australian courts, and altering legislation to legalise previously unlawful acts—reveals awareness. Similarly, private actors are fully – in fact, on the ground and daily – aware of the criminal elements of the common plan. The existence or not of a deterrent motivation in private actors, in addition to commercial interest, is irrelevant. Continued essential contribution reflects their acceptance of the criminal consequences of the common plan.

---
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3. Indirect (co-)perpetration

Article 25(3)(a), finally, recognises the possibility of perpetration through an agent, whether the agent herself is guilty or not. This type of ‘indirect’ or ‘vertical’ perpetration aims to capture the control exercised over individuals or an organization by people in positions of leadership. The requirement is for an individual to be in sufficient control of a hierarchically organized organisation, while the subordinates being effectively interchangeable. “[C]apacity to hire, train, impose discipline, and provide resources” is crucial.

In addition, control over the organisation may be shared and indirect perpetration may be combined with co-perpetration as the ICC jurisprudence has confirmed. Ruto et al, using established ICC case law, requires an essential contribution to a common plan which includes common control over “an organized and hierarchical apparatus of power” guaranteeing “almost automatic compliance.”

High level officials, insofar as they maintain overall control over the crime, i.e. the inhumane conditions, may be liable through the actions of individuals on the ground. As mentioned, this is particularly relevant to ‘organised and hierarchical’ power structure[s]. The standard of hierarchy and organization is strict, but both the conduct of migration and security policy by a government and a well-established multinational corporation specialising in security provision, enjoy efficient and strict hierarchies. Accordingly, prohibited acts of deportation or unlawful imprisonment, even if physically committed by public officials on the ground or corporate employees, are the consequence of orders delivered vertically through the hierarchy of political or corporate power.

Similarly, as stated above, corporations such as Ferrovial and Wilson Security a) participate with public officials in the common plan described above and b) possess strict hierarchical structures which guarantee the vertical transmission of control. As discussed above, the most responsible actors in such corporations, especially the directors, share the horizontal liability of co-perpetrators. In addition, and to the extent that they commit prohibited acts through individuals on the ground, they are indirect co-perpetrators.

745 Katanga PTCI, ¶¶ 501-03 (“[I]n general, the degree of responsibility increases as we draw further away from the man who uses the fatal instrument with his own hands and reach the higher ranks of command.”) (citing Attorney General v. Eichmann, 36 ILR 5-14,40/61, Judgment, ¶ 197 (Jerusalem Dist. Ct., Dec. 12, 1961)).
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747 Prosecutor v Ruto et al., Case No. ICC-01/09-01/11, Decision on the Confirmation of Charges Pursuant to art. 61(7)(a) and (b) of the Rome Statute, ¶ 292 (Jan. 23, 2012). See also Bemba Gombo, ¶¶ 350-511 (June 15, 2009); Katanga PTCI, ¶¶ 500-14.
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4. Aiding and Abetting

In addition to the principal liability of public officials and corporate directors, it is important for the Prosecutor to identify those bearing accessory liability.

Accessory liability, through aiding and abetting, is well established in the jurisprudence of both the ICC and other courts and tribunals. It requires “acts specifically directed to assist, encourage or lend moral support to the perpetration of a certain specific crime . . . [with] substantial effect upon the perpetration of the crime.” The law also requires “knowledge that the acts . . . assist the commission . . . by the principal.” Standing near victims armed and preventing them from escaping, for example, has been understood as abetting. So has the allowing of resources under one’s responsibility to be used for the commission of crimes. Importantly “the lending of practical assistance, encouragement, or moral support may occur before, during, or after the crime or underlying offence occurs.” The Rome Statute also requires, in Article 25(3)(c), that the assistance be provided “[f]or the purpose of facilitating the commission of such a crime.”

This Communiqué has described a variety of contributions of both public and private actors. The contribution of private corporations, which have been employed to run the detention facilities with the purpose of establishing the overall deterrent conditions, should however be highlighted here. The most responsible decision makers in these corporations should be understood to bear principal liability, as perpetrators or co-perpetrators. In the alternative, their contribution should be recognised as substantive and significantly serving the purpose of the overall attack on asylum seekers and refugees through the facilitation of the prohibited acts discussed above.

B. Superior Responsibility of Public Officials and Corporate Actors

The hierarchical structures in the state policy and corporate organisation necessary in establishing and maintaining detention facilities can also be addressed through the superior-subordinate relationship envisaged in Article 28 of the Rome Statute. Australian government officials and representatives are “superior” officers, indirectly liable for crimes “committed by subordinates” under their “effective authority and control,” where a) the “superior either knew, or consciously disregarded information” that indicated “the subordinates were committing” such crimes; b) the “crimes concerned activities within the effective responsibility and control of the superior; and c) the “superior failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power to prevent or repress their commission or to submit the matter to the competent authorities.”

749 Tadic AC, ¶ 229.
752 Prosecutor v Milutinovic et al., PTCI Case No. IT-05-87-T, ¶ 91 (Feb. 26, 2009).
Effective control is the necessary starting point for both military and civilian superiors. A position of “formal or informal hierarchy to the perpetrator,”\(^753\) suggested by the superior’s de jure position,\(^754\) and evidence, for example, by the issuance of orders.\(^755\) The capacity to form and change command structures, including through promotion or removal\(^756\) and the payment of salaries\(^757\) are relevant factors in identifying such control. It is the superior’s “failure to exercise control properly” that leads to the crimes being committed.\(^758\) While the jurisprudence usually focuses on military commanders, a similar understanding of effective control attaches to civilian superiors, if even the way authority is exercised may differ.\(^759\)

Australian government officials’ superior responsibility: Australian government officials and representatives maintain effective control over subordinate activity on Nauru and Manus Island as a matter of fact. While detention centres are not located in Australian territory, Australian government officials exercise de facto control over the detention centres through their contractors. Ferrovial and Wilson Security control the daily operations of the detention centres, and they report directly to the Australian Department of Immigration and Border Protection.\(^760\) Papua New Guinea and Nauruan authorities have access to the detention centres, but in practice, Australian officials make operational decisions for and control the centres.\(^761\) Such control is also reflected in the contracts between Australia and its contractors. The contracts contain an opt-out provision for the government only.\(^762\) All major decisions relating to the detention of asylum seekers must be made by the Department of Immigration and Border Protection.\(^763\) Medical decisions are passed up and down the chain of authorities within and between IHMS and DIBP.\(^764\) DIBP has the final say.\(^765\) Papua New Guinea and Nauruan medical officers and doctors have no way to intervene with the medical treatment provided to asylum seekers unless Australian authorities allow them to be transferred to local medical facilities on the islands.\(^766\)

\(^753\) Prosecutor v Halilovic, Case No. IT-01-48-A, ¶ 59 (Oct. 16, 2007).

\(^754\) Prosecutor v Delalić et al., Case No. IT-96-21-A, ¶ 197 (Feb. 20, 2001) (Čelebići case); Prosecutor v Hadžihasanović et al., Case No. IT-01-47-A, ¶ 21 (Apr. 22, 2008).


\(^756\) Prosecutor v Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Case No. ICC-01/05-01/08, ¶ 417 (June 15, 2009).

\(^757\) Prosecutor v Perišić, Case No. IT-04-81-T, ¶ 1672 (Sept. 6, 2011).

\(^758\) Rome Statute, art. 28(a)-(b); Bemba Gombo, 424.

\(^759\) Prosecutor v Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-A, ¶ 52 (July 3, 2002).

\(^760\) See supra Part II, Section 5.

\(^761\) See supra Part II, Section 4.

\(^762\) TRANSFIELD CONTRACT, at 24.

\(^763\) Id. at 10-11.


\(^765\) Interview with Dr. Barri Phatarfod and Dr. Steven Faux, Sydney, Australia (May 21, 2016)

Corporate officers’ superior responsibility. Corporations are hierarchical organisations in which superiors have control over the actions of their subordinates. We contend that the evidence supports the conclusion that the major corporations identified above, namely Ferrovial, IHMS, and Wilson Security may have contributed significantly to different aspects of the crimes against humanity, and are appropriate targets for investigation by the Prosecutor. Employees of all three companies have acted as principals directly liable for committing prohibited acts in detention facilities.\textsuperscript{767} For example, Ferrovial, IHMS, and Wilson Security well-organised corporations with sophisticated structures of control of their employees.\textsuperscript{768} The corporations have full control over the employment status of their employees and the power to terminate such status if they act against their rules and interests.\textsuperscript{769} To reiterate, according to the ICTY Appeals Chamber in 

\textit{Prosecutor v. Bagilishema}, “[a]s long as a superior has effective control over subordinates, to the extent that he can prevent them from committing crimes or punish them after they committed the crimes, he would be held responsible for the commission of the crimes if he failed to exercise such abilities of control.”\textsuperscript{770} Moreover, the Prosecutor can presume knowledge on the part of a superior if the superior is “part of an organised structure with established reporting and monitoring systems.”\textsuperscript{771} The sophisticated structures of multinational corporations, and of Ferrovial, IHMS, and Wilson in particular, provide both the actual and effective control needed to be able to prevent any criminal acts committed by their employees. They have the necessary reporting structures for full information on such acts, in addition, of course, to the public reports available and that have been directly communicated to them.\textsuperscript{772}

Moreover, Article 28(b) requires that civilian superiors “knew, or consciously disregarded information which clearly indicated, that the subordinates were committing or about to commit

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{767} See supra Part II, Section 5 and Part III.
\textsuperscript{770} Prosecutor v Bagilishema, AC, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-A, § 50 (July 3, 2002).
\textsuperscript{771} Prosecutor v Hadžihasanović, TC, Case No. IT-01-47-T, § 94 (Mar. 15, 2006).
\end{flushleft}
such crimes.” This is a high standard, which is clearly met here for both government and corporate officers, as discussed above. Significantly, for government officials, the contracting out of abuse, firstly to the territorial jurisdiction of Nauru and PNG and secondly through the privatization of the operation of the facilities has not stemmed the flow of information through official channels.

We have also shown that these authorities and corporate officers knew about and clearly disregarded available information reporting the crimes committed. Corporate and government officials have frequently been called to respond to inquiries – by the press, Parliament and non-profits – regarding these abuses. The public record is replete with reports of unsanitary food and water in the camps, sexual assaults, rapes, physical assaults, psychological and mental harm, and inhumane living conditions. There is evidence that these corporate actors actively downgraded, reclassified, or obfuscated reports of violence and abuse in detention to downplay their severity. Corporate executives have a responsibility to report violations to national authorities so the individuals responsible can be prosecuted under domestic law, whether that be Australian, Nauruan, or Papua New Guinean. The consistent failure to punish prohibited acts both constitutes per se superior responsibility and may be seen as contributing to the commission of future crimes, thereby violating the superior responsibility to prevent such crimes.

Finally, article 28(b)(iii) requires that “the superior failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power to prevent or repress [the offences’] commission or to submit the matter to the competent authorities for investigation and prosecution.” The relevant measures vary and depend on the nature and extent of control and authority wielded, but it has been accepted that measures are necessary for the prevention of the planning and preparation, not just execution, of the crimes. Specifically, ‘turning a blind eye’ is clearly such a failure, while

---
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Australian officials have failed to take such measures. While in complete de facto control of the detention facilities, directly and through their employment of private corporations, they have notably failed at preventing the very preparation and the setting of the conditions of the inhumane detention and treatment of refugees. Despite their knowledge, they have turned a blind eye and never properly investigated or prosecuted the extensive instances of abuse committed in the detention facilities. They have indeed created and are sustaining an environment of lack of discipline and respect for the law.

Similarly, corporate directors’ failure to prevent or to punish is evidenced through hiring practices as well as the responses to reports of abuse. Reports indicate that Wilson security frequently hired former soldiers who have little formal training on handling asylum seeker processing facilities. For example, Wilson Security guards who were at first disciplined for posting anti-Islamic materials were then reinstated. IHMS has deployed staff that have not gone through requisite police background checks, and in one case, who allegedly has a known history of sexual misconduct. By failing to hire competent, trained staff, Ferrovial, IHMS, and Wilson may have created conditions that led to abuse of individuals held in their detention facilities. The OTP should investigate whether the observed inhumane treatment can be said to have occurred ‘as a result’ of such hiring practices combined with the lack of oversight, as Article 28 requires. Such practices need not establish a strict causal link, but they do need to increase the risk that crimes will be committed.

‘general statements’ do not suffice. The superior “must at least ensure that the matter is investigated and transmit a report to eh competent authorities for further investigation or sanction . . . . [s]ince the duty to punish aims at preventing future crimes of subordinates, a superior’s responsibility may also arise from his or her failure to create or sustain, amongst the persons under his or her control, an environment of discipline and respect for the law.”
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This submission identifies only the main categories of perpetrators, suggesting the means of liability appropriate to identify those “most responsible.” It is however crucial to note the involvement of both (high level) state officials and (high level) corporate officers in the planning, maintenance and prosecution of the common plan which, we have argued, entails an attack against the civilian population through unlawful imprisonment, torture, deportation and other inhumane acts. The collaboration between public and private actors is an important area of modern systematic criminality that the Prosecutor should investigate and that, as demonstrated further below, accentuates the gravity of the situation at hand.

Part IV: Elements for Preliminary Assessment by Prosecutor

1. Jurisdiction

The OTP should be satisfied that the crimes referred to in the communication fall under ICC jurisdiction. First, with respect to jurisdiction ratione temporis, the allegations in this Communiqué cover a period from 2001 until the present. Specifically, as per Article 11 of the Rome Statute, the matters described occurred after September 1, 2002, after the entry into force of the Rome Statute both in general (July 1, 2002) and in relation to Australia (September 1, 2002) and Nauru (July 1, 2002). Second, with respect to jurisdiction ratione materiae, the subject matter of this Communiqué concerns crimes against humanity as listed in Article 5, and as set out in Article 7 of the Rome Statute. We further refer to the legal analysis in part III above. Third, the crimes described in this Communiqué are alleged to have been committed by nationals of States Parties to the Rome Statute as well as on the territory of certain States Parties, namely Australia and Nauru. Both Australia and Nauru, as mentioned above, have signed and ratified the Rome Statute and have accepted the jurisdiction of the Court for crimes committed either by their nationals or on their territory. While Papua New Guinea is not a party to the Rome Statute, violations of the Statute occurring on Papua New Guinea territory have been committed by Australian nationals, either present on Papua New Guinea territory or through their role in Australian territory. The role of corporate actors operating the detention facilities similarly falls either under the territorial ground for jurisdiction in the case of Nauru or, in the case of Papua New Guinea, under the ground of nationality, to the extent that these are nationals of State Parties. For example, Ferrovial, a company partly responsible for running the facilities, is primarily directed by Spanish nationals.

Jurisdiction can be triggered by the Prosecutor herself, by virtue of her proprio motu powers set out in Article 15 of the Rome Statute. It is important that the Prosecutor makes use of these powers, especially when the situation under the Court’s jurisdiction is unlikely to be referred by a (or the territorial) State Party or the Security Council. In the case of relatively powerful States, which both profess complete control over their territory and are in general good standing in the international community, the Prosecutor’s initiative becomes all the more essential.

2. Admissibility: Complementarity

The ICC is a residual mechanism, a court of last resort, complementary to national jurisdictions, which only operates when domestic courts have not responded, or have not responded genuinely, to crimes by way of investigating, prosecuting or trying alleged perpetrators. This is the case here.

Articles 53(1)(b) and 17(1)(a-c) of the Rome Statute set out the principle of complementarity. As a court of last resort, the ICC works in tandem with states, only investigating criminal claims when states with primary jurisdiction are unwilling or unable to genuinely do so. The assessment is “case-specific” and will determine whether potential case(s) related to the situation are being investigated or prosecuted by states. At the level of preliminary examination this necessarily concerns potential cases.790

Article 17’s test also applies to the preliminary examination level. A case is “inadmissible” in front of the court when: a) “the case is being investigated or prosecuted by the state which has jurisdiction over it;”791 b) “the case has been investigated by a state which has jurisdiction over it and the State has decided not to prosecute the person concerned;”792 and c) the person concerned has “already been tried for conduct which is the subject of the complaint.”793 Each of these inadmissibility standards, however, has exceptions. For “a” and “b,” the ICC may intervene when “the state is unwilling or unable to genuinely carry out the investigation,”794 or “the decision resulted”795 from this inability or unwillingness. And the ICC may intervene under “c” if the earlier proceedings were “for the purpose of shielding the person concerned from criminal responsibility,” or were not “conducted independently or impartially in accordance with the norms of due process recognised by international law” and “inconsistent with an intent to bring

789 See Rome Statute, Preamble ¶ 10 (“[T]he International Criminal Court established under this Statute shall be complementary to national criminal jurisdictions.”).

790 INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR, POLICY PAPER ON CASE SELECTION AND PRIORITISATION ¶ 46 (Nov. 2013).

791 Rome Statute, art. 17(1)(a).

792 Rome Statute, art. 17(1)(b).

793 Rome Statute, art. 17(1)(c).

794 Rome Statute, art. 17(1)(a).

795 Rome Statute, art. 17(1)(b).
the person concerned to justice.”

Cases with past/current/projected domestic investigation (those under (1)(a) and (1)(b)) are only admissible to the ICC when states with original jurisdiction are unable or unwilling to genuinely carry out investigation or prosecution.

A detailed analysis of the state’s unwillingness is unnecessary at this stage, as there have not been nor are there currently any criminal investigations of the conduct at issue. The Office of the Prosecutor and the Court have been clear: “The absence of national proceedings, i.e. domestic inactivity, is sufficient to make the case admissible. The question of unwillingness or inability does not arise and the Office does not need to consider the other factors set out in article 17.” As Professor O’Keefe puts it clearly: “If the state in question is not currently investigating or prosecuting and has not previously investigated, the case is ipso facto admissible. In other words, where the state is and has been inactive, a putative willingness or ability to investigate or prosecute does not render the case inadmissible.”

The ICC is precluded from investigation only if “one or more national criminal justice systems are genuinely investigating or prosecuting the crimes in question.” The clear language of this statute requires a criminal investigation.

To date, legal challenges to Australian refugee detention have been civil and constitutional. The Court’s jurisprudence is clear that if the question on the existence of proceedings is not answered in the affirmative it will not be necessary to look in detail into the willingness or ability of the domestic legal system. It is also highly unlikely that Australia will genuinely conduct criminal investigations in the future, despite extensive findings documenting inhumane treatment and torture discussed above by, among others, the United Nations Human Rights Commission, the UN Special Rapporteur for Torture, and the Australian Human Rights Commission.

---
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Rome Statute articulates a list of factors that demonstrate unwillingness. Article 17 paragraph 2 provides an “exhaustive” list of factors the court might use to determine if a domestic jurisdiction is unwilling to genuinely prosecute a case: a) the proceedings taken were made with the “purpose of shielding the person concerned from criminal responsibility;” b) there has been an “unjustified delay in the proceedings, which in the circumstances is inconsistent with an intent to bring the person to justice;” or c) the proceedings are not being conducted “independently or impartially,” inconsistent with “an intent to bring the person to justice.”

The thrust of this paragraph is to stop impunity; “inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice” should be understood as “referring to proceedings which will lead to a suspect evading justice” in the “equivalence of sham proceedings.”

Australia’s a) failure to pursue criminal prosecution in relation to crimes committed on Nauru or Manus Island; b) legislation, in some cases ex post, authorising activity that we argue qualifies as international crimes; c) denial of jurisdiction, as a consequence of ex post legislation, over criminal activity in the Manus and Nauru detention facilities; and d) refusal to investigate serious allegations, all indicate the state’s unwillingness to prosecute these crimes. Moreover, Australia’s Criminal Code Act 1995 requires the consent of the Attorney General before criminal charges related to imprisonment or the severe deprivation of liberty may be brought before the Australian judiciary.

The major political parties of Australia remain united in their support of Australia’s immigration policies, including the severe deprivation of liberty through offshore detention. Equally, the Attorney General (a political appointee), is unlikely...
to provide authorisation for criminal charges against senior members of his own political party, particularly when mandatory and indefinite detention are a central part of that party’s platform. The absence of criminal investigations, the unlikelihood that the Attorney General will provide consent and the overall entirely unjustified delay despite numerous reports and high level findings thus activate the Court’s complementary jurisdiction. If the Prosecutor does not act to initiate an investigation the situation on Nauru and Manus Island will remain without remedy.

3. Admissibility: Gravity

The conduct described in Part II and qualified as crimes against humanity in part III is of sufficient gravity, as per Articles 17(1)(d) and 53(1)(c), to justify exercising the Court’s jurisdiction and the Prosecutor’s initiative. The nature and scale of the crimes at issue are of such severity, in both quantitative and qualitative terms as well as because of their normalising and precedent-setting nature, that they urgently require deterrent action by the Court. In the context of a situation, as opposed to a case, the Prosecutor should consider gravity “against the backdrop of the likely set of cases or ‘potential cases,’” that would rise from investigating the situation, evaluating a) the qualitative and quantitative elements of the alleged crimes and b) those who bear the greatest responsibility for the crimes alleged. A flexible test, gravity analysis should not be “overly restrictive” and “hamper the deterrent role of the Court,” but should prevent the court from adjudicating “peripheral cases” and “insignificant” crimes.

The situation at hand is neither peripheral nor insignificant. It is of central, and growing, importance to the international legal system and the principles the Court is serving.

The OTP has summarised the criteria for gravity as “relating to the scale, nature, manner of

https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/06/21/australia-where-parties-stand-human-rights (describing the Coalition government as maintaining offshore processing of refugees and asylum seekers and the liberal democrats as “more comfortable with offshore processing than mass drownings.”).

815 A number of the prospective Administering Authorities are members of the Attorney General’s political party.
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821 The Appeals Chamber, Case No. ICC-01/04, Decision on the Prosecutor’s Application for Warrants of Arrest, art. 58, ¶ 40 (July 13, 2006), https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2006_01807.PDF (Judge Pikis, partly dissenting).
commission and impact of the crimes.”\textsuperscript{822} The scale of the crimes committed is extremely broad. The camps have been functioning since 2001 currently function to detain and mistreat approximately between 1,200 and 2,500 people, while thousands of people have been affected throughout the years. The number of victims\textsuperscript{823} is, accordingly, in the thousands, where the Court has accepted sufficient gravity in cases of much smaller number of victims.\textsuperscript{824} The “extent of the damage”\textsuperscript{825} caused by the crimes is particularly severe, as it includes both physical\textsuperscript{826} and deep psychological trauma.\textsuperscript{827} The scale of the crimes is also of geographic importance as it affects individuals travelling from a number of states, especially in South East Asia. Both the “geographical and temporal intensity”\textsuperscript{828} of the crimes is particularly grave. Finally, while in many cases asylum seekers are detained and mistreated with their families, the case may be that they have either left their family behind or are travelling to meet them. The suffering, physical and mental harm and, in some cases, death of asylum seekers in detention facilities affects their families as well, highlighting the scale of indirect victims of the attack under consideration.\textsuperscript{829} And the potential scale is growing, requiring immediate attention. The number of displaced persons has hit an all-time high within the last decade, according to the United Nations Refugee Agency, with 59.5 million displaced individuals in 2015, compared to 51.2 million only a year earlier.\textsuperscript{830} Moreover, over half of the world’s refugees are children.\textsuperscript{831} In the Asia region, the number of refugees and internally displaced people was about 3.7 million in mid-2015.\textsuperscript{832}
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The nature of the criminal acts is egregious. The situation of extreme vulnerability and distinct lack of protection of detained asylum seekers has facilitated the commission of acts of physical and sexual violence. Rape and sexual violence have repeatedly been acknowledged by the Court and the Office of the Prosecutor to be particularly grave. In addition, and as mentioned above, the effects of the crimes on the mental health of the indefinitely, inhumanely and arbitrarily detained asylum seekers are extreme. A recent study shows that the mental illness of refugees on Manus Island are among the highest of any surveyed population. Examples abound and have been discussed above at length. To recall: a psychologist and traumatologist with 43 years of experience—who worked on Manus and Nauru—stated he had “never seen more atrocity than I have seen in the incarcerated situations of Manus Island and Nauru.” Deployed over 14 times to the islands, he describes a) an en masse attempted suicide by 6 children using the same razor blade; b) one woman who attempted to kill herself and her own daughter seven times in five weeks; c) self-mutilation, including carving the names of missing loved ones into body parts and cutting open one’s own stomach. Particular psychological effects on the victims, including self-harm, paranoia, insomnia and self-mutilation, have in the past been appreciated as particularly grave by the OTP. Finally, it is important to point out that camps contain a large number of children, whose vulnerability entails severe suffering, which has been recognised by the Prosecutor as particularly grave.

Finally, the Court and the OTP have found high-level systematic planning as a factor within the gravity analysis. The Australian government’s formulation of its detention policies was calculated and organized, leading to a widespread and systematic attack against the civilian population. The inhumane conditions of detention deliberately serve a particular deterrent purpose. In addition, privatizing the daily management of the camps links the high-level
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840 INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR, POLICY PAPER ON CASE SELECTION AND PRIORITISATION ¶ 63 (Nov. 2013); INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR, POLICY PAPER ON CASE SELECTION AND PRIORITISATION ¶¶ 39, 46 (Sept. 15, 2016).
841 INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR, POLICY PAPER ON CASE SELECTION AND PRIORITISATION ¶ 40 (Sept. 15, 2016).
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The combination of perpetrators at different operational levels also suggests that in terms of the development of case gravity, individuals most responsible for crimes can be identified at such different levels. These may include senior politicians who have organised, led and argued for the establishment of the detention regime and conditions. They may, however, also include individuals working in the context of the privatised management of the crimes. Privatisation and outsourcing can serve as a means of avoidance of responsibility. International Criminal Law, however, has developed the doctrinal tools to trace individual responsibility through complex structures. The role of private actors in core crimes has been increasingly recognised, but still left unaddressed by the Court. It is particularly important for the Prosecutor to investigate the levels of liability of different actors at different stages and aspects of the attack.

The impact of the crimes is severe and widespread. OTP practice and Court precedent has highlighted the importance of the crimes’ impact both on the victims themselves and on the wider environment and society. In terms of the victims, impact is understood both with respect to the victims’ position of vulnerability, highlighted above, and with respect to the long term consequences of the crimes. Indeed, the prolonged, open-ended, arbitrary and inhumane detention and the identified consequences on the victims’ mental, as well as physical, health suggest that for those surviving the camps the impact will persist.

An assessment of the impact of the crimes for the purposes of establishing gravity should look “beyond the suffering of the direct and indirect victims.” In this case, the intended deterrent impact on others should be considered. Indeed, there will be significant impact on deterred asylum seekers who will have no option in setting out to avoid their state of persecution. In
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considering the impact on others, the OTP should consider that the crimes are intended to send a message to others – in this case, to other future asylum seekers. 849

Finally, the situation in Australia is of sufficient gravity because its potential to set a precedent, and to normalise subjecting vulnerable refugee populations to inhumane detention practices in order to deter future refugee flows. To the extent that the policies Australia is adopting are taken up by other states, the Australian situation will result in the normalisation of crimes against humanity; 850 the perception that a widespread and systematic attack against a civilian population may be seen as normal, banal, and potentially acceptable. 851 Australia is no pariah state. It is a relatively wealthy, “Western”, democracy. Its actions and policies have an added effect in terms of being influential and being replicated elsewhere, specifically in other states that are receiving refugee flows. Indeed, there have already been indications of the influence of this replication. Denmark recently introduced a bill which would authorise the government to take refugee’s valuables to pay for detention; 852 this bill was remarkably similar to Australia charging asylum seekers for their detention. 853 Danish government officials, after inspecting detention on Nauru, remarked that Australian detention is “an interesting model” and that they “will continuously assess different migration polices by looking at the experiences of other countries – including Australia.” 854 Austria’s Foreign Minister Sebastian Kurz has made similar suggestions, citing the “Australian example,” noting that while the model cannot be fully replicated, “it’s principles” can be applied in Europe. 855 Most recently, in an Executive Order banning the entrance of certain categories of refugees, 856 the President of the United States Donald Trump has attempted to put in place a policy of systematised deportation in violation of the norm of non-refoulement.

849 Id. (asserting that the commission of the identified crimes on the Mavi Marmara, which were highly publicised, would have sent a clear and strong message to the people in Gaza (and beyond) that the blockade of Gaza was in full force and that even the delivery of humanitarian aid would be controlled and supervised by the Israeli authorities).

850 See Kevin Jon Heller, Situational Gravity under the Rome Statute, in FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE 229 (Carsten Stahn & Larissa van den Herik eds., 2009).

851 Kalpouzos & Mann, supra note 683.


Gravity, in the Court’s jurisprudence, aims at “maximiz[ing] the Court’s deterrent effect.” The need for deterrence is even more pronounced when a set of actions that qualify as international crimes, as we have shown, is potentially replicated, normalised and perceived as an acceptable, or at least inevitable, consequence of the current international system. The current docket of the Court is predominantly comprised of what could be characterised as spectacular violence, occurring in some of the poorer and less developed states in the world. Such a concentration has been criticised and is threatening the legitimacy and operational success of the Court. The Office of the Prosecutor has shown that an understanding of the wider implications and impact of crimes, particularly in relation to wider social, economic and environmental damage, should complement a purely quantitative or narrowly and spectacularly qualitative focus on gravity. The crimes committed in offshore detention by Australian officials and agents, while satisfying established quantitative and qualitative criteria, should be understood as especially grave given their widespread impact and potential normalisation. Investigating them is a necessary priority in order for the Court to fulfil its role.

Conclusion

For the above described reasons, the undersigned urge the Office of the Prosecutor to consider opening a Preliminary Examination into the situation and facts described in this Communiqué.
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